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Abstract The phenomenon of quasi-periodic pulsations (QPPs) in solar and stel-10

lar flares has been known for over 50 years and significant progress has been made11

in this research area. It has become clear that QPPs are not rare – they are found12

in many flares and, therefore, robust flare models should reproduce their prop-13

erties in a natural way. At least fifteen mechanisms/models have been developed14

to explain QPPs in solar flares, which mainly assume the presence of magnetohy-15

drodynamic (MHD) oscillations in coronal structures (magnetic loops and current16

sheets) or quasi-periodic regimes of magnetic reconnection. We review the most17

important and interesting results on flare QPPs, with an emphasis on the results18

of recent years, and we present the predicted and prominent observational signa-19

tures of each of the fifteen mechanisms. However, it is not yet possible to draw20

an unambiguous conclusion as to the correct underlying QPP mechanism because21

of the qualitative, rather than quantitative, nature of most of the models and22

also due to insufficient observational information on the physical properties of the23

flare region, in particular the spatial structure of the QPP source. We also review24

QPPs in stellar flares, where progress is largely based on solar-stellar analogies,25

suggesting similarities in the physical processes in flare regions on the Sun and26

magnetoactive stars. The presence of QPPs with similar properties in solar and27

stellar flares is, in itself, a strong additional argument in favor of the likelihood28

of solar-stellar analogies. Hence, advancing our understanding of QPPs in solar29

flares provides an important additional channel of information about stellar flares.30

However, further work in both theory/simulations and in observations is needed.31

Keywords Solar flares · Stellar flares · Quasi-periodic pulsations (QPPs) · MHD32

oscillations · MHD waves · Magnetic reconnection33
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1 Introduction62

The Sun is a magnetically-active yellow dwarf of spectral class G2V. Solar activity63

is associated with the processes of generation and emergence of magnetic fields64

from the depths of the star, the formation and evolution of active regions at and65

above the visible surface (photosphere), and the dissipation of magnetic energy66

in the atmosphere. Active regions are formed due to the emergence of toroidal67

magnetic flux tubes from the depths of the convective zone. The convective zone68

of the Sun has a thickness of about 1/3 of the solar radius. In the framework69

of traditional dynamo models, toroidal flows are generated and amplified in the70

tachocline, a thin layer at the bottom of the convection zone.71

On the surface of the Sun, magnetic fields in the active regions are concentrated72

in the form of sunspot groups with magnetic induction in the sunspot umbra in the73

range of ≈ 2− 3 kG (Figure 1a,b), sometimes reaching 5− 6 kG (Livingston et al.,74

2006; Anfinogentov et al., 2019). Typical total areas of sunspot groups in active75

regions are of the order of S ∼ 103 MHS 1; for the largest regions, the value can76

reach S ∼ 104 MHS, i.e. only about 1% of the surface area of the solar hemisphere.77

In active regions above the surface of the Sun, magnetic tubes are predomi-78

nantly in the form of magnetic loops of various sizes filled with plasma, connecting79

sections of opposite magnetic polarity on the surface (Figure 1c–e). Typical coronal80

loops in active regions have lengths of L ∼ 10− 100 Mm, temperatures T ≈ 1− 381

MK (in the absence of flares), and plasma density n ∼ 108− 1010 cm−3. In flaring82

loops, T ≈ 10− 30 MK and n ∼ 1010− 1012 cm−3. The values of average magnetic83

field in coronal parts of the loops are usually of the order of B ∼ 10−100 G (see a re-84

view by Reale, 2014). The characteristic values of the total magnetic energy in the85

active regions of the Sun are estimated roughly as EB ∼
(
B2/8π

)
L3 ∼ 1028−1033

86

erg.87

As a result of the explosive release of free (non-potential) magnetic energy in88

the active regions, extreme events such as solar flares and coronal mass ejections89

(CMEs) occur (Figure 1c–e). They are the most powerful phenomena in the solar90

1 Millionths of the solar hemisphere; 1MHS ≈ 3× 106 km2.
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Fig. 1 A patch of the Sun during a powerful eruptive X8.2 class solar flare on September
10, 2017. Maps of the optical emission intensity and the line-of-sight photospheric magnetic
field (color palette ranging from −3.5 kG to +3.5 kG) obtained with the Helioseismic and
Magnetic Imager (HMI; Scherrer et al., 2012) onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO)
are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. Sunspots are indicated with the red straight lines.
Observations by the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA; Lemen et al., 2012) onboard SDO
of the solar corona in the 171, 131 and 193 Å channels are shown in (c), (d) and (e), respectively.
The red square represents the solar flare region shown in the right panels of Figure 2. The
optical limb of the Sun is shown with the white arc.

system releasing up to ∼ 1032 − 1033 erg of energy, which is comparable with the91

upper estimate of magnetic energy in the active regions given above (e.g. Emslie92

et al., 2012; Aschwanden et al., 2017). In the framework of the ‘standard’ theory93

of solar flares, the process of energy release occurs due to magnetic reconnection94

during the interaction of oppositely-directed magnetic fluxes in the solar corona.95

As a result of reconnection, free magnetic energy is transformed into kinetic energy96

of plasma and non-thermal particles accelerated to sub-relativistic and relativistic97

energies (e.g. Priest and Forbes, 2002; Somov, 2013).98

Magnetic reconnection occurs in almost every rotating object in the universe,99

for example, in planetary magnetospheres, compact objects, solar and stellar at-100

mospheres (e.g. Zweibel and Yamada, 2009). These space objects can have wide101

ranges of magnetic field strengths and plasma densities as well as a variety of field102

geometry, which may differ significantly from those indicated above for the Sun.103
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Fig. 2 Electromagnetic emission in different spectral ranges (left) and its sources (right) in
the famous X8.2 solar flare on 2017 September 10 near the west limb. The flare region images
shown in the right panels are plotted for three time instants (from top to bottom), indicated
by three black vertical lines (from left to right, respectively) in the panels on the left. (figures
taken from Gary et al. 2018 with adaptation)

Among these, the Sun is a unique object whose corona can be observed in high-104

resolution (Figures 1c–e, thus the detailed evolution of magnetic energy release in105

solar flares can be explored with imaging observations (Benz and Güdel, 2010).106

It seems that both partially and fully convective stars, including young stel-107

lar objects (YSOs), can produce flares in different bands. Flare activity has been108

detected in many stars that have a corona with a magnetic field generated by a109

dynamo mechanism in the convective zone (Benz and Güdel, 2010). The main-110

sequence stars of spectral classes F-M are the most active among other stars.111

Special attention is traditionally given to the UV Ceti variables (see the monog-112

raphy by Gershberg, 2005, and references therein). Powerful flares have also been113

detected on several A class stars (Balona, 2012, 2013), despite the absence of strong114

convection inside them. Flares are also detected in cold giants, giants and super-115

giants in the cold part of the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. Flares in massive stars116

could be originated from cool companions (Feigelson et al., 2002; Pedersen et al.,117

2017). However, studies revealed that massive stars seem to have magnetic fields118

(Pillitteri et al., 2014; Cantiello and Braithwaite, 2019) and bare flares (Kohno119

et al., 2002; Pillitteri et al., 2017). Pre-main sequence (PMS) stars — T Tauri120

stars (TTS) and protostars — as well as young massive stars, are highly active.121

Powerful X-ray flares were detected in class I and more developed young stellar122

objects (YSO) with X-ray transparent environment. It is found that even young123

brown dwarfs exhibit powerful superflare activity (e.g. Gizis et al., 2017; Paudel124

et al., 2018).125
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Fig. 3 Comparison of median time profiles of solar flare UV emission in three different channels
(red, green, and brown) with the median time profile of M4 dwarf flare white light emission
(blue). Time is in units of t1/2 that is the full time width at half the maximum flux
according to Davenport et al. (2014) and the time taken for the intensity to
decrease to half the maximum according to Kashapova et al. (2021). (figure taken
from Kashapova et al. 2021)

In general, flares are short-term (from several minutes to several hours on126

the Sun and up to several days on some active stars) increases in the brightness127

of a star in a wide spectral range from radio to X-rays and γ-rays (unlike solar128

flares, no stellar flares were detected in γ-rays yet, probably because of insufficient129

sensitivity of available γ-ray detectors). The flare duration may differ in different130

spectral ranges (Figure 2). Typically, the intensity of flare thermal emissions (in131

the soft X-ray, EUV/UV, optical ranges) has a shorter abrupt growth phase (to132

the maximum) and a much longer gradual decay phase (Figures 2, 3, 4) (e.g.133

Davenport et al., 2014; Kashapova et al., 2021).134

In terms of duration in different spectral ranges (in particular, in soft X-rays),135

solar flares are divided into impulsive and gradual (or long-decay events, LDEs).136

The last ones tend to be accompanied by filament eruptions and CMEs. Impulsive137

flares are typically observed with a soft-hard-soft behavior in their hard X-ray138

spectrum, while gradual flares are typically observed with a progressive hardening139

associated with continued heating (Grigis and Benz, 2008).140

Non-thermal emissions, in the radio, hard X-ray and γ-ray ranges, are usually141

observed in the impulsive phase of a flare, up to the peak of thermal soft X-ray142

emission (although events with pronounced prolonged non-thermal emissions are143

also detected, e.g. Zimovets and Struminsky 2012; Gary et al. 2018; see Figure 2),144

and often manifest as a sequence of peaks (or bursts) of different duration and145

intensity (Figure 2) (e.g. Aschwanden, 2002; Fletcher et al., 2011).146

The widely accepted ‘standard’ solar flare model states that charged particles147

accelerated in the reconnection region first collide with rarefied plasma in the148
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coronal above-the-loop-top and loop-top regions, and then with dense plasma in149

the chromospheric footpoints of flare loops, both producing non-thermal hard X-150

ray (and γ-ray) and radio emission (see Figure 2 as an observational example).151

Collisional interaction of non-thermal particles in the loop footpoints heats up the152

plasma there. As a result, sources of ultraviolet (UV) and optical radiation (both153

in lines and in a continuum, in particular in white light) are formed in the shape154

of bright flare kernels and ribbons. The rapid heating of plasma in the lower layers155

of the solar atmosphere leads to its outflow into coronal volumes of flare loops (so-156

called chromospheric evaporation) producing enhanced fluxes of thermal soft X-ray157

and EUV emissions (Figures 1, 2), evolving first ionization potential (FIP) biases158

(Baker et al., 2019), and spectral line asymmetries. The chromospheric evaporation159

is associated with the Neupert effect (valid for about half of solar flares; Veronig160

et al. 2002), according to which the time derivative of thermal emission profile161

approximately repeats the temporal behavior of non-thermal emissions (Figure 2;162

see also Figure 7 in Section 2.1).163

Above we have given only the most general properties of solar flares. For more164

details on observational and theoretical aspects of solar flares see, e.g., the reviews165

by Aschwanden (2002); Fletcher et al. (2011); Benz (2017) and Priest and Forbes166

(2002); Shibata and Magara (2011); Zharkova et al. (2011), respectively.167

The aforementioned observational properties of solar flares were identically ob-168

served in stellar flares, but with no spatial resolution. In particular, stellar flares169

could be generally classified into two types, fast and slow, depending on the ra-170

tio of the flare decay time to rise time (Dal and Evren, 2010), and show spectral171

hardening (Preibisch and Zinnecker, 2002), line asymmetries (Fuhrmeister et al.,172

2008), the Neupert effect (Güdel et al., 2002; Preibisch and Zinnecker, 2002), and173

FIP biases (Laming, 2015), which are signatures of the chromospheric evaporation174

by accelerated particles. In addition, a recent analysis of nine flares on three stars175

of K-M spectral classes observed simultaneously in the white light and soft X-ray176

bands revealed a clear similarity with solar flares in terms of the partitioning of177

the total radiated energy between thermal and non-thermal emissions, and the178

apparent underlying physical mechanism manifested through the dependence of179

the total flare energies on the characteristic size of the host active regions, typical180

magnetic field strengths in the reconnection site, and almost linear proportion-181

ality between the total flare energies and peak soft X-ray fluxes (Kuznetsov and182

Kolotkov, 2021). On the other hand, the X-ray flares were found to be typically183

shorter than their optical counterparts, which may indicate a more efficient plasma184

cooling in these stellar flares.185

An aperiodic variation on time-resolved stellar light curves accompanying the186

above signatures could be approximated by cooling of plasmas heated by impulsive187

energy releases and confined in a magnetic loop (Imanishi et al., 2001; Tsang et al.,188

2012). The loop lengths could be modeled by flare decay times (Reale et al., 1997;189

Reale, 2014), and exhibit both short (Doyle et al., 1991; Brasseur et al., 2019) and190

long loops (Guenther et al., 2000; Tsuboi et al., 2016) comparing to their stellar191

radii. CMEs can be another common attribute of stellar and solar flares. Despite192

the fact that there are great experimental difficulties, reports of signs of CME193

presence in some stellar flares have appeared in the scientific literature in recent194

years (e.g. Argiroffi et al., 2019; Vida et al., 2019a). By analogy with the Sun, it195

is assumed that not all stellar flares are accompanied by CMEs.196
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Fig. 4 A couple of examples of QPPs in solar and stellar flares. (left) Extraction of 3-minute
QPPs from the time profile of the Lyα emission in the X2.2 solar flare on February 15, 2011.
The top panel shows the full-disk light curve (black) with a 400 s fast Fourier transform (FFT)
high-pass filter data (cyan) considered as a trend. The middle panel shows the detrended time
profile after subtracting the filtered profile. The bottom panel shows a wavelet spectrum of the
detrended profile with the 99% significance level overlaid with white curves (figure taken from
Milligan et al. 2017). (right) Extraction of QPPs with a period of ≈ 14 min from the white
light stellar flare KIC-011610797-018 detected by Kepler. The top panel shows the flare light
curve (red dots) and fitted spline curve (green). The middle panel shows the flare decay phase
with the fitted curve removed. The bottom panel shows the wavelet spectrum of the detrended
curve shown in the middle panel. (figure taken from Balona et al. 2015)

The presence of a large number of similar observational manifestations of solar197

and stellar flares serves as the basis for their understanding within the framework198

of a general theory, taking into account the difference in the physical properties of199

the atmospheres of different stars. For more complete and systematic information200

on stellar flares, we refer our readers to the reviews provided by Pettersen (1989);201

Haisch et al. (1991); Bastian (1994); Güdel (2004); Gershberg (2005); Güdel and202

Nazé (2009); Benz and Güdel (2010); Testa et al. (2015).203

Another common manifestation of solar and stellar flares is quasi-periodic pul-204

sations, QPPs2 (Figures 4, 5, 7; see also Section 2.1 for the definitions of QPPs).205

Attention to solar flare QPPs was drawn by Parks and Winckler (1969). Solar radio206

pulsations had been reported several years earlier (e.g. Thompson and Maxwell,207

1962; Dröoge, 1967) but the spectral (Fourier) analysis of the emission light curves208

was not done for identification of the quasi-periodic component, and those works209

attracted less attention. The first detection of QPPs in stellar flares was reported210

several years later by Rodono (1974).211

Over the past half century, significant progress has been made in QPP research.212

It has been found that QPPs can appear in all phases of a solar flare: before the213

flare impulsive phase (Figure 6), in the impulsive phase (Figure 7), and in the decay214

2 Some papers on solar and stellar flares use the term quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs),
but we will mainly use the abbreviation QPPs to avoid confusion with other high-energy
astrophysical QPOs, such as X-ray binaries (e.g. van der Klis, 2006), not associated with
‘classical’ stellar flares under discussion.
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Fig. 5 A couple of examples of pronounced radio QPPs in solar and stellar flares. (left) A
train of damped radio pulsations with a period of 4.28 ± 0.01 s at 230 MHz detected by the
Culgoora radio spectrograph during a solar flare on 1972 May 16 (figure taken from McLean
and Sheridan 1973). (right) Time profile of radio emission averaged over a spectral range of
≈ 1395−1435 MHz during a flare on AD Leonis (M3.5eV) on 1987 November 4 showing. QPPs
with a period of ≈ 0.7 s and an amplitude modulation of ≈ 50% are well seen near the burst
maximum (figure adopted from Bastian et al. 1990).

phase (Figure 4). Typical periods of QPPs are in the range from a few seconds215

to a few minutes, and we mainly restrict this review to such QPPs. Shorter and216

longer periods are also detected (e.g. Takakura et al., 1983; Karlický et al., 2010;217

Tan and Tan, 2012; Zaqarashvili et al., 2013) but less often, probably because of218

observational limitations.219

Recently, on the basis of a number of statistical studies, it has been shown that220

QPPs are a frequent and widespread phenomenon that occur in a large number221

of solar flares. Moreover, the probability of detecting QPPs increases with the222

flare class (see Section 2.4). This suggests that solar flare models should naturally223

explain the appearance of QPPs and their properties.224

More than a dozen different QPPs mechanisms/models in solar flares have been225

proposed. To a large extent, the models assume the presence of certain magne-226

tohydrodynamic (MHD) oscillations or waves in flare magnetoplasma structures227

(magnetic loops, current sheets), quasi-periodic regimes of magnetic reconnection228

or repetitive reconnection (see Section 2.2). Nevertheless, we still do not know229

which of the proposed theoretical mechanisms is closest to reality. It is possible230

that different mechanisms may work in different flares, leading to different types231

of QPPs. The problem largely boils down to the fact that the proposed models232

of the QPPs are still qualitative, but not quantitative. This makes it difficult to233

determine all possible observational properties of each mechanism and their direct234

comparison with observations. Moreover, until now the capabilities of observa-235

tional instruments are not enough to reliably determine all the necessary physical236

properties of QPP sources in flare regions on the Sun. As a result, the interpre-237

tation of QPPs in certain flares is usually not very confident and reliable (see238

Section 2.3).239

Understanding of stellar flares are based on the notion that their mechanisms240

are close to those of solar flares (Gershberg, 2005; Benz and Güdel, 2010), and on241

the progress made in understanding the latter. Accordingly, to interpret the QPPs242

in stellar flares, the models of QPPs developed for solar flares are very often used.243

However, due to the relative remoteness of stars, observations of QPPs in stellar244

flares are even more limited than observations of QPPs in solar flares. Usually,245

only the light curves of flare emissions are detected against the background of the246
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Fig. 6 A couple of examples of QPPs before the onset of solar flares. (Top panels) Light
curves of the soft X-ray emission flux detected by the X-Ray Sensors (XRS) installed on the
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) 15 in the wavelength ranges of
1.0 − 8.0 Å (solid) and 0.5 − 4.0 Å (dotted). (Bottom panels) Time profile of flare plasma
temperature calculated from the corresponding soft X-ray fluxes. The red smooth curves –
approximation of the observed QPPs by a model function. The red vertical dotted lines mark
peaks of the pre-flare QPPs. (figure from Tan et al. 2016).

star’s radiation in one of the spectral ranges (see Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4). Up247

to now, there are no examples of observations of stellar flare QPPs in principally248

different spectral ranges, e.g. simultaneously in optical and radio emissions, or249

radio and X-ray emissions (see Section 3.5), and there is no reliable information250

on the geometry of the QPP-emitting sources (by analogy with the Sun, almost251

all works assume a loop structure that is not proven). These circumstances greatly252

complicate the understanding of QPPs in stellar flares.253

Despite the existing difficulties, studies of stellar flare QPPs have also made254

significant progress in recent years. First, it is associated with several statistical255

studies that have multiplied the number of known stellar flares accompanied by256

QPPs (see Section 3.6). A great deal of progress has been made here thanks to257

precision observations in the optical range using the Kepler space observatory258

(Borucki et al., 2010). Interest in these observations was largely fueled by the259

discovery of a large number of superflares (with energy > 1033 erg) in solar-type260

stars (G-type main-sequence; effective temperature is 5100-6000 K), which raised261

the urgent question of whether such superflares are possible on the Sun and what262

their probability is (Maehara et al., 2012; Shibata et al., 2013; Okamoto et al.,263

2021). Second, several observational signs of the similarity of QPPs in stellar and264

solar flares were obtained, such as the presence of oscillation harmonics and similar265

scaling of the ratio of the decay time and QPP period (see Sections 3.3 and 3.6).266

Third, we can note the good applicability of the hydrodynamic model (originally267

developed for the Sun) of the energy release in a magnetic tube for interpreting268

X-ray oscillations in flares of star-forming regions (see Section 3.3.3). Thus, more269

and more arguments appear in favor of the similarity of the QPP mechanisms in270

stellar and solar flares, and the validity of using the same mechanisms for their271

interpretation (of course, taking into account the peculiarities of the atmospheres272

of parent stars) is increasing.273

There are a number of older reviews about QPPs in solar flares (Aschwanden,274

1987, 2003; Nindos and Aurass, 2007; Nakariakov and Melnikov, 2009; Nakariakov275

et al., 2010, 2016b). The methodology of diagnosing the physical parameters of276
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stellar flare regions based on the interpretation of the QPPs as MHD oscillations277

of coronal loops – coronal seismology – is discussed in (e.g. Nakariakov, 2007;278

Stepanov et al., 2010, 2012; Srivastava and Lalitha, 2013). Recently, there have279

been three more relevant reviews (Van Doorsselaere et al., 2016; McLaughlin et al.,280

2018; Kupriyanova et al., 2020). However, the main emphasis in these reviews is281

placed on QPPs in solar flares and QPPs in stellar flares are mentioned only in282

passing.283

The purpose of the present work is to give a more complete overview of the main284

observations of QPPs in solar and stellar flares that are known to us at the present285

time, as well as the mechanisms that are used for their interpretation (Section 3).286

For this, before proceeding to the review of QPPs in stellar flares, we will briefly287

describe the main mechanisms/models of QPPs in solar flares (Section 2.2), review288

their possible observational properties, and also some recent observations that289

could testify in favor of these mechanisms (Section 2.3). We do not pursue the290

goal of reviewing all the papers on QPPs in solar flares, of which there are now291

several hundred. The selection of referenced works is subjective. At the end of292

the review (Section 4), we summarize the current status of studies of QPPs in293

solar and stellar flares and outline (in our opinion) the main directions for further294

research. On the whole, we are of the opinion that QPPs in solar and stellar flares295

may be the result of similar physical mechanisms occurring in the atmospheres of296

various flare-active stars. However, this hypothesis is not yet conclusively proven297

and must be applied with caution.298

2 Recent progress in solar flare QPPs299

2.1 Brief introduction to the QPP-detection techniques300

Intuitively, we could define flare QPPs as a sequence of bursts (or pulses, or cycles)301

of flare emission with similar time intervals between the successive peaks (see bright302

examples shown in Figures 5, 7).303

However, in reality observations show a great variety of QPP temporal be-304

haviour. Furthermore, different types of the low-frequency or aperiodic flare trend305

(see Figures 4, 9), apparent modulation of the period and amplitude (see Figure 13306

in Section 2.3), fast damping and low oscillation quality of QPPs (Figure 4), an-307

harmonic shape of the individual pulses (see the left panel in Figure 7), super-308

position with noise, including both the high-frequency white noise and power-law309

distributed pink or red noise (see Figure 9), all make QPPs difficult to recognize310

by eye. Therefore, a more advanced definition of the QPP phenomenon is based on311

the calculation of their significance relative to a noise level using rigorous mathe-312

matical techniques.313

Broomhall et al. (2019a) performed a blind test of eight different methods314

for detection of QPPs with different properties in simulated and observational315

flare light curves, addressing the effects of detrending and trimming data, colored316

noise, stationarity and drift of QPP periods. Among the detection techniques used317

in Broomhall et al. (2019a) are both standard methods (Fourier periodogram,318

wavelet analysis) and newly developed methods increasingly being applied to the319

analysis of solar observations, such as the Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD)320

and Bayesian analysis.321
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Fig. 7 Examples of QPPs visible to the naked eye in emission light curves of two solar flares.
(left) QPPs of hard X-ray (a, b) and microwave (c) emissions with a period of approximately 1
minute in the 2003 May 29 X1.2 class solar flare (figure taken from Zimovets and Struminsky
2009). (right) Broadband QPPs with a period of about 120-140 s during the 2015 November
04 M3.7 class solar flare. The low frequency radio emission at 2.5 MHz contains QPPs with a
longer period of about 231 s. (figure taken from Clarke et al. 2021)

The future detailed analysis of the temporal properties of flare emission needs322

a thorough classification of QPP types, similar to the classification of pulsations in323

the Earth’s magnetosphere (see Nakariakov et al., 2016b, and references therein),324

selection of the method (or methods) appropriate for the analysis of each type,325

and deliberate visual control of intermediate and final results. For example, the326

Fourier periodogram method is effective for the detection of high-quality harmonic327

oscillations with a stable period (periods) in a noisy time series (see an example328

shown in Figure 8). Wavelet analysis could be applied for searching for QPPs with a329

stationary or slowly drifting period. The EMD method is preferable for the analysis330

of more complicated signals of anharmonic form or with a highly non-stationary331

period. Bayesian methods allow for robust estimation of the QPP parameters and332

their uncertainties, provided the model function is prescribed adequately. Also, a333

combination of several independent techniques was found beneficial for improving334

the reliability of detection of QPPs in solar and stellar flares.335

Estimation of the significance level, that is the power of noise exceeding which336

the QPPs are believed to have a non-noisy origin, is highly important. In particular,337

the question of the QPP significance in comparison with a power-law distributed338

background noise, P (f) ∼ f−α, where f is the frequency (or a combination of339

white and red noise, for which α = 0 and 0 < α ≤ 2, respectively), was addressed340

in Gruber et al. (2011); Inglis et al. (2015); Kolotkov et al. (2016a); Pugh et al.341

(2017a). However, the nature of the power-law shape of the Fourier spectra of solar342

flare emissions (Figure 9) remains unclear, and varies with emission wavelength343

(e.g. McAteer et al., 2007). For example, Nakariakov et al. (2019a) demonstrated344
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Fig. 8 Test example of identification of harmonic QPPs in the noisy time profile (left) using
the periodogram analysis technique developed by Pugh et al. (2017a). The right panel shows
the corresponding power spectrum. The red solid line is the power law fit; the red dotted
and dashed lines correspond to the 95% and 99% confidence levels respectively. The identified
QPPs correspond to a narrow peak exceeding the indicated confidence levels. (figure taken
from Pugh et al. 2017a)

that a typical soft X-ray flare trend may be seen in the log-log Fourier spectrum345

as a power-law function with the slope identical to that of red noise. Along with346

this, the bursty (or fractal) reconnection in the macroscopic current sheet (see347

Section 2.2) could also result in the power-law spectrum (Nishizuka et al., 2009;348

Bárta et al., 2011; Cheng et al., 2018).349

More details on the novel techniques of the QPP analysis you can find in the review350

by Anfinogentov et al. in this volume.351

2.2 Summary of the main solar flare QPP models352

McLaughlin et al. (2018) provided a review of the physical mechanisms underpin-353

ning QPPs in solar and stellar flares, with an emphasis on the underlying physics354

that generates the resultant range of periodicities. Eleven mechanisms were re-355

viewed and they were classified into three general groups: (A) oscillatory (which356

encompasses the physical mechanisms of MHD oscillations; QPPs triggered period-357

ically by external waves; dispersive wave trains; the magnetic tuning fork; and the358

equivalent LCR contour), (B) self-oscillatory (which includes periodic or repetitive359

spontaneous reconnection, including oscillatory reconnection; thermal overstabil-360

ities; wave-flow overstabilities; wave-driven reconnection in the Taylor problem;361

and the coalescence of two magnetic flux tubes), and (C) autowave processes.362

Figure 10 shows a schematic illustration of the main models interpreting solar363

flare QPPs (from Kupriyanova et al. 2020). Numbers correspond to the following364

mechanisms: eigenmodes of a magnetic flux tube oscillations, including [1] sausage365

(axisymmetrical oscillations of loop boundary, predominantly radial, ‘peristaltic’366

flows, where mathematically the azimuthal wave number m = 0), [2] kink mode367

(transverse oscillations of loop axis, that displacement may be horizontal or ver-368

tical, but also circular or elliptical polarisation, where mathematically m = 1), [3]369

torsional Alfvén wave (twisting and untwisting of the cylinder and magnetic field),370

and [4] slow magnetoacoustic mode (longitudinal flows along magnetic field axis);371

as well as [5] equivalent RLC circuit; [6] reconnection triggered periodically by external372
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Fig. 9 Analysis of radio (left) and hard X-ray (middle: 13–23 keV; right: 23–33 keV) QPPs
detected in an M3.1 solar flare on 1998 May 8. Top panels show the flare emission light curves.
Middle and bottom panels show the best fits (green) by two different models (middle panel:
model SA – red and white noise modeled by a power-law function plus a constant, respectively;
bottom panel: model SB – the same as model SA plus an additional Gaussian component that
accounts for appearance of QPPs in the data) of the Fourier power spectrum (blue) of the
emission light curves shown on the top panels. The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
used gives a strong preference for model SB indicating the presence of QPPs with a period of
14.0 ± 0.75 s, which appear as a hump of the green curve on the bottom panels and marked
with the red vertical dashed line (see Inglis et al. 2015 for more details where this figure with
a certain modification is taken from).

waves (periodic modulation of the reconnection rate is induced by MHD oscilla-373

tions located at a distance from the reconnection site); [7] autowave processes, e.g.374

slow magnetoacoustic wave pulses are generated above the arcade, these are re-375

flected at the chromosphere, returning to the apex of the arcade, resulting in the376

next energy release, and the cycle repeats; another example is the older interacting377

loop model by Emslie (1981) (both these models could explain the observed pro-378

gression of the quasi-periodic energy release site along the polarity inversion line,379

PIL, in a two-ribbon flare); [8] flapping oscillations (oscillations of the macroscopic380

current sheet above the flare arcade associated with the current sheet destabiliza-381

tion, and an alternative explanation for propagating of the quasi-periodic energy382

release site along the PIL); [9] self-oscillatory processes (the conversion of constant,383

non-periodic flow, e.g. direct current energy, into a periodic energy release rate,384

e.g. alternating current energy); [10] thermal overstability; [11] periodic regime of385

coalescence of two twisted loops; and [12] magnetic tuning fork model.386

In contrast to McLaughlin et al. (2018), Kupriyanova et al. (2020) groups the387

physical processes into three different classifications: (i) direct emission modulation388

by MHD and electrodynamic oscillations of all types (which collects together pro-389

cesses [1] sausage, [2] kink, [3] torsional Alfvén, [4] slow magnetoacoustic modes,390
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Fig. 10 Schematic illustration of the main models interpreting solar flare QPPs (from
Kupriyanova et al. 2020). Numbers correspond to the following mechanisms: eigenmodes of a
magnetic flux tube oscillations, including [1] sausage, [2] kink, [3] torsional Alfvén, and [4] slow
magnetoacoustic modes; as well as [5] equivalent RLC circuit; [6] reconnection triggered peri-
odically by external waves; [7] autowave processes; [8] flapping oscillations; [9] self-oscillatory
processes; [10] thermal overstability; [11] periodic regime of coalescence of two twisted loops;
and [12] magnetic tuning fork model.

and [5] equivalent RLC circuit from Figure 10); (ii) periodic modulation, via MHD391

oscillations, of the efficiency of energy release processes such as magnetic reconnec-392

tion (which collects together processes [6] reconnection triggered periodically by393

external waves; [7] autowave processes; [8] flapping oscillations; and [12] magnetic394

tuning fork model); and (iii) spontaneous quasi-periodic energy release (covering [9]395

self-oscillatory regimes of magnetic reconnection; [10] thermal overstability; and396

[11] periodic regime of coalescence of two twisted loops). The mechanisms in group397

(iii) are based on transformation of a constant energy supply (e.g. a steady mag-398

netic inflow or background heating) into oscillatory feedback, analogous to the399

transformation of a direct current to alternating current (DC-to-AC models).400

The creation of these three groupings is meant to help illuminate the underlying401

physical processes of each mechanism, but we note that a mechanism could be402

assigned to more than one grouping. E.g. mechanism [12], magnetic tuning fork403

model, has been assigned to group (ii) since it contains MHD oscillations which404

modulate the efficiency of energy transformation via the oscillating termination405

shock. However, it could also be classed into group (iii) since these oscillations are406

caused by an initially-steady driver – the regular plasma outflow (see Section 2.3.2).407

Another example is the autowave processes [7] (see Section 2.3.2). It belongs to the408

group (ii), since in the model of Nakariakov and Zimovets (2011), the slow mode409

waves trigger successive reconnection episodes in the current sheet above the loop410

arcade. However, this mechanism can also be attributed to group (iii), since, in411

fact, it can be viewed as a process of self-sustained oscillations (similar to self-412

oscillatory process [9], see Section 2.3.3) – each episode of reconnection initiated413
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Fig. 11 Thermal soft X-ray (top) and hard X-ray emissions (bottom) during turbulent mag-
netic reconnection driven by colliding plasma within a flare coronal loop. Adapted from Ruan
et al. (2019) with permission.

by a slow wave generates a new wave, thus, the wave is fed (impulsively) from the414

medium, and the process continues.415

Of course, there is no core disagreement here: the (A) oscillatory mechanisms416

of McLaughlin et al. (2018) are refined further into classifications (i) and (ii) by417

Kupriyanova et al. (2020), who also adds the autowave mechanisms, (C), into group418

(ii), and self-oscillatory mechanisms (B) correspond to classification (iii) the quasi-419

periodic regimes of reconnection. Unlike McLaughlin et al. (2018), Kupriyanova et al.420

(2020) does not review dispersive wave trains as a QPP mechanism (we assign a421

number [13] to it), but this could be classified under (i), and likewise mechanism422

‘wave-driven reconnection in the Taylor problem’ – see e.g. Fitzpatrick et al. (2003)423

– could be classified under (ii) under mechanism [6], and the ‘wave-flow overstabil-424

ity’ under (iii). In addition, McLaughlin et al. (2018) does not review the flapping425

oscillation mechanism [8] cited by Kupriyanova et al. (2020). Across both papers,426

a total of thirteen physical mechanisms are reviewed (note that McLaughlin et al.427

2018 reviews MHD oscillations as one mechanism, whereas Kupriyanova et al. 2020428

splits this into four separate modes).429

In addition to the thirteen models detailed by McLaughlin et al. (2018) and430

Kupriyanova et al. (2020), there has been further development in modelling of431

potential mechanisms behind QPPs in solar flares in recent years. Here, we review432

briefly three additional models which are capable of producing QPPs in flares.433

Firstly, a model based on the Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability (KHI) in a flare434

loop-top caused by colliding evaporation flows, developed by Fang et al. (2016) and435

Ruan et al. (2018, 2019, 2020). Here, charged particles are accelerated smoothly436

(not periodic) at the loop top or above the loop top by magnetic reconnection437

and propagate to the footpoints along the magnetic field lines. As they precipitate438

on the chromosphere, the cooler and denser material is heated up and evaporates439

rapidly. Then plasma flows could be formed with speeds up to hundreds of km s−1,440

and collide with each other at the loop top. This evaporated flow could distort the441

magnetic field lines and form a region with small magnetic islands, see Figures442

11c and 11f. Then the highly-distorted magnetic fields are relaxed by turbulent443
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Fig. 12 (a) Correlation coefficient between the oscillatory signals within the turbulent region.
The cyan contour label the value at 0.7. (b) Temporal evolution of SXR flux, average density,
and temperature within the red box in panel (a). (c) Temporal evolution of average plasma
beta in the red box (black solid line). Adapted from Ruan et al. (2019) with permission.

magnetic reconnection, and release a significant amount of energy. Local plasma444

could be heated up to 20 MK and the fluid motion could overwhelm the constraint445

of the magnetic field (Fang et al., 2016). This bulk of hot and dense plasma,446

confined by the expanded magnetic field lines, oscillates back-and-forth and the447

integrated flux in soft X-ray exhibit a QPP effect, see Figure 12. Ruan et al. (2019)448

found that the oscillatory signal only originates from a very compact source (Figure449

12a), and the oscillatory signal is highly correlated within this tiny region. This450

model (we assign a number [14] to it), based on the KHI in a flare loop-top, can451

be classified under [ii] periodic modulation, via MHD oscillations, of the efficiency452

of energy release processes such as magnetic reconnection.453

Secondly, Jeĺınek and Karlický (2019) detailed a model in which sudden pulse-454

beam heating of deep atmospheric layers at the flare arcade footpoints gener-455

ates two magnetohydrodynamic shocks, one propagating upwards and the second456

propagating downwards in the solar atmosphere. The downward-moving shock is457

reflected at the deep, dense atmospheric layers and triggers oscillations of these458

layers. These oscillations of the photospheric and sub-photospheric layers generate459

the upward-moving magnetohydrodynamic waves that can influence the flare mag-460

netic reconnection (located at an X-point) in a quasi-periodic way. The model of461

Jeĺınek and Karlický (2019) is an example of [6] and thus can be categorised as (ii)462

periodic modulation, via MHD oscillations, of the efficiency of energy release processes463

such as magnetic reconnection. It is a different model to that of Nakariakov et al.464

(2006), of which Figure 10 process [6] is based on, however the underlying physical465

process is the same, i.e. the reconnection rate is modulated quasi-periodically by466

external waves. Due to this, we do not assign a special number to this model.467

Thirdly, Ledentsov and Somov (2016, 2017) proposed another model (we as-468

sign a number [15] to it). The authors solved the problem of the stability of small469

longitudinal perturbations of a reconnecting homogeneous neutral current layer470

within the dissipative one-fluid MHD approximation. The effects of Joule heating,471

heat-conducting redistribution of energy inside the current sheet and radiative472
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cooling of the plasma in it are taken into account. It is shown that an efficient473

suppression of plasma heat conduction by a magnetic field perturbation inside the474

current layer serves as a thermal instability condition. The instability in the linear475

phase grows in the characteristic radiative plasma cooling time. A periodic struc-476

ture of cold and hot filaments located across the direction of the electric current477

can be formed as a result of the instability in the current layer. The estimated478

spatial scale of the instability λ ≈ 10 Mm is consistent with the observed distances479

between individual bright loops in flare arcades on the Sun. The proposed mech-480

anism can be useful for explaining both the sequential brightening (“ignition”) of481

flare loops along the PIL and QPPs of flare emission in a broad wavelength range.482

This model is similar to the model of the flapping oscillations proposed by Arte-483

myev and Zimovets (2012) ([8] in Figure 10) in that both of these models consider484

disturbances propagating in the current sheets along the PIL, but different types485

of instabilities are considered. Since the solution found by Ledentsov and Somov486

(2016) corresponds to the surface magnetoacoustic waves, the considered mecha-487

nism, as well as the mechanism of flapping oscillations, belongs to group (ii) of488

Kupriyanova et al. (2020).489

Naturally, the QPPs generated via these different underlying physical mech-490

anisms manifest in different ways, giving clues to which could be the correct in-491

terpretation(s). For example, the advantage of the MHD-oscillation-related expla-492

nation (that is, the underlying physical mechanisms based on the classifications493

of (i) direct emission modulation by MHD oscillations of all known types; and (ii) pe-494

riodic modulation, via MHD oscillations, of the efficiency of energy release processes495

such as magnetic reconnection) is the observation of multiple periodicities in QPPs.496

A summary of the observational properties of the fifteen QPP models is given in497

Section 2.3. There we also cited some observational works supporting these models498

or mentioning these models as possible interpretations of the observations.499

2.3 Properties of the QPP models and supporting observations500

In this section we briefly describe the most expected and prominent observational501

properties (signatures) of the main QPPs mechanisms/models [1]–[15] summarized502

in Section 2.2. We do not provide a detailed description of the mechanisms them-503

selves. Interested readers can find them in the original papers as well as in the504

recent reviews written by McLaughlin et al. (2018) and Kupriyanova et al. (2020).505

For the mechanisms for which this is available, we will provide references to some506

observations that could be interpreted using these mechanisms. Strong support-507

ing observations are not yet available for all mechanisms. It can also be noted508

that (a) most of the models are still of a qualitative nature and (b) observational509

instruments are still far from being perfect and do not provide all the necessary510

information to unambiguously identify one mechanism over another. Because of511

this, most observations can be interpreted by several different mechanisms and512

it is not yet possible to make an unambiguous choice (see Section 2.3.4 for the513

discussion of these difficulties).514

In Appendix A we provide the ‘Model-Property Table’ (Table 1) with some pos-515

sible (expected) observational properties of these mechanisms. This table should516

be used in such a way that the available set of QPP observations satisfies as many517

model characteristics as possible. In this case, the table will help you choose the518
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most likely model from the available ones. However, one needs to understand that519

this table (and any other similar to it) currently cannot yet give a precise answer520

to the question which mechanism really works in a particular flare. So far, we521

cannot even be sure that the entire variety of observed QPPs is associated with522

these mechanisms. It is possible that QPPs, at least some of them, may be caused523

by other mechanisms not listed here.524

2.3.1 Group (i): direct modulation by MHD and electrodynamic oscillations of all525

types526

– Sausage mode – mechanism [1].527

The sausage mode is one of the eigenmodes of a coronal loop, which is approx-528

imated by a straight magnetic plasma cylinder (Edwin and Roberts, 1983). The529

sausage mode corresponds to m = 0 azimuthal wave number, and it means the ra-530

dial oscillations of the magnetic loop cross-section implying variations of the local531

magnetic field strength. The phase speed of the sausage mode, Cp, lies between the532

Alfvén speeds inside (CA0) and outside (CAe) the loop: CA0 < Cp < CAe. Depend-533

ing on the wavelength, the sausage mode can exist in two regimes: trapped and534

leaky. In the short-wavelength limit, i.e. if the axial wavenumber is greater than the535

cutoff value, the sausage mode manifests in the trapped regime. In this regime, the536

oscillations experience total internal reflection at the cylinder boundaries and are537

evanescent outside the cylinder. The period of the global trapped sausage mode is538

defined by its phase speed Cp and length of the loop L: PGSM = 2L/Cp. The leaky539

regime occurs in the long-wavelength limit, when the axial wavenumber is smaller540

than the cutoff value. The oscillatory energy transfers outside the cylinder, so that541

the magnetic loop acts as an antenna emitting MHD waves into the surrounding542

media, in the form of wave trains (see Nakariakov et al. (2012) for a description of543

this mechanism [13]). The principal parameter defining the period in this regime544

is the loop cross-section radius a: Psaus = 2πa/ηj

√
C2
s0 + C2

A0, where Cs0 is the545

sound speed inside the loop, ηj ' 2.40, 5.52, 8.65, are zeros of the Bessel function546

J0(η) (e.g., Zajtsev and Stepanov, 1975; Kopylova et al., 2007). This formula is547

also suitable for describing trapped modes at j > 1.548

The quality factor (Q) of the oscillations depends on the ratio of the Alfvén549

speeds outside and inside the loop: Q = τsaus/Psaus ∝ (CAe/CA0)2, where τsaus550

is the damping time. If the contrast is higher, the oscillations live longer. Lim551

et al. (2020) found that the damping times of higher radial harmonics could be552

significantly longer than the periods of oscillations even in the long-wavelength553

limit, meaning that they could in principle be observed. Moreover, this effect554

exists even if the contrast between the Alfvén speeds is low.555

The particular effect of the sausage oscillations on the observables is highly556

dependent on the emission mechanism. Variations of the local magnetic field lead to557

variations of the local plasma density inside the loop and, therefore, the emissivity558

of local thermal plasma. This make the sausage oscillations potentially pronounced559

in those wave bands related to the thermal emission: in the infrared, optic, (E)UV,560

soft X-ray bands. In particular, forward modelling of the (E)UV lines emission561

reveals that both intensity and Doppler shift oscillates with the period Psaus and562

the phase shift differs from π/2 while the Doppler width oscillates with the periods563
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Psaus and Psaus/2, where Psaus dominates over Psaus/2 in the flare plasma (Shi564

et al., 2019).565

Radial variations of the local magnetic field of the loop lead to variations of the566

magnetic mirror ratio and, thereby, modulate the number of accelerated electrons.567

These electrons gyrate around magnetic field lines, generating the gyrosynchrotron568

emission usually observed in microwaves. As these electrons precipitating into the569

dense chromospheric plasma they lose their energy via collisions and generate hard570

X-ray emission. Therefore, the sausage mode could also be a source of variations571

of these emissions.572

The spatial amplitude of variations of the loop parameters in the trapped573

regime is up to a few percent of the loop cross-section radius. Schrijver (2007),574

studying of the parameters of the coronal loops based on the data in EUV and575

soft X-ray bands, found that the loop cross-section radius could vary within the576

interval 1−10 Mm, while Aschwanden and Peter (2017) found the broader interval,577

0.1 − 40 Mm. Thus, the amplitude of the sausage variations are expected to be578

from a few km to ' 1000 km. This complicates the spatial detection of these579

oscillations with modern instruments, which best spatial resolution corresponds to580

' 100− 1000 km at the solar surface.581

Depending on the emission mechanism, such amplitudes of the radial oscilla-582

tions could result in a higher modulation depth of the QPPs in flare emission light583

curves, which is found to be up to a few tens of percent both for thermal (Antolin584

and Van Doorsselaere, 2013) and non-thermal (Mossessian and Fleishman, 2012)585

emission. Therefore, the modulation depth of the QPPs could be considered as586

one of the observational signatures of the trapped sausage mode, allowing it to587

be distinguished from those mechanisms related to magnetic reconnection where588

the modulation depth could reach as high as 100%. On the other hand, the leaky589

sausage mode could be considered as one of the possible triggers for mechanism590

[6] and, thus, the amplitude of the resultant QPPs can be very high.591

For typical coronal conditions, periods of the sausage mode vary from tenths592

of second to a few tens of seconds (e.g., Van Doorsselaere et al., 2016). Such593

periods could be observed with the instruments that have the highest temporal594

resolution. Therefore, either the short-period sausage oscillations or the higher595

radial harmonics could be detected in the radio band only, where a time resolution596

of tens of ms is achieved. The cadence in other wave bands is a few seconds or597

more and allows us to resolve periods from ' 10 s and longer.598

Successful detections of the sausage oscillation in solar observations appear599

to exist, but remain very sporadic. In particular, Nakariakov et al. (2018) found600

pulsations with a period of both 1.4 s in the intensity channel and 0.7 s in polari-601

sation channel in a solar microflare, using RATAN-600 data in the 3–4 GHz band.602

The authors interpret the double periodicity as a superposition of the fundamen-603

tal and second harmonics of the standing sausage mode. Such short-period QPPs604

with periods 0.7 s and 2 s, associated with the sausage mode, have been detected605

in broadband microwave emission at 4–8 GHz (Mészárosová et al., 2016) and in606

the modulation of zebra-patterns in solar radio bursts (Kaneda et al., 2018).607

In the EUV band, the strong evidences of the sausage oscillations were obtained608

by Tian et al. (2016). The authors found high-quality oscillations (QPPs) with the609

period of P ≈ 19−27 s in both the intensity and Doppler shift of the Fe xxi 1354 Å610

line (formed at ∼ 10 MK) measured by the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph611

(IRIS, De Pontieu et al., 2014) in a bundle of flare loops observed with SDO/AIA612
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(Figure 13). Similar QPPs were also found in the soft X-ray flux recorded by613

GOES (Figure 13(A,B)). Additionally, the line intensity oscillations appear to lag614

the Doppler shift oscillations by ≈ 5.2 s (Figure 13(B)), i.e. there is a phase shift615

around π/2. The phase shift close to π/2 is consistent with the results of forward616

modelling of the standing sausage mode (Antolin and Van Doorsselaere, 2013;617

Shi et al., 2019). This led the authors to conclude that the detected QPPs are618

most likely the global fast sausage oscillations of the hot flare loops. Based on this619

interpretation, they also estimated the lower limits of the density contrast inside620

and outside the flare loops (ρ0/ρe ≈ 42) and the Alfvén speed outside the flare loop621

as CAe ≈ Cp = 2L/P ≈ 2420 km s−1, where L ≈ 30 Mm is the flare loop length.622

This value is within the range of characteristic speeds of fast magnetoacoustic623

waves in coronal loops (e.g. Goddard et al., 2016a). Nevertheless, it should be624

noted here that, using the available data, it was not possible to carry out spatially625

resolved observations of oscillations of the flare loop cross-section diameter, which626

are the most direct sign of the sausage mode.627

A promising new avenue for the QPP-based coronal seismology is the detection628

of multi-modal QPPs (Chen et al., 2015b). As an illustrative example, Kolotkov629

et al. (2015) observed 15-s and 100-s QPPs simultaneously and interpreted them630

in terms of fundamental sausage and kink (see mechanism [2] below) modes of the631

flaring loop, respectively.632

More details about theory of this mode is written in the review by Li et al. (2020a).633

– Kink mode – mechanism [2].634

The kink mode corresponds to the azimuthal wave number m = 1 and means the
mechanical displacements of the coronal loops from their equilibrium states. In
the most cases, the kink mode are observed in the trapped regime, and its period,
Pkink = 2L/jCk, depends on the loop length and on the kink speed

Ck =

(
ρ0C

2
A0 + ρeC

2
Ae

ρ0 + ρe

)1/2

,

where ρ0 and ρe are the internal and external plasma mass densities, respectively.635

As, according to the Zaitsev-Stepanov-Edwin-Roberts dispersion relation (Zajtsev636

and Stepanov, 1975; Edwin and Roberts, 1983), phase speeds of kink waves are637

systematically lower than phase speeds of sausage waves with the same radial638

wave number, typical periods of kink oscillations are longer than sausage oscillation639

periods. Kink oscillations are identifiable by their non-exponential damping profile640

(De Moortel et al., 2002; Pascoe et al., 2012, 2016c) due to resonant absorption641

(Hood et al., 2013; Ruderman and Terradas, 2013) which can be used to infer642

the transverse structure of the oscillating loop (e.g. Pascoe et al., 2013a, 2016b,643

2017a).644

The trapped kink mode could exist in two regimes: low-amplitude decay-less645

oscillations (Anfinogentov et al., 2013b, 2015; Nakariakov et al., 2016a) and the646

high-amplitude rapidly decaying oscillations. The periods of the decay-less oscil-647

lations lie in the range between 1.5 and 10 min and their amplitudes are around648

0.05–0.5 Mm (Anfinogentov et al., 2015). So, these oscillations are well resolved649

in time by the most modern instruments, however, special technique is needed to650

register the spatial displacements of a loop (Anfinogentov and Nakariakov, 2016).651
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Fig. 13 Multi-wavelength observations of QPPs interpreted as a manifestation of the global
sausage mode of oscillations of hot flare loops. (two top panels) SDO/AIA images of the flare
region in the six Fe-dominated passbands, 171 (D), 193 (E), 211 (F), 335 (G), 94 (H), and 131
(I) Å, taken around 11:49:24 UT, i.e. around the peak of an M1.6 solar flare on 2015 March
12. The white vertical line in each panel indicates the IRIS slit location (used to extract the
Fe xxi 1354 Å line parameters shown in panels (A) and (B)) intersecting a bundle of flare
loops. (panel (A)) Temporal evolution of the Fe xxi 1354 Å line intensity (red) measured by
IRIS, GOES 1–8 Å flux (blue solid) and its time derivative (blue dashed) during the flare.
(panel (B)) Time profiles of the detrended GOES flux (blue), detrended Fe xxi 1354 Å line
intensity (red), Doppler shift (dotted black), Doppler shift shifted by 5.2 s (solid black), and
detrended line width (green). (Figures are adapted from Tian et al. (2016) with permission.)

The decaying kink oscillations were the first MHD mode detected in observa-652

tions (Aschwanden et al., 1999; Nakariakov et al., 1999) in the imaging EUV data653

by TRACE, and since that time it is the most frequently observed MHD mode in654

the solar corona. The typical observed periods of decaying kink waves vary from655

one minute to few tens of minutes (Nechaeva et al., 2019). The absolute values656

of the exponential damping time are from 3 to 36 min, enveloping 1–6 cycles of657
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oscillations, with the linear dependence on the period: τkink = (1.53± 0.03)Pkink658

(Goddard et al., 2016a).659

The initial amplitudes of the decaying kink oscillations are found from a few660

to a few tens of Mm (e.g., Liu and Ofman, 2014) with the most typical values of661

3–5 Mm (Goddard et al., 2016a). Such the displacements are well resolved in the662

imaging data of instruments with the highest spatial resolution, e.g., in optical and663

(E)UV bands. Simultaneously, this makes the kink oscillations invisible directly in664

data of those instruments, spatial resolutions of which greater than the amplitudes665

of the kink oscillations. In particular, the kink waves are not pronounced in the666

fluxes of EUV and optical emissions integrated over the whole solar disk. However,667

the kink oscillations can still be seen as low-amplitude QPPs in integral radiation668

if the radiation intensity depends on the observation angle, as for example in the669

case of gyrosynchrotron radiation (see below).670

Forward modelling, actively developing last several years, allows to calculate671

observable quantities as a result of the numerical simulations. Particularly, for672

the thermal emission, Antolin et al. (2017) found that the presence of a tempera-673

ture gradient across a loop cause Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (KHI) at the loop674

boundaries leading to a modulation of intensity of the optically thin coronal line675

emission with double periods around several minutes, one of which corresponds676

to the global standing kink mode and another one, twice shorter, appears when677

the KHI is set up. Besides, the intensity and Doppler velocity are found to os-678

cillate with a non-zero phase shift. Observable signatures of the fast MHD waves679

were defined also for the non-thermal emission observed in the radio wave band680

(Mossessian and Fleishman, 2012).681

In the long-wavelength limit, kink oscillations do not modulate the plasma682

density. However, the line-of-sight (LOS) effect is based on dependence of the683

intensity of the emission on the column density. So, the waves can be detected684

as QPPs in the emission intensity light curves by imaging instruments. The effect685

consists in that the column depth of the oscillating loop (along the LOS) is changed686

by the wave (kink or sausage). This affects the actual amplitudes of the kink waves687

making the corresponding observed amplitudes of the QPPs larger by up to a factor688

of two than the actual ones. In contrast, the observed amplitudes of the QPPs for689

the sausage mode are always less than the actual amplitudes (Cooper et al., 2003).690

In the microwave emission, where the spatial resolution does not allow to re-691

solve oscillating loops directly, the kink oscillations can be identified applying692

theory of that emission, typically associated with the gyrosynchrotron emission693

of the electrons accelerated up to mildly relativistic energies. Intensity I of the694

gyrosynchrotron emission depends on both the magnetic field B and the angle695

θ between direction of the magnetic field and the LOS. According to (Dulk and696

Marsh, 1982), the intensity I ∝ sin θaBb, where indices a and b depend on the non-697

thermal electron energy spectral index δ, which is 2 < δ < 7. For such δ values, the698

indices a and b vary within, roughly, 1 < a < 4 and 1.5 < b < 6. This means that699

the small variations of the magnetic field, both its strength and direction, result700

in the significant variations of the intensity of microwave emission.701

Depending on the trigger, kink oscillations could be polarized either in hori-702

zontal direction when the loop sways perpendicularly to its plane, or in vertical703

direction when the loop stretches and shrinks in the loop plane, or, in general case,704

could have an elliptical polarization. The recent statistical study revealed that the705

kink oscillations were associated with the low coronal eruptions in 57 of 58 studied706
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cases. Among them, 44 events were accompanied by CME, 53 events were associ-707

ated with flare (Zimovets and Nakariakov, 2015). All these phenomena could be708

considered as a trigger of the kink oscillations of a coronal loop. In the vast major-709

ity of the observed cases, the horizontally polarised kink oscillations are registered.710

However, Kohutova and Verwichte (2017) found that, in presence of coronal con-711

densation at the loop top, the fundamental harmonic of a vertically polarised kink712

mode could be excited. Another model considers the vertical oscillations of a loop713

in a gravitationally stratified corona triggered by a periodic driver located at the714

top of the photosphere exactly under the loop top (Murawski et al., 2015). Dur-715

ing the vertical kink oscillations, the top of oscillating loop moves between layers716

with slightly different balances of magnetic and gas pressures. This could result717

in small (around a few percent) variations of its cross-section radius (Aschwanden718

and Schrijver, 2011) leading to variations of both the local plasma density and719

the local magnetic field in the loop which modulate both thermal (Aschwanden720

and Schrijver, 2011) and non-thermal (Kupriyanova et al., 2013) emissions. This721

property makes the vertically polarised kink mode similar to the sausage mode.722

However, in contrast to sausage mode, these kink oscillations are pronounced in723

the imaging data.724

The fundamental (or global) harmonic (j = 1) is easiest to be excited, and it725

is the most frequently observed mode. However, depending on the trigger and its726

position relatively to the loop, the higher harmonics can be excited. For example,727

Pascoe et al. (2016a) connected the second harmonic (j = 2) with the coronal mass728

ejection which displaced one of the loop legs. Duckenfield et al. (2019) reported729

the specific case when the both fundamental and third harmonics were detected730

without any indications on presence of the second harmonic, while Pascoe et al.731

(2017a) found three first harmonics. Detection of two harmonics simultaneously is732

a useful tool for MHD diagnostics (Inglis and Nakariakov, 2009).733

Period of the QPPs associated with the kink mode can evolve because its lin-734

ear dependence on the loop length, which can change during a flare. Stretching or735

contraction of a loop can result in the QPP period drift towards longer or shorter736

values, respectively. For example, Pascoe et al. (2017c) revealed a direct relation-737

ship between a decrease of the loop length and a decrease of the loop oscillation738

period during a flare. Hayes et al. (2016) found an increase of the period of soft739

X-ray QPPs and associated it with an observed increase of emitting loops during740

a flare. Unlike Pascoe et al. (2017c), Hayes et al. (2016) did not provide spatially-741

resolved observations of the flare loop oscillations, therefore, other mechanisms of742

QPPs cannot be ruled out. These two observational examples show that coronal743

loops can both shorten and increase, which may be associated with different phys-744

ical processes during flares. In the first case, the loops could move down, towards745

the solar surface, after the reconnection, and in the second, the gradual formation746

of higher and higher flare loops due to the rise of the reconnection region following747

the eruption is possible.748

Indirect indication on the existence of the kink mode in the source region749

of solar flare QPPs was presented by Jakimiec and Tomczak in a series of works750

(Jakimiec and Tomczak, 2010, 2012, 2013, 2014). The authors analysed light curves751

of the hard X-ray emission associated with the high cusp-shape coronal structures752

near the solar limb. They found that the QPP periods are ≈ 10 − 60 s for most753

of the investigated flares and ≈ 120− 160 s for the other three flares. The periods754

change over time in some events implying the QPPs are generated by a source755
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Fig. 14 Schematic illustration of the QPP mechanism based on the kink oscillations in a
cusp-like coronal magnetic structure. (a) Magnetic field lines BP and CP reconnect at P above
a coronal loop R. (b) Detailed picture of the BPC cusp-like structure with a magnetic trap.
(Figure is taken from Jakimiec and Tomczak (2010))

with time-varying physical parameters. Above-the-limb location of the hard X-ray756

sources allowed estimation of the loop lengths (L), which occurred to be too long757

to produce the QPPs with the observed periods even in the case of a fast MHD758

mode.759

Jakimiec and Tomczak (2010) proposed the following mechanism for interpret-760

ing the observed QPPs (see a schematic illustration in Figure 14). As a result of761

the formation of a current sheet, a cusp-like magnetic structure is formed in the762

corona. The magnetic field lines converge steeply at B and C, which forms a mag-763

netic trap for charged particles. During a flare, the magnetic field line BP and CP764

reconnect at point P. This leads to the formation of a magnetic trap BPC moving765

downward, which hits the lower loop-top region (R in Figure 14) with stronger766

magnetic field. The collision causes compression, leading to a local increase in gas767

and magnetic pressures within the trap. The trap expands, as a result of which768

fast magnetosonic waves are excited. These fast waves propagate inside the trap769

and are efficiently reflected from regions of increased Alfvén velocity near B and770

C. Thus, the waves are trapped and they can be considered as standing kink oscil-771

lations in a magnetic trap with a characteristic length s� L. The period of these772

oscillations will be determined as Ps = 2s/jCk, which is much less than the period773

of the kink oscillations of the entire flare loop. These kink oscillations modulate774

the magnetic mirror ratio leading to the modulation of the loss-cone and number775

of precipitating energetic electrons and, thereby, to the QPPs with period ≈ Ps776

in the intensity of hard X-ray emission. An important observational argument in777

favor of this mechanism is the close to linear dependence of the QPP period on778

the diameter (d ≈ 2s/π) of the coronal hard X-ray source in the sample of solar779

flares studied by the authors (see Figure 9 in Jakimiec and Tomczak (2010)).780

It is also suggested that charged particles captured in the collapsing magnetic781

trap BPC can be additionally accelerated both due to the betatron effect and due782

to Fermi acceleration through reflections from converging magnetic mirrors (M1783

and M2 in Figure 14(b)). Various authors have performed both analytical calcu-784

lations of particle dynamics in collapsing magnetic traps in the solar corona (e.g.785
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Bogachev and Somov, 2005) and numerical simulations (e.g Karlický and Kosugi,786

2004; Grady et al., 2012; Filatov et al., 2013). However, as far as we know, consis-787

tent MHD simulations of oscillating collapsing traps and particle acceleration (and788

emission in different wavelength ranges) have not been performed. Therefore, it is789

still difficult to apply this mechanism for a detailed interpretation of QPPs in indi-790

vidual solar flares or to compare the observational features of this mechanism with791

the features of other similar QPP mechanisms, such as the magnetic tuning fork792

mechanism [12]. Nevertheless, one of the possible observational differences between793

these mechanisms may be the presence or absence of the quasi-periodic propagat-794

ing fast-mode magnetoacoustic waves (QFPs) with a period close to the period of795

QPPs. In the Jakimiec and Tomczak (2010) mechanism, it is assumed that the fast796

kink waves are trapped in a coronal magnetic trap, while in mechanism [12], the797

fast waves can quasi-periodically leave the magnetic tuning fork region and pro-798

duce the quasi-periodic propagating fast-mode magnetoacoustic waves (see799

the discussion of mechanism [12] in Section 2.3.2). Another difference between the800

observational properties of the mechanisms can be due to the different expressions801

for the QPP periods. If the parameters included in these expressions are deter-802

mined with sufficient accuracy from observations (which is a difficult task today),803

then one of the mechanisms could be excluded from consideration by comparing804

the calculated and measured periods of the QPPs detected.805

More about this mode is written in the review by Nakariakov et al. in this volume.806

– Torsional Alfven mode – mechanism [3].807

The period of the global torsional mode in a coronal loop is Ptors = 2L/jCA0. In808

the linear regime, the torsional Alfvén wave does not perturb the density of a flux809

tube and so is an unlikely candidate to modulate emission as seen in QPPs. Their810

direct detection is instead based on asymmetric variations in Doppler shifts across811

the oscillating structure (Kohutova et al., 2020). On the other hand, the torsional812

Alfvén wave could modulate emission by periodic variations of the angle between813

the line of sight and the local magnetic field direction. However, the observed814

coherency of QPPs is not consistent with a non-collective nature of torsional Alfvén815

waves and the effect of phase mixing.816

– Slow magnetoacoustic mode – mechanism [4].817

The period of the global slow magnetoacoustic (or longitudinal) mode trapped818

into the magnetic loop is Pslow = 2L/jCslow. In general case, depending on plasma819

parameters, its phase speed, Cslow, vary between the internal tube speed (or cusp820

speed) CT0 = Cs0CA0/
√
C2
s0 + C2

A0 and the internal sound speed Cs0: CT0 <821

Cslow < Cs0. In the long-wavelength limit, Cslow = CT0. In the infinite magnetic822

field approximation that implies CA0 � Cs0 and plasma β � 1, the tube speed823

CT0 goes to Cs0 and, hence, Cslow = Cs0 for all wavelength (see e.g. Sections 2.1824

and 2.3 in Wang et al., 2021, and references therein). Typical periods of the slow825

mode are from a few to a few tens of minutes.826

The slow mode is compressible, so, it modulates the plasma density inside a827

loop making the slow mode pronounced in the thermal emission. In the specific828

case, when the plasma density in a coronal loop is high while the magnetic field829

is relatively low, the modulation of intensity of the non-thermal gyrosynchrotron830
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emission of mildly relativistic electrons by slow waves is possible at radio frequen-831

cies f ≤ fR, where fR ∝ n0/B is Razin frequency, n0 is a number density of the832

thermal plasma inside the loop (Nakariakov and Melnikov, 2006). On the other833

hand, the accelerated electrons experience Coulomb collisions with thermal plasma834

usually producing weaker non-thermal bremsstrahlung hard X-ray emission in the835

coronal part of the flare loop (thin target) and stronger non-thermal hard X-836

ray emission in the loop’s footpoints (thick-target). Slow waves, modulating the837

plasma density in the loop, could modulate the collision process resulting in QPPs838

in X-ray light curves. Intuitively, the amplitude of such QPPs is expected to be839

low. However, as far as we know, there were no detailed simulations performed of840

this process yet.841

A trigger of a slow wave could be a local perturbation of either density or842

temperature. For example, it could be evaporation of dense chromospheric plasma843

heated by a beam of energetic particles accelerated in the energy release site, in-844

cluding flares and microflares. Reale et al. (2019) found that large-amplitude QPPs845

within coronal loops could be efficiently driven by impulsive heating at the foot-846

point. A heating pulse generates a strong pressure imbalance, which could travel847

along a confined coronal loop and bounce back and forth as slow mode magnetoa-848

coustic wave, the modulation depth could reach over 20% of the emission intensity849

of the coronal loop. An interplay between the coronal heating and cooling processes850

was shown to be a new natural mechanism for formation of quasi-periodicity in851

initially broadband slow magnetoacoustic waves, resulting into the development852

of quasi-periodic slow wave trains (Zavershinskii et al., 2019, see also discussion of853

the acoustic thermal overstability in Section 2.3.3).854

Kupriyanova et al. (2019) found correspondence between the Moreton wave855

and initiation of the QPPs in thermal and non-thermal emissions. Passing through856

the arcade, the Moreton wave increased the plasma density in the two footpoints857

simultaneously and, thereby, triggered the second harmonic of the slow wave, pro-858

nounced as QPPs with the characteristic period around 80 s in the X-ray (3-25 keV)859

and microwave (15.7 GHz) emissions. Moreover, QPPs with the same period are860

found in the time profiles of both the temperature and emission measure oscillating861

in the antiphase.862

The periodic behavior of slow-mode magnetoacoustic waves is usually observed863

as a harmonic decaying QPP pattern during a solar flare (see e.g. Reznikova and864

Shibasaki (2011); Kim et al. (2012); Kolotkov et al. (2018c) for a few case studies,865

and Nakariakov et al. (2019a) for the most recent review). The damping of slow866

modes is defined mainly by the thermal conductivity along the magnetic field, or867

loop axis, with the conductive damping time depending on the loop temperature.868

The wave-induced perturbation of the thermal equilibrium of the coronal plasma869

was recently found to be of equal importance leading to the enhanced damping of870

slow waves, consistent with observations (Kolotkov et al., 2019; Prasad et al.,871

2021). Cho et al. (2016) revealed a linear proportionality between the damping872

time and oscillation period of QPPs in solar flares, associated with the effect of873

slow-mode waves. Moreover, this relationship was demonstrated to hold true also874

for stellar flares (see Section 3.6).875

The slow mode could form a standing wave and modulate the plasma density876

and temperature, consistent with observations by SUMER (Wang, 2011; Nakari-877

akov et al., 2019b) and synthetic results (Yuan et al., 2015). Alternatively it could878

form a reflective propagating wave, also known as “sloshing” oscillations (Reale,879
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2016); this scenario has been observed by Kumar et al. (2015) and Mandal et al.880

(2016) and reproduced by MHD simulations (Fang et al., 2015).881

In the case of QPPs modulated by slow-mode waves, it would be very unlikely882

to be observed in relatively cool (' 0.5 − 2 MK) coronal loops, as the propaga-883

tion speed is determined by the plasma temperature. Low-speed slow waves, e.g.884

Cslow < 100 km s−1, are very unlikely to survive and transform into standing885

modes within a coronal loop of the 100 Mm scale. However, this phenomenon886

could happen in cooler (' 0.05− 0.5 MK) but much shorter chromospheric loops887

(Huang, 2018), in this case, we would observe short-period QPPs after small-scale888

explosive events.889

In a low-β plasma, the propagation speed of slow magnetoacoustic mode is di-890

rected within a narrow angle to the guiding magnetic field. The slow wave excited891

somehow in the corona and propagating down the magnetic arcade can be reflected892

at the footpoints due to strong plasma density inhomogeneity between the corona893

and the chromosphere. The reflected wave rises up the arcade at a slight angle to894

the field, and thus the wave front slowly drifts across the field. Due to this pecu-895

liarity, the slow mode could trigger successive episodes of magnetic reconnection in896

the current sheet above the arcade in two-ribbon flares (Nakariakov and Zimovets,897

2011) (see mechanism [7]). Such the process could appear as quasi-periodic pulses898

of non-thermal radiation, the sources of which move along the flare ribbons and899

the PIL.900

More about this mode is written in the review by Wang et al. (2021).901

– Equivalent RLC circuit – mechanism [5].902

This model is based on a non-negligible electric conductivity across the field in903

the lower layers of the solar atmosphere due to which a current-carrying coronal904

loop could be modelled as a part of a closed electric contour with the effective905

resistance (Rl), inductance (Ll), and capacitance (Cl) (Zaitsev et al., 1998). In the906

linear regime, period of oscillations of the electric current in such a current-carrying907

coronal loop is PRLC = (2π/c)
√
LlCl(I0) ' 10× S[17]/I0[11] [s], which for practical908

purposes was re-written in terms of the loop cross-section S[17] measured in 1017
909

cm2 and the equilibrium electric current I0[11] carried by the loop and measured in910

1011 A (Zaitsev and Stepanov, 2008), and where c is the speed of light. For typical911

combinations of the coronal loop parameters, the oscillation period PRLC ranges912

from a fraction of a second to several tens of minutes. However, the model assumes913

an instantaneous variation of the electric current in the entire oscillating system,914

neglecting the finite propagation time of the current perturbation along the loop.915

The latter is defined by the Alfvén transit time along the loop which is about a916

few minutes, hence the model adequately describes the oscillatory processes with917

time scales longer than that.918

The damping of oscillations in this model is determined by the effective resis-919

tance coefficient Rl, connected with the ion-neutral collisions in the photosphere920

and also affected by the photospheric convection inducing the electromotive force.921

The latter suppresses the effective damping coefficient, so that for typical flaring922

conditions, the damping time caused by this effective photospheric resistance was923

found to be much longer than the oscillation period, suggesting the interpretation924

for short-period QPPs with distinctly high oscillation quality-factors, observed,925

for example, in sub-THz solar radio bursts (e.g. Kaufmann et al., 2009).926
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The discussed oscillations of the electric current in the loop may cause direct927

modulation of both thermal emission, e.g. via variations of the plasma tempera-928

ture by Ohmic heating, and of non-thermal emission, e.g. via periodic accelera-929

tion/deceleration of charged particles. The most plausible conditions for the accel-930

eration would be near the loop apex, where the Dreicer electric field is minimised.931

As a secondary effect, due to the interaction with the ambient magnetic field, os-932

cillatory variations of the electric current in the loop may induce its horizontally-933

or vertically-polarised transverse oscillations (e.g. Kolotkov et al., 2016c, 2018b;934

Zaitsev and Stepanov, 2018). The latter would be seen as periodic variations in935

Doppler shift observations or in EUV imaging observations, similarly to kink os-936

cillations of the loop. This effect may also be visible in the microwave emission937

associated with the gyrosynchrotron mechanism, which is known to be sensitive938

to the angle between the line-of-sight and the local magnetic field. We also note,939

that the RLC mechanism can readily explain the variation of the QPP oscillation940

period with time. Indeed, a gradual decrease in the equilibrium electric current941

I0 would cause increase in the oscillation period PRLC, observed, for example in942

the time derivative of the soft X-ray flare emissions (Dennis et al., 2017; Kolotkov943

et al., 2018c).944

In multi-loop magnetic structures, e.g. coronal loop bundles or arcades, accord-945

ing to this mechanism each individual loop would experience oscillatory variations946

of the electric current with its own oscillation period, P iRLC, prescribed by the loop947

parameters, unless there is a crosstalk between the oscillating loops, allowing for948

synchronization of oscillations. Such a crosstalk could be sustained through the949

effects of electromagnetic inductive interaction of coronal magnetic loops (Kho-950

dachenko et al., 2009). In this case, one would observe coherent oscillations of the951

entire loop arcade or at least its segment.952

Below, we overview the most recent applications of the equivalent RLC circuit953

model of current-carrying coronal loops to observations of solar flare QPPs. A954

comprehensive review of the earlier applications of the model for the interpretation955

of the observed oscillatory phenomena in coronal loops and in the related radiation,956

including the case studies of low-frequency modulations of the microwave radiation957

during solar flares (Khodachenko et al., 2005), was performed by Khodachenko958

et al. (2009).959

More recently, Hudson (2020) considered the inductive storage as a generic960

parameter with magnetic free energy in the corona in the flare toy model, in the961

context of correlation between the waiting times and magnitudes of solar flares962

observed by GOES/SXR. Another recent series of works by Sharykin et al. (2018,963

2020) and Zimovets et al. (2020), presenting a direct observational evidence of964

the relationship between the time evolution of the photospheric vertical electric965

currents with soft and hard X-ray solar flare fluxes, demonstrated an important966

(but not yet clear) role of longitudinal currents in the processes of flare energy re-967

lease and associated plasma heating and acceleration of charged particles. Li et al.968

(2020b,c) employed the RLC model for the interpretation of several-minute pre-969

flare QPPs seen in multi-instrumental observations by GOES/SXR, SDO/AIA,970

the Nobeyama Radioheliograph (NoRH, Nakajima et al., 1994), and the New Vac-971

uum Solar Telescope (NVST; Liu et al., 2014).972

More specifically, Li et al. (2020c) studied a QPP event simultaneously detected973

in both EUV images and microwave emission before a C1.1 flare on 2016 March 23.974

The authors first found a low-amplitude transverse oscillation with growing periods975
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in the EUV coronal loop at AIA 171 Å, the oscillation period was estimated to976

be ≈ 397 s with a slowly growth rate of 0.045. Then they detected a small-scale977

QPPs with growing periods in the microwave flux at NORH 17 GHz, increasing978

from ≈ 300 s to ≈ 500 s. The growing periods could be explained by the modulation979

of RLC-circuit oscillating process in a current-carrying plasma loop.980

Likewise, a few-minute QPP in the simultaneous microwave observations of a981

solar flare by the Mingantu Ultrawide Spectral Radioheliograph (MUSER, Yan et al.,982

2009, 2016) and NoRH, and in the UV and EUV wavebands by SDO/AIA be-983

fore and during the flare was associated with the RLC model (Chen et al., 2019)984

(see also about these observations in the discussion of the mechanism [9] in Sec-985

tion 2.3.3).986

Tan et al. (2016) detected that at least one-third of all analysed isolated solar987

flares observed by GOES/SXR in the solar cycle 24 exhibit long-period QPPs with988

periods of 8-30 min before the flare onset (see a couple of examples in Figure 6), and989

connected them to the periodic modulation of the magnetic energy accumulation990

by oscillations of the electric current in the loop system, caused by the RLC991

mechanism.992

High-quality and short-period (about a few seconds and shorter) QPPs in993

radio observations of solar flares (such as shown in the left panel of Figure 5) were994

successfully interpreted by the model of a current-carrying loop as an equivalent995

electric RLC circuit (see e.g. Zaitsev et al., 2014). In Tan and Tan (2012), the model996

was used as a possible candidate for the interpretation of the very short period997

QPPs consisting of millisecond timescale superfine structures in the microwave998

flare emission observed by SBRS/Huairou. By applying the RLC model to the999

observed QPPs, the longitudinal electric current in the loop was seismologically1000

estimated to be about 2 × 1012 A. However, this estimation would benefit from1001

taking the finite propagation time of the electric current perturbation along the1002

loop into account, as discussed above.1003

– Dispersive wave trains – mechanism [13].1004

The dispersive evolution of fast MHD waves was described by Roberts et al.1005

(1984) as a mechanism for producing quasi-periodic wave trains from an impulsive1006

perturbation (see also the review by Li et al. (2020a)). Different frequencies prop-1007

agate with different speeds along a wave-guiding structure such that the signal1008

measured some distance away from the initial perturbation can exhibit significant1009

period and amplitude modulation (see an example of simulations in Figure 15).1010

Efficient generation of quasi-periodic wave trains by dispersive evolution de-1011

pends on the spatial (e.g. Nakariakov et al., 2005) and temporal (Goddard et al.,1012

2019) localisation of the driving perturbation. Aside from this, the dispersive be-1013

haviour is a robust feature of fast MHD waves in wave-guiding structures with1014

a characteristic transverse scale. For example, it has also been demonstrated in1015

numerical simulations of current sheets (Jeĺınek and Karlický, 2012; Jeĺınek et al.,1016

2012), curved coronal loops (Nisticò et al., 2014), magnetic funnels (Pascoe et al.,1017

2013b), coronal holes (Pascoe et al., 2014), and for a range of loop density pro-1018

files (e.g. Yu et al., 2017). Dispersion also has the effect of inhibiting steepening1019

for large amplitude wave trains inside waveguides, but leaky components can also1020

form quasi-periodic wave trains outside of structures which can experience steep-1021

ening (Pascoe et al., 2017b), which may account for quasi-periodic radio bursts1022

associated with a fast wave train (Goddard et al., 2016b; Kolotkov et al., 2018a).1023
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 15 Illustration of the dispersive nonlinear fast magnetoacoustic wave train simulated
by Pascoe et al. (2017b). (a) Snapshot of part of the numerical domain showing the density
perturbation. The waveguide, i.e the loop, is between two horizontal lines around y = 0. The
red asterisk in the loop shows the location of the detection point for the trapped (guided)
wave train. (b) Time profile of the density perturbation and (c) its wavelet spectrum (with
characteristic ‘tadpole’ shape) at the detection point. Figure adapted from Pascoe et al. (2017b)
with permission.

It can be convenient to use wavelet analysis to visualise the signal for a fast1024

wave train, which reveals a characteristic ‘tadpole’ signature (Nakariakov et al.,1025

2004) (see Figure 15c). This tadpole signature has been detected by observations1026

made with the Solar Eclipse Coronal Imaging System (SECIS; Katsiyannis et al.,1027

2003) and in radio fiber bursts (Karlický et al., 2013). Quasi-periodic wave trains1028

have also been observed using SDO/AIA (e.g. Shen and Liu, 2012; Yuan et al.,1029

2013; Nisticò et al., 2014).1030

2.3.2 Group (ii): modulation of the efficiency of energy release processes by MHD1031

oscillations1032

– Reconnection triggered quasi-periodically by external MHD waves –1033

mechanism [6].1034

In Section 2.3.1, the flare is typically considered as an impulsive, forcing term.1035

However, MHD waves can trigger, or back-react on, the flaring process itself. If this1036

trigger/driver mechanism is itself periodic, then the periodicity of the reconnec-1037

tion is determined by the period of the driver. Chen and Priest (2006), Nakariakov1038

et al. (2006) and Jeĺınek and Karlický (2019) are examples of such a phenomenon,1039

where reconnection is ‘induced’ or ’forced’ periodically and the periodicity is dic-1040

tated/transferred from the trigger mechanism. Both fast and slow magnetoacoustic1041

waves can act as periodic triggers, or periodic inducers, of magnetic reconnection1042

(e.g., Mészárosová and Gömöry, 2020). A non-periodic external driver (e.g., ex-1043
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ternal pulse) may also trigger the forced reconnection in the current sheets apart1044

from the periodic wave activity (e.g., Srivastava et al., 2019).1045

Nakariakov et al. (2006) postulated this initial wave driver could come from1046

an oscillating coronal loop outside, but close to, the flaring arcade, and that an1047

external evanescent part of the oscillation could reach the null point in the ar-1048

cade (see [6] in Figure 10). Here, the period is determined by the period of the1049

oscillating external loop, which is determined by the kink oscillation period (com-1050

pare to mechanism [2]). The key to this mechanism is the interaction of a fast1051

magnetoacoustic wave with a null point. As fast waves approach null points, they1052

refract and concentrate into the vicinity of the null, ultimately accumulating at1053

the null itself (see McLaughlin and Hood, 2004; McLaughlin et al., 2011; Thurgood1054

and McLaughlin, 2012, for details). This leads to an (exponential) increase of the1055

electric current density near the null point and these current variations can, in1056

turn, induce current-driven plasma micro-instabilities which are known to cause1057

anomalous resistivity.1058

It is worth noting here that we are not aware of direct observational studies in1059

which it is unambiguously shown that an oscillating coronal loop causes QPPs with1060

the same period in a nearby flare region. The opposite situation is usually observed1061

– a solar flare and the associated low-coronal eruption excite kink oscillations of1062

the surrounding coronal loops (e.g. Zimovets and Nakariakov, 2015, see also the1063

review by Nakariakov et al. in this volume for more details). An indirect observation1064

that could be explained by the mechanism in question was presented by Foullon1065

et al. (2005). It has been suggested there that long-period QPPs with a period of1066

8–12 min, detected by the Reuven Ramaty High-Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager1067

(RHESSI; Lin et al., 2002) in the X-ray range from compact flare loops, could be1068

initiated by the kink oscillations of a nearby long transequatorial loop. In contrast1069

to (Nakariakov et al., 2006), the authors assumed that this transequatorial loop1070

causes quasi-periodic variations of the magnetic field in the compact loops and,1071

as a consequence, modulation of electron acceleration in them due to the effect of1072

magnetic pumping (betatron effect). At the same time, the temporal and spatial1073

resolution of the available instruments was not sufficient to resolve the possible1074

kink oscillations of the transequatorial loop.1075

Another example of an indirect support of this mechanism is presented in the1076

work by Zhang et al. (2016). Using multiwavelength observations from SDO/AIA,1077

GOES, and IRIS, the authors studied the C3.1 circular-ribbon flare in the AR1078

12434 on 2015 October 16. During the impulsive phase of the flare, the circular1079

ribbon in Si IV shows Doppler redshift, indicating a downflow or chromospheric1080

condensation at the peak speeds of 45 − 52 km s−1. The downflow speeds are1081

found to be positively correlated with the logarithm of the Si IV line intensity and1082

time derivative of the soft X-ray flux in the GOES 1 − 8 Å channel. The Si IV1083

line intensity and the derivative of the soft X-ray flux show QPPs with the period1084

P ≈ 32− 42 s. Although no extrapolation of the magnetic field was performed in1085

the work, the observed geometry of the flare ribbons assumed the existence of a1086

magnetic null-point in the corona in the flare region. Based on this, the authors1087

suggested that the QPPs could be caused by the quasi-periodic reconnection at1088

the null-point, the efficiency of which is modulated by the fast magnetoacoustic1089

waves propagating along the fan surface loops. Quasi-periodic reconnection could1090

cause quasi-periodic accelerations and precipitations of non-thermal electrons in1091

the chromosphere, and this could generate quasi-periodic heating observed in the1092
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UV and soft X-ray wavelengths. The length of the fan surface loops from the null-1093

point to the photosphere is estimated from the observations to be L ≈ 20 Mm.1094

If the QPPs are caused by the fast mode wave in these loops, its phase speed1095

is estimated as vp = 2L/P ≈ 950 − 1250 km s−1, which is consistent with the1096

typical values of the fast waves in the solar corona. This work, however, did not1097

present spatially-resolved observations of the fast waves in the loops that leaves the1098

possibility for the interpretation of the observed QPPs by other mechanisms (e.g.1099

[1], [7], [8], [9], [12]), containing quasi-periodic acceleration and/or precipitation1100

of non-thermal electrons.1101

Chen and Priest (2006) conducted MHD simulations of transition-region ex-1102

plosive events (TREEs) driven by five-minute, solar p-mode oscillations that were1103

driven at the photospheric base. This led to periodically-triggered reconnection,1104

induced by slow magnetoacoustic waves (compare to mechanism [4]). Specifically,1105

density variations in the vicinity of the reconnection site result in a periodic vari-1106

ation in the electron drift speed, which switches on/off anomalous resistivity.1107

A possible manifestation of the discussed mechanism is a connection between1108

three-minute oscillations and QPPs observed in some solar flares. For example,1109

Sych et al. (2009), based on the analysis of spatially resolved radio observations1110

by NoRH at 17 GHz in two flares in the same AR 10756, found an increase in the1111

power of three-minute oscillations in a sunspot before the flares. It was found that1112

the light curves of the radio emission from the flare sites also contain QPPs with1113

a period of 3 min. The authors argued that three-minute slow magnetoacoustic1114

waves emanating from the sunspot can serve as a trigger of quasi-periodic energy1115

releases in the flare site observed in the form of the microwave QPPs.1116

More recently, Kumar et al. (2016) detected QPPs with the period of about1117

3 min in an M1.9 flare with a quasi-circular ribbon on 2011 September 23-24.1118

The pulsations occurred simultaneously (with no noticeable delay) in hard X-rays1119

(12− 100 keV) and microwaves (2− 17 GHz). At the metric and decimetric radio1120

wavelengths (25 − 610 MHz), repetitive type III bursts were detected too, which1121

occurred simultaneously with the emission peaks in the hard X-ray and microwave1122

emissions. This event seems to be an example of quasi-periodic magnetic reconnec-1123

tion with bidirectional (upward and downward) electron beams which produced1124

emission in open (type III bursts) and closed (hard X-rays and microwaves) mag-1125

netic structures, respectively. The QPPs were also found to correlate with three-1126

minute oscillations in a nearby sunspot, and hence the magnetic reconnection and1127

particle acceleration was likely triggered quasi-periodically by slow-mode waves1128

leaking from the sunspot.1129

It is worth noting here that not only five- and three-minute oscillations can1130

affect the process of flare energy release, leading to QPPs, but disturbances of1131

different layers of the solar atmosphere caused by flares can also affect the prop-1132

erties of these oscillations detected in various wavelength ranges (e.g. see Milligan1133

et al., 2017; Chelpanov and Kobanov, 2018; Kobanov and Chelpanov, 2019). It is1134

not excluded that the perturbations caused by the initial energy release of a flare1135

can enhance these oscillations, which in turn could trigger further quasi-periodic1136

energy releases in the flare region causing QPPs in different spectral ranges.1137

– Autowave processes – mechanism [7].1138

One of the specific types of physical, chemical and biological systems are the1139

so-called excitable systems (or active media). A distributed active medium consists1140
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of active elements connected locally with each other, capable of forming an impulse1141

in response to an incoming external signal. Impulses propagated in excitable media1142

are often called autowaves (e.g. Davydov et al., 1991). Illustrative examples from1143

daily life are the effect of falling dominoes, the movement of a fire front in a dry1144

forest or grass field, propagation of signals in the nervous and muscle tissues of1145

living organisms, the spread of epidemics, etc.1146

In the context of solar flares, autowave processes mean such processes when a1147

disturbance (e.g., in the form of a magnetoacoustic wave) from one source of energy1148

release is transmitted through the plasma of the solar atmosphere and is a trigger1149

for energy release in another source, which in turn triggers a new disturbance, etc.1150

In the Sun, an example of such an autowave process is a series of sympathetic1151

flares.1152

We know of two models of solar flares that assume the presence of some au-1153

towave processes (Emslie, 1981; Nakariakov and Zimovets, 2011). Their develop-1154

ment was motivated by the presence of sequential bursts of non-thermal radiation1155

in the impulsive phase of many flares (often in the form of QPPs) and by signs1156

of sequential ignition of flare loops in magnetic arcades lined up along the mag-1157

netic polarity inversion line (PIL). These features include sequential brightening1158

of arcade loops in the soft X-ray or EUV ranges (Vorpahl, 1976; Reva et al.,1159

2015), expansion of flare ribbons along the PIL (Qiu et al., 2010), and the ap-1160

parent movement of flare non-thermal hard X-ray (Bogachev et al., 2005; Grigis1161

and Benz, 2005; Zimovets and Struminsky, 2009; Kuznetsov et al., 2016; Zimovets1162

et al., 2018) and microwave (Kuznetsov et al., 2017) sources along the PIL (see an1163

example in Figure 20).1164

The first such model – an interacting loop model – was proposed by Emslie1165

(1981). This is a simple analytical model. According to this model, the initial1166

energy release in one of the loops of the bipolar magnetic arcade leads to the1167

acceleration of charged particles, chromospheric evaporation, and the filling of the1168

loop with hot plasma, as a result of which the loop undergoes lateral expansion.1169

Due to expansion, the poloidal component of the field of this loop (around the1170

longitudinal axis) interacts with the oppositely directed poloidal component of1171

the field of the neighboring loop in the magnetic arcade, which leads to magnetic1172

reconnection, particle acceleration and heating of the plasma in the second loop,1173

and the process continues until the edge of the arcade is reached. The period of1174

QPPs is defined as the ratio of the characteristic distance between the neighboring1175

flaring loops, D, and the speed of lateral expansion, v: P ' D/v. Emslie (1981)1176

took this speed to be equal to the ion sound speed, which is approximately equal1177

to the Alfvén speed in the coronal part of the loop at comparable values of gas1178

and magnetic pressures (β ∼ 1). At characteristic distances between loops D '1179

500−5000 km and Alfvén velocities v ' 500−2500 km s−1, the values of the QPP1180

periods are in the range P ' 0.2− 10 s.1181

The model assumes:1182

– the initial inhomogeneity of the magnetic arcade along the PIL in the form of1183

dividing the arcade into separate loops,1184

– a trigger for energy release in one of the arcade loops,1185

– the presence of large-scale toroidal (longitudinal) currents in the arcade loops,1186

providing the presence of a poloidal magnetic component.1187
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While these assumptions look quite realistic, this model does not fit some obser-1188

vations. First, there are observations showing that there are gaps with low EUV1189

luminosity between flaring loops of a magnetic arcade (e.g. Reva et al., 2015). Sec-1190

ond, within the framework of this model it is difficult to explain QPPs with longer1191

periods (P & 10 s). Third, it was found that the characteristic velocity of the1192

trigger of energy release along the PIL is usually tens of km s−1 (e.g. Kuznetsov1193

et al., 2016), which is less than the characteristic ion sound and Alfvén velocities1194

in coronal loops.1195

To explain QPPs with greater periods P & 10 s and the characteristic spread1196

of the flare energy release process in a magnetic arcade along the PIL with veloc-1197

ities less than the sound speed (v ' 10 − 100 km s−1), Nakariakov and Zimovets1198

(2011) proposed a model based on the autowave process where the energy release1199

is triggered by slow magnetoacoustic waves. It is suggested that there is a mag-1200

netic X-line or a current sheet above a magnetic arcade, like in the “standard”1201

flare model. An initial energy release in one part of a current sheet (or in one loop)1202

produces disturbances which spread as the slow magnetoacoustic waves propagate1203

obliquely to the magnetic field. It is shown that the perpendicular group speed1204

reaching maximum of ≈ 10 − 20% of the sound speed for the propagation angles1205

α ≈ 25◦−28◦ to the magnetic field. The waves reflect from the loop footpoints (see1206

the 2D ideal MHD simulation of this model performed by Gruszecki and Nakari-1207

akov, 2011) and reach the current sheet above the magnetic arcade in another1208

place. There, they can trigger magnetic reconnection by variation of the plasma1209

density, which can result in some instabilities and hence anomalous resistivity1210

(similar to mechanism [6]). This episode of energy release generates another slow1211

magnetoacoustic disturbance, and the process continues until reaching the edge of1212

the magnetic arcade and current sheet (see Figure 10).1213

Each episode of reconnection and energy release can be accompanied by the1214

acceleration of charged particles and a burst of non-thermal emissions. Due to the1215

chromospheric evaporation, each episode can also produce a burst of thermal soft1216

X-ray and EUV emissions. The sequence of bursts can be in the form of QPPs1217

with a period P ' 2H/vs cosα, where H is a distance from the loop footpoints to1218

an X-point in the current sheet, vs is the sound speed in the undisturbed pre-flare1219

magnetic arcade, i.e. before the energy release and plasma heating (T ≈ 1−3×106
1220

K, vs ≈ 166 − 288 km s−1). In the case of a low-lying current sheet and X-point,1221

we can put H ≈ L/2, where L is the characteristic length of the loop of the1222

magnetic arcade. By the time-of-flight analysis Aschwanden et al. (1996) showed1223

that H = (1.4 ± 0.3)L/2. However, the X-point could be located much higher1224

in the case of a highly stretched current sheet (e.g. Reid et al., 2011). In this1225

case H > L/2. For the estimates, we assume that H ≈ (0.5 − 5.0)L and that1226

L ≈ (1 − 5) × 104 km. Thus, the model predicts the QPP periods in the range1227

P ≈ 40− 3420 s, which is consistent with many observations.1228

An advantage of this model is its ability to explain the sometimes observed1229

double-peak QPPs (e.g. Nakajima et al., 1983; Zimovets and Struminsky, 2009).1230

For this, one needs to assume that the initial energy release and the region of1231

generation of slow waves are located not in the middle of the magnetic loop, but1232

on the side. In this case, the waves propagating in different legs of the loop take1233

different times to reach X-points and they trigger energy release at different times,1234

which result in double-peak pulsations.1235
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This model was tested by Inglis and Dennis (2012) based on the analysis of1236

RHESSI observations of the hard X-ray source dynamics in three powerful solar1237

flares with QPP periods in the ranges 30–80, 50–200 and 100–250 s. It was found1238

that the model does not agree with observations, namely, the model predicts a1239

longer period of pulsations and a larger distance between hard X-ray sources of1240

neighboring pulsations. However, the authors noted that they considered only1241

the propagation of slow waves with maximum group velocity at an angle of ≈1242

25◦−28◦ to the magnetic field. It is not yet known whether the energy of the fastest1243

(along the PIL) waves is really enough to trigger the energy release process. The1244

possibility is not excluded that the trigger is wave packets propagating at smaller1245

angles to the field, which will result in smaller distances between positions of1246

emission sources of neighboring pulsations. To answer this question, it is necessary1247

to carry out more advanced, 3D MHD simulations of a system with a current sheet1248

above the magnetic arcade. Acceleration, propagation and emission of charged1249

particles should be also modeled. Inglis and Dennis (2012) also pointed out that1250

the model additionally needs to be checked on other flares, in particular, with1251

larger QPP periods and with slower apparent displacements of the flare sources1252

along the PIL, or vice versa.1253

– Flapping oscillations – mechanism [8].1254

Low-frequency oscillations of the magnetic field and plasma pressure with fre-1255

quencies of ∼ 10−4−10−1 Hz are often observed in the Earth’s magnetotail before1256

and during magnetic substorms. One of the most discussed types is the flapping1257

oscillations (see e.g. Nakariakov et al., 2016b). Erkaev et al. (2007, 2009) developed1258

a double-gradient mechanism to explain these oscillations in the magnetotail.1259

Artemyev and Zimovets (2012) suggested that a similar mechanism may also1260

work in current sheets in flare regions on the Sun. They considered the problem1261

of finding unstable symmetric (sausage) wave modes propagating along a two-1262

dimensional vertical current sheet (along the PIL; see Figure 16a). Additionally,1263

the influence of the presence of a magnetic shear and Coulomb collisions is consid-1264

ered. The linear MHD equations are solved analytically. It is shown that unstable1265

modes with periods in a wide range P ∼ 10−1 − 103 s and with wavelengths1266

λ ∼ 102 − 107 km (along the PIL) can develop under the characteristic physical1267

conditions in the solar corona.1268

The authors proposed a scenario that could explain both the QPPs of non-1269

thermal hard X-ray (and microwave) radiation and the apparent parallel motion1270

of their sources along the PIL observed in some two-ribbon solar flares (see discus-1271

sions of the mechanisms [7] and [15]). The idea is that the sausage mode considered1272

can lead successively to local thinnings of the current sheet (Figure 16a) that causes1273

local increases in the current density due to the conservation of the magnetic flux.1274

Upon reaching the threshold values of the current density, this process can lead to1275

the local intensification of the tearing instability and magnetic reconnection. This1276

causes more efficient energy release and electron acceleration in the regions of the1277

current sheet thinning (at the wave nodes) in comparison with the surrounding1278

regions (in the antinodes of the wave). Stronger beams of accelerated electrons are1279

injected successively (at times t1, t2, t3, etc., such that ti+1− ti ≈ PQPP ) into dif-1280

ferent collapsing magnetic loops under the current sheet and cause stronger local1281

episodes of chromospheric evaporation and increased brightness of these loops in1282

soft X-rays and EUV.1283
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Fig. 16 Schematic illustration of the QPP mechanism [8] based on the flapping oscillations
in a coronal current sheet (figure taken from Artemyev and Zimovets 2012)

This mechanism could be used to explain the presence of two components of1284

hard X-ray emission, which are distinguished in the light curves of some flares: 1)1285

a slowly varying component (on time scales of several seconds – tens of seconds),1286

and 2) a fine structure of peaks (fractions of a second – a few seconds) against1287

the background of a slowly varying component (e.g. Aschwanden, 2002). The first1288

component can be interpreted as a result of modulation of the energy release and1289

acceleration of electrons along the current sheet due to the considered wave modes;1290

the second one, due to the bursty reconnection (e.g. Kliem et al., 2000; Tan and1291

Tan, 2012) in the corresponding sections of the current sheet (Figure 16b).1292

The proposed scenario is schematic. The authors did not simulate the devel-1293

opment of unstable modes in realistic three-dimensional current sheets, or the1294

acceleration of particles and the radiation generated by them in different spectral1295

ranges. According to its observational features, this mechanism can be similar to1296

the autowave process with successive episodes of energy release triggered by the1297

slow magnetoacoustic waves (mechanism [7]) and to the mechanism [15] based on1298

the thermal instability of the current sheet. To determine which of these mech-1299

anisms is responsible for QPPs in solar flare (or whether they present at all),1300

first, more detailed modeling taking into account the acceleration of particles and1301

their emissions, and, second, more detail comparison of the simulation results1302

with the observations, are required. A serious difficulty here is that the period1303

and wavelength of the flapping oscillations depend on the partial derivatives of1304

various components of the magnetic field in the coronal current sheet, which at1305

the moment are practically impossible to measure.1306

– Magnetic tuning fork model – mechanism [12].1307

This model was proposed by Takasao and Shibata (2016), based on the 2D1308

MHD simulation with high spatial resolution originally developed in (Takasao1309
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et al., 2015). The model includes essential physics for solar flares such as magnetic1310

reconnection, heat conduction and chromospheric evaporation, however, it does1311

not implement directly the acceleration of non-thermal particles. The vertical cur-1312

rent sheet is considered, where magnetic reconnection is triggered by the localized1313

resistivity fixed in time and space to achieve a fast and quasi-steady reconnection1314

with a single X-point. Due to the reconnection, magnetic energy is converted into1315

the mechanical energy of the Alfvenic outflow. The plasma is heated by the slow1316

mode MHD shocks. The heated plasma flows down along the reconnected magnetic1317

field lines and form a magnetic loop structure, which later is filled with the hot1318

and dense plasma evaporated from the chromosphere. This loop structure could1319

be observed as the flare loops in the soft X-ray and EUV wavebands. A complex1320

structure of fast mode MHD shocks is formed in the above-the-loop-top region due1321

to the pile-up of reconnected magnetic fields and termination of plasma outflow1322

there. The shock system has a V-shape composed of two oblique fast shocks, and1323

from time-to-time another horizontal fast shock appears between them.1324

Magnetic field lines in the above-the-loop-top region form an M-shape struc-1325

ture (with a characteristic vertical size w), which is called as a magnetic tuning1326

fork (Figure 17a). The gradient of the dynamic pressure by the backflow (with the1327

characteristic speed vbf ) pushes the magnetic arms outward and compress their1328

magnetic field. When magnetic pressure overcomes the backflow, the magnetic1329

arms start to move back. This produces inward-propagating fast waves. These1330

waves decelerate the backflow, however, it recovers quickly because of the con-1331

stancy of the reconnection outflow speed. The same process repeats and oscilla-1332

tions are maintained (Figure 17b). The distance between two arms of the magnetic1333

fork changes quasi-periodically. The quasi-periodic termination of the outward mo-1334

tion of the arms causes quasi-periodic outward propagating fast waves. They could1335

be observed as the quasi-periodic propagating fast-mode magnetoacoustic waves1336

(QPFs) with characteristic periods from a few tens to a few hundred seconds (Liu1337

et al., 2011; Yuan et al., 2013).1338

The period of the magnetic tuning fork oscillations is estimated as PMF ∝1339

w/vbf ∝ β15/14L9/7 ∝ B−2.1, where β is the plasma beta (ratio of the gas to mag-1340

netic pressure), L is the characteristic linear size of the system (i.e. the magnetic1341

loop length), and B is the characteristic magnetic field induction in the magnetic1342

fork. Thus, there is a strong dependency of the oscillation period on the magnetic1343

field in the above-the-loop-top region. It is difficult to test this dependency at1344

present due to difficulties with magnetic field measurement in the corona. How-1345

ever, there is hope that soon it will be possible (e.g. Fleishman et al., 2020).1346

It is important to note that the source of oscillations and waves is very compact,1347

less than 10% of the size of the magnetic loop system, i.e. w � L, and is suited1348

in the above-the-loop-top region. This circumstance can also be used to verify the1349

model in the future. For example, in another model proposed by Ofman et al.1350

(2011), the oscillation source of QPFs is located in the foots of the flare magnetic1351

structure.1352

The magnetic fork model also predicts quasi-periodic changes of parameters of1353

the termination shocks (e.g. the ratio of the pressure ahead and behind the oblique1354

fast shocks). Since the termination shocks in the above-the-loop-top region are1355

considered as one of possible accelerators of charged particles in flares (e.g. Tsuneta1356

and Naito, 1998; Chen et al., 2015a; Kong et al., 2019), the found oscillations1357

of these shocks can quasi-periodically modulate efficiency of particle acceleration1358
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Fig. 17 The magnetic tuning fork model – mechanism [12]. (a) Backflow of the reconnection
outflow in the above-the-loop-top region. (b) Generation of magnetic field line oscillations and
quasi-periodic fast-mode waves in the above-the-loop-top region (figure adopted from Figure
7 in Takasao and Shibata 2016).

and cause QPPs of non-thermal emissions. The thermal emission could be also1359

modulated quasi-periodically due to quasi-periodic plasma heating by non-thermal1360

particles in flare loops. An important observational property of the model is the1361

presence of simultaneous QPFs and QPPs with close periods PMF .1362

In conclusion, we note that the discussed magnetic tuning fork model is still1363

two-dimensional and does not take into account the processes of particle acceler-1364

ation. Also, no forward modeling of emission from the flare region has been done.1365

For a more accurate comparison of the model with observations, a significant de-1366

velopment of the model is required.1367

At the moment, we are not aware of direct observations that unequivocally1368

confirm the operation of this mechanism in solar flares. However, it is possible1369

that some observations of QPPs in flares, which are interpreted by other mecha-1370

nisms (for example, self-oscillatory processes [9], see Section 2.3.3), could be the1371

result of this mechanism. For example, one can note the work of Liu et al. (2011),1372

in which QPPs of the UV (SDO/AIA) and X-ray (RHESSI) emissions from a1373

flare and the quasi-periodic propagating fast-mode magnetoacoustic waves1374

(QFPs) (observed by SDO/AIA in the EUV channels) with a period of about 31375

min were simultaneously observed. But these observations can also be interpreted1376

by the mechanism [6] – reconnection triggered quasi-periodically by three-minute1377

magnetoacoustic waves coming from the lower layers of the solar atmosphere.1378

– KHI in loop-top – mechanism [14].1379
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The 2.5D numerical MHD simulation performed by Ruan et al. (2019) predicts1380

the following main observational features of the mechanism under consideration1381

(see brief description in Section 2.2):1382

1. QPPs can be observed in the integral flux of thermal soft X-ray radiation,1383

although the source of the QPPs itself is localized in a tiny region at the top1384

of the flare loop with size l� L, where L is the loop length (see Figure 12a);1385

2. QPPs are observed simultaneously and in-phase (i.e. without perceptible de-1386

lays) in the soft X-ray flux, density and temperature of the plasma in the local1387

source (see Figure 12b);1388

3. QPPs are not detected in non-thermal hard X-rays;1389

4. QPP period is estimated as P = 2l/vp, where vp is the local fast magnetoacous-1390

tic wave speed, which can be significantly higher than the local Alfven speed;1391

with characteristic parameters at the top of the flare loop (l ∼ 103 − 104 km1392

and vp ∼ 102 − 103 km s−1), the QPP period can take values from a second1393

to hundred of seconds (note that Ruan et al. (2019) found P ≈ 26 s in their1394

simulation run);1395

5. QPPs in soft X-rays begin a few minutes after the peak of hard X-rays, which1396

is associated with the time it takes for the evaporating chromospheric plasma1397

to reach the top of the loop and develop the KHI instability (Figure 11);.1398

It should be noted that the discussed model is 2.5-dimensional. In reality, de-1399

viations from the considered features may be observed. It is necessary to develop1400

this model for the 3D case and realistic acceleration and ejection of charged parti-1401

cles (see the simulation by Ruan et al., 2020, where, however, the question of the1402

origin of QPPs was not investigated). It would also be useful to investigate the1403

observational manifestations of this model in different ranges of EUV and radio1404

emissions to make more informative comparison with observations.1405

At the moment, we are not familiar with observational studies in which most1406

of the observational features of this model (see Section 2.3.2) would be found.1407

Hypothetically, the model can be applied to a number of observations of soft X-1408

ray pulsations with a period of less than ∼ 100 s for flares for which there is no1409

information on the spatial structure of the QPP sources and without accompanying1410

QPPs of non-thermal hard X-ray radiation in the range above ≈ 25 keV (e.g. Inglis1411

et al., 2016; Hayes et al., 2020).1412

– Thermal instability of a current layer – mechanism [15].1413

This model proposed by Ledentsov and Somov (2016, 2017) is already briefly1414

described in the end of Section 2.2. Therefore, here we only give some of its possible1415

observational manifestations. It should be noted that this is still a two-dimensional1416

analytical MHD model. Its application to observations is still very limited. In1417

particular, the model in its present form considers only a neutral current sheet.1418

However, most probably, current sheets in solar flare regions contain a strong1419

magnetic guide field along the PIL (e.g. Qiu et al., 2017; Sharykin et al., 2020).1420

The solution was obtained in the linear approximation; the nonlinear growth of1421

instability has not yet been investigated. Realistic numerical three-dimensional1422

calculations, including acceleration of particles and radiation in different spectral1423

ranges, also have not yet been carried out.1424

Nevertheless, the model predicts that as a result of thermal instability in the1425

current sheet, regions of hot and cold plasma will alternate in it with a spatial1426
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scale λ along the PIL. Since the heated plasma flows out of the current sheet1427

along the field lines, the flare magnetic arcade under the current sheet will consist1428

of alternating hotter (brighter) and colder (dimmer) coronal loops. According to1429

the rough estimates made by Ledentsov and Somov (2016), λ ' 10 Mm. This1430

is in agreement with some observations of flare arcades in soft X-ray and EUV1431

ranges (e.g. Vorpahl, 1976; Zimovets et al., 2013; Reva et al., 2015). If the thermal1432

instability propagates in the form of a wave along the current and the PIL, then1433

it can be a trigger for flare energy release episodes in separate parts of the current1434

sheet with a step λ, which can lead to a sequence of “elementary flare bursts”1435

or QPPs in different wavelength ranges, including hard X-rays and microwaves, if1436

electrons are accelerated. It could also explain the elongation of flare ribbons and1437

apparent motion of the hard X-ray sources during flares (similar to mechanisms [7]1438

and [8]). Successive injections of beams of accelerated electrons in different loops1439

can lead to successive episodes of chromospheric evaporation. In the case without1440

effective acceleration of electrons, the flows of heated plasma in the regions of the1441

reconnecting current sheet, where thermal instability is developed, can reach the1442

loop footpoints and cause gentle chromospheric evaporation, which can lead to1443

pulsations of soft X-ray and EUV radiation.1444

Although this was not done in Ledentsov and Somov (2016), the character-1445

istic period of QPPs can be roughly estimated as P ' P1 + P2, where P1 '1446

λ/vfma is the transit time of the fast magnetoacoustic wave of the distance λ,1447

and P2 ' 1/Γ is the reciprocal of the instability growth rate Γ . For the case of1448

ion thermal conductivity, Ledentsov and Somov (2016) estimated Γ ' 1/τr, where1449

τr = γ2kBTs/(γ−1)nsLr (Ts) is the characteristic radiation cooling time of plasma1450

with density ns and temperature Ts in the current sheet, γ is the adiabatic expo-1451

nent, kB is the Boltzmann constant, Lr (Ts) is the radiative loss rate. For λ ' 1−101452

Mm and vfma ' 500−2500 km s−1, P1 ' 0.4−20 s. For γ = 5/3, ns ∼ 1010−1012
1453

cm−3, Ts ∼ 106 − 107 K, Lr ∼ 10−23 − 10−22 erg s−1 cm−3 (e.g. Aschwanden,1454

2005), one can estimate P2 ' τr ∼ 101 − 104 s. Thus the possible QPP period is1455

in the broad range P ∼ 101 − 104 s.1456

2.3.3 Group (iii): spontaneous quasi-periodic energy release (DC-to-AC models)1457

According to the Standard Model, flares have their origin in magnetic reconnec-1458

tion, taking place in a coronal current sheet and with the reconnection acceler-1459

ating particles in both the upwards and downward directions. Flares are also a1460

finite-duration phenomenon, and so we should be cautious about applying steady-1461

state reconnection models to such scenarios, and instead we should consider time-1462

dependent reconnection theory.1463

– Self-oscillatory processes – mechanism [9].1464

A key advantage of time-dependent reconnection models is a natural explana-1465

tion of the simultaneity of QPPs in different bands – in other words, the time-1466

varying rate of electron acceleration is all produced by the same source. A subset of1467

time-dependent reconnection, relevant here, is periodic reconnection or repetitive1468

spontaneous reconnection or oscillatory reconnection. These are self-oscillatory1469

processes (e.g. in electronics, self-oscillations are associated with the conversion of1470

direct current, DC, to alternating current, AC, of a certain frequency) and so they1471

naturally produce periodic outputs from aperiodic drivers.1472
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As with most of the QPP models described here, the Oscillatory Reconnection1473

models are still being explored (for full details see McLaughlin et al. 2009; Thur-1474

good et al. 2017, 2018, 2019 and references therein) but quantitative progress has1475

been made: McLaughlin et al. (2012a) quantified the periodic nature of oscillatory1476

reconnection for a 2D simple X-point. Driving amplitudes of 6.3 – 126.2 km s−1
1477

resulted in periods in the range 56.3 – 78.9 s, e.g. a driving amplitude of 25.2 km/s1478

corresponds to a period of 69.0 s. The authors reported that the system acts akin1479

to a damped harmonic oscillator; hence, the greater the initial driving amplitude,1480

the stronger and longer the current sheets formed at each stage, thus the greater1481

the restoring force, which leads to shorter periods.1482

McLaughlin et al. (2012b) investigated the periodic signals associated with1483

magnetic flux emergence, namely the emergence of an initially-submerged, buoy-1484

ant flux tube into a pre-existing stratified atmosphere permeated by a unipolar1485

magnetic field (representing a coronal hole). As the buoyant flux tube emerges1486

into the pre-existing atmosphere, it was found that a null point is generated nat-1487

urally and a series of reconnection reversals take place as the system searches for1488

equilibrium. In other words, the system demonstrates oscillatory reconnection in1489

a self-consistent manner. Parametric studies reported varying the strength of the1490

initially-submerged, buoyant flux tube, Bbuoyant, results in a range of associated1491

periodicities of 105 – 212.5 s for 2.6× 103 G ≤ Bbuoyant ≤ 3.9× 103 G, where the1492

stronger the magnetic strength of the initial flux tube, the longer the oscillation1493

period (same conclusion as McLaughlin et al. 2012a).1494

Of note is that there are natural limitations placed on the periods generated1495

in the flux emergence system. If the magnetic strength of the initially-submerged,1496

buoyant flux tube is too high (for McLaughlin et al. 2012b, this was found ex-1497

perimentally to be Bbuoyant > 3.9 × 103 G) then plasmoids are ejected from the1498

current sheet, and these plasmoids change the properties of the X-point (primarily1499

expelling magnetic flux with them). Hence, there is still oscillatory behaviour but1500

this represents a fundamentally different regime of oscillatory reconnection than1501

that of reconnection-without-plasmoids. Conversely, when the magnetic strength1502

of the initially-submerged flux tube is less than the buoyancy instability criterion,1503

we have ‘failed emergence’ (for McLaughlin et al. 2012b the buoyancy instability1504

criterion was Bbuoyant < 2.6 × 103 G) and thus, by definition, no emergence and1505

so no associated periodicity.1506

Lower and higher periods could have been generated by modifying the equilib-1507

rium parameters of the model, such as modifying the strength of the pre-existing1508

magnetic field. However, we utilise the values reported by McLaughlin et al.1509

(2012b) in Table 1, as opposed to saying all values are possible. It is interest-1510

ing to note that flux-emergence-driven, Oscillatory Reconnection systems have a1511

natural upper and lower bound on generated periodicities, and thus observations1512

could be used as constraints in such an model.1513

Additionally, for the Oscillatory Reconnection mechanism, the oscillations are1514

generated with an exponentially-decaying signature. The decay is not due to a1515

specific dissipative mechanism and/or radiative losses, but arises from the genera-1516

tion mechanism itself. This is intuitive: there is a finite injection of energy and so,1517

physically, the resultant periodic behaviour must also be finite in duration. Note,1518

however, that a self-oscillation may itself be decayless if there is a continuous1519

extraction of energy from an unlimited medium.1520
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Finally, properties of self-oscillations (e.g. period, amplitude, shape of the sig-1521

nal) are determined by the parameters of the system that support them. In other1522

words, and in contrast with regular oscillations, the properties of self-oscillations1523

are independent of the initial conditions.1524

Of course, Oscillatory Reconnection is just one example of a time-dependent1525

reconnection process. Oscillatory Reconnection is a relaxation process – it may1526

not occur if the reconnection is being driven/forced – and a different regime of1527

time-dependent reconnection occurs during magnetic flux rope eruption. Here,1528

converging motions in the photosphere bring magnetic field lines of opposite po-1529

larities together and drive reconnection, leading to the formation of a magnetic1530

flux rope, which rises (i.e. erupts) into the corona. In such models, a current sheet1531

is formed, during the eruption, where one end of the current sheet connects to the1532

flare loop top (the ‘lower end’ of the current sheet, if we consider moving radially1533

outwards from the Sun) and also connects to the bottom of the (rising) flux rope1534

(the ‘upper end’ of the current sheet).1535

QPPs have been reported in models of magnetic flux rope eruption. Takahashi1536

et al. (2017) perform 2D MHD simulations of magnetic flux rope eruptions and1537

propose a mechanism for quasi-periodic oscillations related to magnetic reconnec-1538

tion, where QPPs take place during the time when magnetic reconnection peaks1539

as the flux rope is rising rapidly. The authors investigated various values of the1540

global Lundquist number, finding that for their low Lundquist number run, no1541

oscillatory behaviour was found, and for high and moderate Lundquist number1542

runs, reconnection jets collide with material at the flare loop top and flux rope1543

bottom of the simulation, and form termination shocks. These structure becomes1544

unstable and quasi-periodic oscillations of supersonic backflows appear at both1545

locally-confined high-beta regions. In this sense, the oscillations at the flare loop1546

top (the ‘lower end’ of the current sheet) may be similar to those in the Magnetic1547

tuning fork model [12].1548

Takahashi et al. (2017) focus on the dynamics of the termination shocks at1549

the end of the current sheet. However, one can also focus on the dynamics of the1550

current sheet itself, namely a chain of plasmoids (magnetic islands) should form1551

when the Lundquist number exceeds a critical value of 104 (due to the plasmoid1552

instability - a super-Alfvénic tearing mode instability - see e.g. Tajima and Shibata1553

2002; Loureiro et al. 2007 and the reconnection rate is almost independent of1554

the current sheet Lundquist number, once the critical value of 104 is reached -1555

Bhattacharjee et al. 2009).1556

Zhao et al. (2019) studied an MHD simulation of magnetic flux rope forma-1557

tion and eruption driven by photospheric converging motions, and then forward-1558

modelled the results in SDO/AIA channels as well as for thermal X-ray. The1559

authors found QPPs appeared in their forward-modelled results, corresponding1560

to the chaotic (re)appearance and current-sheet-guided displacements of the mag-1561

netic islands. The QPPs appear at various stages of the evolution, and coincide1562

with the evolution of the magnetic islands, during which the magnetic reconnection1563

rate fluctuates significantly.1564

As an example of one recent observation of possible quasi-periodic re-1565

connection in a current sheet formed during eruption, we can refer the work1566

of Cai et al. (2019). They investigated the supra-arcade fan (SAF) region1567

above the post-flare loop top in the famous 2017 September 10 X8.2 erup-1568

tive solar event (see Figures 1 and 2), and found that the 1330 Å intensity1569
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measured with IRIS (most likely dominated by the Fe xxi 1354 Å emission)1570

reveals a quasi-periodic oscillating behavior with a ≈ 77 s period. Based on1571

the obtained properties of the QPPs and the position of the region of their1572

generation, this QPPs were suggested to be related to the quasi-periodic1573

behavior of the magnetic reconnection process during the eruption. Their1574

numerical 2D MHD simulation in the Standard Model framework has also1575

reproduced this periodicity.1576

Another observational example is a work of Yuan et al. (2019), where1577

the spatial extent of QPPs during an X7.7 eruptive flare that occurred at1578

AR11520 on 19 July 2012 was studied. The authors removed every alter-1579

native SDO/AIA images that are subject to the CCD overflowing, so that1580

the remaining image sequence had no saturation effect. The coronal loop1581

system was located at the west limb of the Sun and well suited for spectral1582

analysis (Figure 18). The NoRH 17 GHz radio flux reached peak earlier1583

than the X-ray and EUV emission peaks and decayed rapidly. The radio1584

flux oscillated with an 4-minute periodicity for about 30 minutes, the EUV1585

emission flux in the AIA 131 Å channel started to oscillate 15 minutes af-1586

ter QPPs in the radio signal. The oscillatory signal detected in the EUV1587

bandpass last for about 90 minutes. Yuan et al. (2019) analyzed the spatial1588

distribution and correlation of this 4-minute QPPs. They found that these1589

QPPs were only detected at the compact source above the loop top, this re-1590

gion has overlap with the hard X-ray source of the flaring core (Figure 19).1591

The QPPs within this region were highly correlated with each other and1592

exhibit gradual time shift. Thus, the authors suggested repetitive magnetic1593

reconnection could be the cause of the QPPs detected. Nevertheless, we1594

note that the observational data is insufficient to rule out other possibili-1595

ties such as the oscillating magnetic traps in the frames of the mechanism1596

[2] or mechanism [12].1597

It should be emphasized that the simulations of Takahashi et al. (2017), Zhao1598

et al. (2019), and Cai et al. (2019) are either 2D or 2.5D simulations, assuming1599

homogeneity along the PIL. However, the real eruptive flare is a three-dimensional1600

object. As discussed above (see the discussion of mechanism [7] in Section 2.3.2),1601

it is known from numerous observations that the energy release of a flare can1602

progress along the PIL, accompanied by pulsations in different spectral ranges1603

(see the top panels in Figure 20). The uneven (asymmetric) eruption of the mag-1604

netic flux rope along the PIL, most likely, can lead to reconnection in different1605

loops of the magnetic arcade at different times, which can manifest itself in the1606

form of pulsations, the sources of which appear in different places of the flare region1607

(e.g. Grigis and Benz, 2005; Liu et al., 2009). Based on the comparison of obser-1608

vations with the extrapolation of magnetic field to the corona in the non-linear1609

force-free field (NLFFF) approximation, Zimovets et al. (2018) showed that hard1610

X-ray pulsations are emitted from different parts of the magnetic flux rope or from1611

different loops of magnetic arcades with which the flux rope can interact (see the1612

bottom panels in Figure 20). This indicates the importance of taking into account1613

the effects of inhomogeneity and non-uniformity of magnetic structures when con-1614

structing 3D models of eruptive flares for studying the processes of generation of1615

QPPs.1616

Most recently, Samanta et al. (2021) found that supra-arcade downflows (SADs)1617

could collide with the ‘post-flare’ arcade, leading to significant plasma heating and1618
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Fig. 18 (a) light curves showing the rise and decay of a solar flare recorded by GOES, NoRH
and AIA 131Å (b) Coronal loop system observed by AIA 131 Å channle. (c) NoRH synthetic
image of 17 GHz. The blue and red contours label the emission levels of RHESSI 12-25 keV
nd 25-50 keV X-ray emissions. Adapted from Yuan et al. (2019) with permission.

enhanced X-ray/EUV emission. Since different SADs collide with different loops1619

of the ‘post-flare’ arcade at different instants, the resultant X-ray/EUV emission1620

is enhanced quasi-periodically (with a period of ≈ 10 min). The authors claim1621

that this process could explain at least some QPPs in the flare decay phase. This1622

observation clearly demonstrates the importance of taking into account the 3D1623

structure of the flare regions. It is worth noting here that there is a clear observa-1624

tional difference between this process and mechanism [4], which can also produce1625

QPPs of thermal emission with periods of tens of minutes — the latter occurs1626

in a ‘single’ flare loop, while the former produces pulsations which are emitted1627

from different loops of the magnetic arcade. By this observational property, this1628

process resembles the mechanisms [7], [8] and/or [15], in which QPPs are also as-1629

sociated with the modulation of magnetic reconnection along the magnetic arcade1630

and PIL, and emitted from its different loops. However, it is not yet clear whether1631

the process with SADs is directly related to these mechanisms or not.1632

One of the main properties of magnetic reconnection is the transformation of1633

magnetic energy into kinetic energy of charged particles (e.g. Zharkova et al.,1634

2011). Consequently, quasi-periodic reconnection must be associated with quasi-1635
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Fig. 19 Spatial distribution of the four-minute QPP Fourier power (a), correlation coefficient
(b) and Lag time (c). Adapted from Yuan et al. (2019) with permission.

periodic particle acceleration, and hence with QPPs. The QPP features that are1636

usually interpreted as evidence of quasi-periodic particle acceleration are:1637

(a) high modulation depth when the emission itself is produced by an incoher-1638

ent mechanism, e.g., gyrosynchrotron or bremsstrahlung (see an example in1639

Figure 7);1640

(b) non-harmonic irregular intensity modulation (such as in Figure 20);1641

(c) highly correlated (possibly, with a small delay) pulsations in multiple wave-1642

length ranges, i.e., in a wide range of heights where a global phase-coherent1643

MHD wave is unlikely to exist (see Figure 7);1644

(d) evidence of propagating electron beams (e.g., type III bursts) that seem to be1645

quasi-periodically injected (see an example in the right panel of Figure 7).1646

Below, we briefly list several recent observations where the QPPs demon-1647

strated some (or all) of the mentioned signatures and therefore have been in-1648

terpreted by the authors of corresponding works as a result (most likely)1649

of quasi-periodic magnetic reconnection. The list of observations presented1650

does not claim to be complete, but it demonstrates that there are a lot of1651

such observations and they are published quite regularly.1652

Huang et al. (2016) detected non-harmonic irregular QPPs in an M7.7 flare1653

on 2012 July 19: the microwave emission (17 GHz) from the loop footpoints, hard1654

X-ray emission (20−50 keV) from a footpoint and the loop top, and reverse type III1655

bursts (with positive drift, i.e., corresponding to downward-propagating electron1656

beams) in the 0.7−3 GHz range demonstrated prominent in-phase QPPs with the1657

period of 270 s; an additional period of 100 s was detected in some channels, too. In1658

this event, the source of energetic electrons (i.e., the probable site of quasi-periodic1659

reconnection) was likely located above the loop top, at the level corresponding to1660

≈ 700 MHz emission frequency.1661

Kupriyanova and Ratcliffe (2016) and Kupriyanova et al. (2016) analyzed a1662

C9.3 flare on 2005 May 6; simultaneous non-harmonic irregular QPPs with mod-1663

ulation depth of 30−80% and typical periods of 50 and 30 s were detected in hard1664

X-rays (50 − 300 keV) and microwaves (9.4 − 35 GHz). The hard X-ray spectral1665

index variations correlated with the hard X-ray and microwave intensity: the spec-1666

trum was harder at the intensity maxima, which can be interpreted as a signature1667

of quasi-periodic injection of new accelerated electrons. Several type III bursts (in1668
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Fig. 20 Hard X-ray pulsations (top left), location of their sources (top right), and the asso-
ciated magnetic structures (bottom) in the M2.3 class solar flare on 09 November 2014. (top
left) Normalized RHESSI corrected count rates in the 25–50 (solid curve) and 50–100 keV
(dotted curve) energy ranges. The color horizontal segments at the top mark the time inter-
vals of different pulsations for which images were synthesized and positions of the hard X-ray
sources have been found (shown on other panels). (top right) The positions of the maximum
brightness centers of the hard X-ray pulsation sources (circles, whose colors match the colors
on the top left panel) overlaid on the map of the radial magnetic field component on the pho-
tosphere made with the pre-flare SDO/HMI vector magnetogram (red and blue tints are the
positive and negative magnetic polarities, respectively; see colorbars in the bottom panels).
Approximate directions of movement of the sources are shown with black arrows. (bottom
left and right) Visualization of the reconstructed magnetic field lines in the flare region from
different viewing angles (left – above, righ – sideways). The magnetic field lines, launched from
the sources of the pulsations, are shown in the corresponding colors (the same as on the upper
panels). The twisted bundles of the thick light gray field lines represent a magnetic flux rope,
which is also indicated by the thick red arrow. The thin gray curves are background magnetic
field lines started from the strongest nearby magnetic sources. The background image is a
part of the same pre-flare magnetogram as in the top right panel. The white dashed rectangle
indicates the region shown in the top right panel. (adopted from Zimovets et al. 2018).

25 − 180 MHz range) corresponding to the hard X-ray and microwave emission1669

peaks were detected, which demonstrated the period of about 40− 50 s and were1670

delayed after the microwave peaks by ≈ 10 s.1671

Kumar et al. (2017) detected non-harmonic QPPs with a shorter period of1672

about 13 s in a C4.2 flare on 2015 September 21; the pulsations occurred simul-1673

taneously in hard X-rays (12 − 300 keV) and microwaves (4.9 − 34 GHz). Three1674

type III bursts (in the 25−180 MHz range) were also detected, which likely corre-1675

sponded to the hard X-ray and microwave emission peaks (had a similar repetition1676

period), but were delayed with respect to the microwave peaks by ≈ 30 s.1677

Li et al. (2015) observed an event with even longer delay between the QPPs in1678

hard X-rays and type III bursts: in an X1.6 flare on 2014 September 10, hard X-ray1679
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light curves (27−296 keV) contained three prominent peaks with a period of about1680

4 min; a similar period (but with up to 10 peaks) was detected in EUV emission.1681

Some time (≈ 8 min) later, a sequence of quasi-periodic type III bursts with a1682

similar ∼ 4-minute period was detected at low radio frequencies (∼ 0.1−10 MHz);1683

the delay is consistent with the propagation time of the energetic electrons from a1684

supposed quasi-periodic acceleration site. For the same flare, Li and Zhang (2015)1685

found quasi-periodic motions of bright knots in one of the flare ribbons with the1686

apparent velocity of 20−110 km s−1 and the associated period of 3−6 min. These1687

movements were accompanied by quasi-periodic changes in the intensity and red1688

Doppler shifts of the Si iv 1403 Å line. The authors interpreted these observations1689

as the quasi-periodic slipping reconnection involved in the flare process. However,1690

other possibilities cannot be ruled out, such as mechanisms [7], [8], and [15].1691

Most recently, Clarke et al. (2021) investigated an M3.7-class flare on November1692

4, 2015, and found almost simultaneous non-harmonic high-amplitude QPPs1693

with periods of ≈ 120 − 140 s in intensities of the UV (1600 Å), EUV (171 Å),1694

soft and hard X-ray emissions. Moreover, a sequence of the type III radio bursts1695

at low frequencies, e.g. at 2.5 MHz, contained QPPs with a longer period of ≈ 2311696

s and were delayed relative to the UV/EUV and X-ray pulsations by ≈ 70 − 3701697

s (see the right panel in Figure 7). This delay corresponds to the propagation1698

time of subrelativistic electrons (with velocities of 0.1-0.5 the speed of light) from1699

the flare region low in the corona to a height of ≈ 16 solar radii, corresponding1700

to the considered frequency of radio emission. Analysis of the spatially resolved1701

observations and extrapolation of magnetic field in the potential approximation1702

showed that the UV and hard X-ray pulsations were emitted from the footpoints1703

of the flare loops, which could contact a nearby system of open field lines. Based1704

on this analysis, the authors concluded that the detected QPPs were the result1705

of quasi-periodic (‘bursty’) reconnection and particle acceleration. Populations of1706

accelerated electrons injected onto the open field lines may cause the radio QPPs,1707

while electrons trapped in the flare loops and precipitated into their footpoints1708

may produce the QPPs in X-rays and UV/EUV emission.1709

With joint observations by the Mingantu Spectral Radioheliograph (MUSER) in1710

Inner Mongolia, China and SDO/AIA, Chen et al. (2019) investigated an M8.71711

circular-ribbon flare in the AR 12242 on 2014 December 17. Three different QPPs1712

were detected: (1) UV QPPs with a period of ≈ 4 min near the center of the active1713

region lasting from the pre-flare phase to the impulsive phase; (2) EUV QPPs with1714

a period of ≈ 3 min along the circular ribbon during the pre-flare phase; (3) radio1715

QPPs with a period of ≈ 2 min during the impulsive phase. Chen et al. (2019) has1716

shown that the Type IV radio burst occurred simultaneously with the solar flare1717

and also exhibited the QPP phenomenon. Furthermore, the QPP source region is1718

co-spatial with the radio emission peak observed by MUSER, and the radio sources1719

are situated above a magnetic null-point in the extrapolated magnetic field of this1720

active region (Figure 21). It was suggested that the QPPs (1) were modulated by1721

the nearby sunspot oscillations (mechanism [6]), and the QPPs (2) and (3) are1722

connected and could be either a result of intermittent, quasi-periodic reconnection1723

in the null-point region (mechanism [9]) or a result of oscillations in the LRC-1724

circuit (mechanism [5]). This work clearly demonstrates that, first, QPPs with1725

different periods can be observed in different phases of one flare, and probably are1726

caused by different mechanisms; second, that modern observations with spatial1727

resolution are not yet fully sufficient to reliably resolve spatial structure of the1728
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Fig. 21 Observations and magnetic reconstruction of the M8.7 circular-ribbon solar flare
region on 2014 December 17. (left and middle columns) Images of the radio sources observed
by MUSER at different frequencies overlaid on the SDO/AIA images. The different color
contours represent the sequence of radio sources in different 60-second time intervals during
the flare. The plus signs indicate the centroids with a 2D Gaussian fit of the radio sources. The
background images are the composite images in the AIA 171 Å (red), 131 Å (green), and 94
Å (blue) channels at different times in the flare impulsive phase. (right column) Visualization
from different viewing angles of magnetic field extrapolation of the active region, where the
flare occurred, using the pre-flare SDO/HMI photospheric full-disk vector magnetogram by
SDO/HMI. The positions of the flare ribbons are indicated on the top panel. In the middle
panel, an arrow shows the field lines in the vicinity of the magnetic null-point. Large overlying
loops are shown in the bottom panel. (figures adopted from Chen et al. (2019)).

QPP sources and unambiguously establish the mechanism of QPPs observed (see1729

Section 2.3.4 for further discussion of this problem).1730

– Thermal overstability – mechanism [10].1731

In the corona, there is a continuous competition between the plasma heat-1732

ing/energy supply and the radiative losses. This misbalance can lead to the oscil-1733

latory regime of the thermal instability and, in the over-stable regime, an increase1734

in the oscillation amplitude will become saturated due to nonlinear effects (Chin1735

et al., 2010; Nakariakov et al., 2017). Modulation of plasma parameters by this1736

overstability can produce QPPs. This acoustic over-stability phenomenon can oc-1737

cur in flaring regions and the oscillation frequency will be determined by the1738

distance between the footpoints along the magnetic field line. The acoustic over-1739

stability is most pronounced for long wavelength perturbations, which corresponds1740

to the fundamental mode of long loops. Since they have an acoustic nature, typical1741

periods are determined by the plasma temperature and the length of the oscillat-1742

ing loop. Thus, for typical flaring parameters, these oscillations range from a few1743

to several minutes.1744

Zavershinskii et al. (2019) investigated this phenomenon in a uniform plasma1745

and demonstrated that a thermal misbalance can lead to the generation of a quasi-1746

periodic slow magnetoacoustic wave pattern with the characteristic period deter-1747

mined as PTM ∝
√
CV CP /QρQT where CV and CP are standard specific heat1748
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capacities, and Qρ and QT are the derivatives of the net plasma heating/cooling1749

function with respect to the plasma density and temperature, evaluated at the1750

equilibrium. The misbalance between plasma cooling and heating processes causes1751

both dispersion as well as amplification or attenuation of the slow waves. The1752

characteristic period is determined by the timescales of the thermal misbalance.1753

Kolotkov et al. (2019) investigated the damping of linear standing slow mag-1754

netoacoustic waves through the misbalance of heating and radiative cooling pro-1755

cesses. Depending on the magnitude of the misbalance timescales, three regimes1756

for the evolution were identified, namely suppressed damping, enhanced damp-1757

ing and acoustic over-stability. The dynamics were found to be sensitive to the1758

characteristic timescale of the thermal misbalance, but the observed properties1759

of standing slow magnetoacoustic oscillations in the corona could be reproduced1760

readily with a reasonable choice of the heating function.1761

For mechanism [10], it is expected that QPPs will be observed in the thermal1762

radiation of the corona (soft X-rays, EUV), but detailed studies have not yet1763

been carried out. It is unlikely that this mechanism can be accompanied by quasi-1764

periodic acceleration of particles and generate QPPs of non-thermal emissions.1765

We are unaware of any QPPs observations that have been interpreted as being1766

generated via thermal overstability.1767

– Periodic regimes of coalescence of two twisted loops – mechanism [11].1768

Tajima et al. (1987) designed the first theoretical dynamic model for the phe-1769

nomenon of the coalescence instability (CI) in solar flares, developing between1770

magnetic ropes (plasmoids) twisted in the same direction (see also Finn and Kaw,1771

1977, for the first description of CI for laboratory plasmas). In the solar corona,1772

this phenomenon occurs in such magnetic systems as current-carrying electrody-1773

namically interacting coronal loops that may lead to lower-power energy releases1774

(including microflares); and during strong solar flares associated with the standard1775

flare model. In the latter case, CI can develop both between rising magnetic rope1776

and the arcade, and between smaller-scale plasmoids in the fragmented macro-1777

scopic current sheet above the arcade (e.g., Shibata and Tanuma, 2001; Karlický,1778

2014).1779

The onset of the CI is determined by the magnetic Ampere force pushing the1780

plasmoids with co-directed electric currents towards each other and a counteracting1781

gradient of the thermal pressure in the current sheet forming at the interface of1782

the plasmoid interaction. Tajima et al. (1987) found that the imbalance between1783

these perturbing and restoring forces could lead to at least two natural scenarios1784

for oscillatory variations of plasma parameters during CI.1785

According to the first scenario, a quasi-steady magnetic inflow into the re-1786

connection site causes repetitive events of CI resulting in quasi-periodic magnetic1787

reconnections. The repetition rate of this pulsating reconnection was empirically1788

found to be about a few hundreds of seconds, and is clearly defined by the in-1789

flow speed and the plasma parameters in the current sheet. However, the exact1790

relationship between the oscillation period and the parameters of plasma and the1791

magnetic inflow is not yet known. By its nature, this mechanism coincides with the1792

concept of “magnetic dripping” (see Nakariakov et al., 2010, and the discussion of1793

self-oscillatory processes above).1794

According to the second scenario, a current sheet between two coalescing flux1795

ropes can experience transverse oscillations with periods of about one second and1796
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shorter at each elementary act of CI, driven by the interplay between the Ampere1797

and thermal pressure gradient forces. In the pure MHD regime, the current sheet1798

oscillation period PCI is connected with the plasma parameter β and the transverse1799

Alfvén transit time τA as PCI ∝ β3/2τA. The model of Tajima et al. (1987) for the1800

current sheet oscillations of the latter kind was extensively exploited in a number1801

of follow up numerical works (see e.g. Takeshige et al., 2015, for the study of1802

finite-β effects on the current sheet dynamics). The first analytical generalisation1803

of this model describing oscillatory regimes of finite amplitude in which the current1804

sheet thickness may decrease beyond MHD scales was developed by Kolotkov et al.1805

(2016b).1806

The expected observational manifestations of the CI are only poorly under-1807

stood so far. For example, fragmentation of the macroscopic current sheets into1808

smaller-scale plasmoids could be considered both as a result of the coalescence of1809

the emerging magnetic rope with loops of the arcade, and as favourable physical1810

conditions for CI onset between individual plasmoids. As a typical thickness of1811

the coronal current sheet is less than a few hundred km, they could be observed1812

with the existing instruments directly at the very limit of the available spatial1813

resolution. Thus, Takasao et al. (2012) was able to reveal the appearance of sev-1814

eral plasmoids ejected bidirectionally along a macroscopic current sheet structure1815

above the flaring arcade, analysing the SDO/AIA images of a GOES C4.5-class1816

solar flare. The upward and downward propagation speeds were 220–460 km s−1
1817

and 250–280 km s−1, respectively. In the follow up study, the authors found that1818

each plasmoid ejection produced an impulsive microwave burst at 34 GHz with1819

the period of a few tens of seconds (Takasao et al., 2016). The authors discussed1820

the observed dynamics of these plasma blobs in terms of rapid ejection of plas-1821

moids along the macroscopic current sheet, their coalescence, and collision with1822

the post-flare loops.1823

2.3.4 Difficulties in matching models and observations1824

In Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2, and 2.3.3 we described the expected observational proper-1825

ties of three groups of mechanisms (models) of QPPs and provided some examples1826

of observations that could be interpreted using these mechanisms. We also tried1827

to systematize these expected properties of the mechanisms in the form of the1828

‘Model-Property Table’ (Table 1) given in Appendix A. In the preparation of1829

these materials, we encountered a number of difficulties that are briefly discussed1830

in this section.1831

First, we need to state that most models are currently qualitative rather than1832

quantitative. For some mechanisms ([7], [15]), so far there are only some analytical1833

solutions in the framework of the MHD approximation or electrodynamic theory1834

([5]). For the other mechanisms, numerical MHD simulations for simplified geome-1835

tries (mainly in 2D and 2.5D), such as a straight magnetic cylinder, and a limited1836

set of physical parameters of the systems under consideration are performed. But1837

it is known from observations that real flare regions usually have complex and1838

very inhomogeneous 3D structures. Only for several mechanisms ([1], [2], [4], [12],1839

[14]), forward modelling of electromagnetic radiation from model magnetoplasma1840

systems has been performed and some characteristics of QPPs have been obtained,1841

which could be compared with observations. However, these simulations are not1842

yet very suitable for direct comparison with observations. In particular, they do1843
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not take into account realistic structure of a flare region studied, its background1844

radiation and radiation of the entire Sun, real response functions of observational1845

instruments, instrumental noise, and many other effects.1846

Secondly, a very serious problem is that almost none of the models take into1847

account the acceleration and propagation of particles and the generation of elec-1848

tromagnetic radiation by them. As far as we know, an attempt to take into account1849

accelerated particles (only electrons) has so far been made only for models [1], [2]1850

and [14]. In these cases, populations of accelerated electrons were artificially added1851

to the MHD model, and no consistent simulations of acceleration processes were1852

carried out. For some mechanisms, such as [1]–[4], associated with the eigenmodes1853

of MHD oscillations of coronal loops, it is more easily to calculate emissions of1854

nonthermal electrons (e.g. bremsstrahlung hard X-rays and gyrosynchrotron mi-1855

crowaves). However, for all models involving magnetic reconnection ([6], [7], [8],1856

[9], [11], [12], [14], [15]), this problem is much more complicated and has not yet1857

been solved. The problem is largely related to the fact that the processes of particle1858

acceleration cannot be adequately described in the framework of the macroscale1859

MHD approximation and it is necessary to use the methods of plasma kinetics.1860

These methods require very large computational resources and they are usually1861

carried out so far only for small physical volumes, much smaller than the volumes1862

of flare regions on the Sun (e.g. Zharkova et al., 2011; Drake et al., 2019).1863

Thirdly, despite the significant development of methods and instruments for1864

solar observations, the available data sets for specific flares usually do not allow1865

making an unambiguous and reliable choice between possible QPP mechanisms.1866

Among what is often not provided by modern observations of solar flares accom-1867

panied by QPPs, the following can be noted:1868

– Spatially resolved observations of QPP sources in different wavelength ranges.1869

Usually, the geometry of the QPP sources is not clear, in particular, it is not1870

clear whether pulsations are emitted from one flare loop or from several loops,1871

and simultaneously from all loops or sequentially from different loops; from1872

where pulsations are emitted specifically – from the tops or / and the foot of1873

the flare loops, from the above-the-loop-top regions or from somewhere else1874

(e.g. from an erupting magnetic flux rope or from nearby ‘open’ field lines).1875

– Spectral features of the QPP sources. It is sometimes even not clear whether1876

the observed X-rays and microwaves are thermal or non-thermal; whether op-1877

tical and UV emissions (e.g. in flare ribbons) are due to bombardment of the1878

chromosphere by non-thermal particles or caused by heat fluxes from coronal1879

parts of flare loops due to thermal conduction, or a combination of these ef-1880

fects. The detailed spectra of EUV/UV lines in the QPP sources are available1881

only in very rare cases.1882

– Values of the physical characteristics (such as the strength and orientation1883

of magnetic and electric fields, electric current density, plasma temperature,1884

density and velocity) in the QPP sources and their evolution over time. It1885

should be emphasized that even reliable measurement of the loop length is not1886

a trivial task.1887

Due to the combination of the above reasons, in most cases it is not yet possible1888

to make an unambiguous choice of the mechanism when interpreting the observa-1889

tions of QPPs in a particular solar flare. This is especially true for the mechanisms1890

associated with magnetic reconnection ([6], [7], [8], [9], [11], [12], [14], [15]). All1891
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these mechanisms, at least hypothetically, assume the possibility of quasi-periodic1892

acceleration of particles and plasma heating, and, as a result, the possibility of1893

generating QPPs of thermal and non-thermal radiation. Observations of thermal1894

and non-thermal QPPs without detailed spatially resolved information about their1895

sources and without reliable information about their physical characteristics can be1896

equally well interpreted using several mechanisms (see, e.g., a number of examples1897

given in the discussion of mechanism [9] in Section 2.3.3).1898

We suppose that validation of theoretical models for QPPs by comparison with1899

observations must be performed within the groups of QPPs manifesting similar1900

observational properties (e.g. harmonic long-period rapidly decaying oscillations,1901

or QPPs in the form of wavetrains, etc.). Otherwise, there is a risk of mixing up1902

QPP events of different physical nature into the same statistics that would make1903

its comparison to a specific theoretical model inconclusive. For example, for de-1904

caying kink and slow MHD oscillations of coronal loops as potential mechanisms1905

for QPPs [2] and [4], existing models with resonant absorption and thermal con-1906

duction predict the damping time to scale with the oscillation period as P and1907

P 2, respectively. These scalings could be tested in observations only within the1908

corresponding class of QPPs, as “apples must be compared with apples, not with1909

oranges”. The identification of these specific classes of QPPs constitutes another1910

important step towards creating a roadmap for matching theoretical models and1911

observations of QPPs.1912

It seems to us that in order to solve the problem of QPPs, it is necessary first to1913

overcome all the indicated difficulties, and then to carry out a number of systematic1914

studies (namely, to compare the refined expected observational features of the1915

mechanisms and more informative observational data) on a large, statistically1916

significant sample of solar flares. This is due to the fact that the unambiguous1917

establishment of the QPP mechanism in one or several flares does not guarantee1918

that other mechanisms cannot work in other flares. In addition, there is reason to1919

believe that even in one flare, several different QPP mechanisms can operate at1920

once (see an example of observations by Chen et al. (2019) given in the discussion1921

of mechanism [9] in Section 2.3.3). Therefore, to obtain a general picture of the1922

QPP mechanisms in the future, it is necessary to study as many flares as possible.1923

The results of recent statistical studies of pulsations in solar flares are presented1924

in the following Section 2.4.1925

2.4 Review of recent statistical studies on QPPs in solar flares1926

Over several decades, there have been many single-event studies of QPP signatures1927

in a solar flare. Such studies have been and remain important to improve the body1928

of knowledge of this phenomenon and to highlight novel observations. However,1929

studying a scientific phenomenon purely in this way limits our ability to answer1930

some key questions. In the context of QPPs, these questions include:1931

– what is the prevalence of QPP signatures in solar and stellar flares, i.e. how1932

often does a flare play host to a QPP signature?1933

– Are there different, distinct populations (types) of the QPP phenomenon, and1934

what might the distribution of these various populations be?1935

– Are there relationships between observable QPP properties and their surround-1936

ing system, and can these identify the emission mechanism?1937
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The most effective way to address questions like those listed above is to study1938

QPPs in a statistical fashion. Historically this has proven difficult, but recently1939

several authors have successfully carried out such studies (e.g. Simões et al.,1940

2015; Inglis et al., 2016; Pugh et al., 2017b; Dominique et al., 2018; Pugh1941

et al., 2019; Hayes et al., 2020), obtaining new insights into solar flares.1942

In the solar domain, Simões et al. (2015) carried out a survey of all the X-1943

class flares of solar cycle 24 that had occurred to date, searching for pulsations1944

in the soft X-ray regime using GOES/XRS, an energy range that corresponds to1945

thermal emission during flares. This wavelet-based study analysed a total of 351946

flares. The presence of QPPs was defined as the identification of power in the1947

wavelet spectrum, averaged over the flare impulsive phase, above the red-noise1948

model with a confidence level of 99.7%. The key result from this work was the1949

estimate that ≈ 80% of flares exhibited significant pulsations in soft X-rays. The1950

typical periods observed were found to be in the 16− 53 s range.1951

Subsequently, Inglis et al. (2016) carried out a survey of all GOES M and X1952

class solar flares that occurred between 2011 and 2015 inclusive, in search of strong1953

QPP-like signatures. This involved a total of around 700 solar flares, which were1954

studied using soft X-rays observed by GOES and hard X-rays observed by the1955

Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) onboard the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope1956

(former the Gamma Ray Large Area Space Telescope (GLAST) observatory; Mee-1957

gan et al., 2009). The study was carried out using a methodology called AFINO1958

(Automated Flare Inference of Oscillations; see the review by Anfinogentov et al.1959

in this volume), which fits different models to the Fourier power spectra of solar1960

flares and performed a model comparison test to identify those with possible QPP1961

signatures. Using this approach, the authors found approximately 30% of the solar1962

flares examined showed evidence for a QPP signature in the GOES soft X-ray data,1963

a very different result from that of Simões et al. (2015). Furthermore, only ≈ 8%1964

of those same flares showed evidence for QPP signatures in hard X-rays, which1965

may have been partially explained by signal-to-noise differences. The authors also1966

determined that the characteristic periods were primarily in the 10 − 30 s range,1967

broadly consistent with the Simões et al. (2015) study. These periods appeared to1968

be independent of the flare magnitude. Both of these studies suggest that QPP sig-1969

natures are a relatively common occurrence during solar flare thermal-dominated1970

emission, an interesting finding since historically many QPP studies have focused1971

on non-thermal emission accessible via hard X-rays and radio data. The difference1972

in detection rates could be partially explained by the different choice of methodol-1973

ogy; the wavelet analysis technique used by Simões et al. (2015) is able to detect1974

shorter-lived, and more non-stationary signals, compared with the global method-1975

ology used by Inglis et al. (2016).1976

A further study focused primarily on thermal emission was carried out by Do-1977

minique et al. (2018), who analysed all the flares from solar Cycle 24 with a GOES1978

magnitude greater than M5 in search of QPP signatures, a total of 90 events. In1979

this work, the authors applied a wavelet analysis technique to the PROBA2/LYRA1980

and SDO/EVE/ESP data from these flares, which observe in the EUV and soft1981

X-ray wavelengths respectively. The authors developed a set of detection criteria1982

for the wavelet analysis designed to prevent false detections due to windowing or1983

detrending. Despite these extra conditions, a quasi-periodic signal was identified1984

in around 90% of the studied flares, an even larger prevalence of QPP signals1985
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than was found in Simões et al. (2015). As with other studies, the typical periods1986

observed were primarily in the < 30 s range.1987

Related works by Pugh et al. (2017b) and Pugh et al. (2019), have explored1988

the link between QPPs observed in solar flares and the properties of their source1989

active regions. Such links can provide important insights into the QPP genera-1990

tion mechanism. In the Pugh et al. (2017b) work, all of the flares from a single,1991

unusually long-lived active region were studied. This region completed multiple1992

Carrington rotations and thus had three designations: NOAA 12172, 12192 and1993

12209. In total, this study included 181 solar flares observed by GOES. Of these,1994

37 were found to show significant evidence of pulsations. The mean period for these1995

flares was ≈ 20 s, similar to both the Simões et al. (2015) and Inglis et al. (2016)1996

results. This work also identified a correlation between the QPP period and the1997

flare duration. However, the main focus of the work was to explore the connection1998

with the host active region properties. Several properties were explored on this ba-1999

sis, including active region area, bipole separation distance, and average magnetic2000

field strength. No correlations between these parameters and the QPP period was2001

found, indicating that the generation mechanism is largely insensitive to the host2002

active region. However, a follow-on study of 20 flares by Pugh et al. (2019) found2003

a correlation between observed flare pulsations and the flare ribbon parameters as2004

observed by SDO/AIA. The strongest correlations found were between period and2005

ribbon area, as well as period and total unsigned magnetic flux below the ribbons.2006

A recent study by Hayes et al. (2020) has addressed further these questions2007

about the relationship between QPP signatures and their host flares and active2008

regions. This work employed the AFINO methodology, studied GOES X-ray data2009

in the time interval 2011 — 2018 inclusive, and also included data on C-class flares,2010

bringing the total number of events studied to 5519. In this work, the authors found2011

that ≈ 46% of X-class flares and ≈ 29% of M-class flares exhibited QPP signatures.2012

While only ≈ 9% of C-class events contained evidence of such a signature, reduced2013

signal-to-noise may be a factor in this finding. For all studied flares, the observed2014

QPP periods showed no correlation with the flare magnitude (see Figure 22a) and2015

the underlying active region properties, a result that is consistent with the Pugh2016

et al. (2017b) study. However, correlations were found between QPP periods and2017

estimates of underlying flare ribbon properties, including separation, ribbon area2018

and magnetic flux. Another key result of this study was a strong dependence of2019

the QPP period and the flare duration, i.e. longer-lasting flares exhibited longer2020

QPP periods (see Figure 22b). When further examined by breaking flares into2021

impulsive and decay phases, the measured decay phase periods were indeed longer2022

on average than those observed in the impulsive phase. This raises the question of2023

whether flare evolution causes a QPP-generating process to produce longer periods2024

over time during a flare, or whether distinct, separate generating processes are at2025

play in these different flare phases.2026

These recent works have shown that the potential of statistical studies of QPPs2027

in solar flares has begun to be realized and taken advantage of. It has been estab-2028

lished that pulsations are not rare phenomena in flares, although their exact preva-2029

lence remains unclear. It also appears that, statistically speaking, the pulsation2030

periods are independent of flare magnitude and the properties of the underlying2031

active region, but correlated with certain flare properties such as chromospheric2032

ribbons. Untangling these findings to better understand the QPP generation mech-2033

anism(s) is an ongoing task.2034
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the QPPs, we make scatter plots and calculate the correlation
coefficients between the QPP period and these parameters.
Overall, when examining all 197 QPP flares, no obvious
correlation appears, with corresponding Spearman rank corre-
lation coefficients rs�0.16. If we restrict this analysis to
stronger flares with a GOES class greater than M1.0, we begin
to identify correlations in the data between the QPP periods and
total ribbon area, ribbon unsigned magnetic flux, percentage
ratio of ribbon to AR region flux and percentage ratio of ribbon
to AR area, all with rs�0.44. The fact that these correlations
were only found for larger flares is likely due to the large
relative errors in the ribbon measurements for smaller flares in
RibbonDB (see Figure 18 of Reep & Knizhnik 2019).

The left- and right-hand panels of Figure 5 show the scatter
plots of QPP periods and the ribbon total area, Sribbon, and the
ribbon unsigned magnetic flux, Fribbon, respectively. The top
panels show the scatter plot for all flares in the sample, whereas
the bottom panels show the scatter plots restricted to X- and
M-class flares. The Spearman rank correlation coefficients, rs,
and the Pearson correlation coefficients, rp, are indicated in the
top left-hand corner of each plot. Fitting the relationships for
both Sribbon and Φribbon (given by Equations (B2) and (B3)),
provides scaling such that

µP S 6ribbon
0.41 0.12 ( )

µ FP . 7ribbon
0.40 0.11 ( )

These positive relationships illustrate that flares with
stronger unsigned magnetic flux and larger ribbon areas host
longer period QPPs. The remaining scatter plots of the other
listed ribbon and AR properties are shown in Appendix C in
Figures C1 and C2. We find no correlation between QPP
periods and the ribbon and AR average magnetic field, AR
area, and AR flux, even when the analysis is restricted to larger
flares.

It is particularly desirable to search for correlations between
QPP period and the separation of the ribbons, which can be
used as an estimate of the flare loop lengths, as scaling

relationships between QPP periods and loop length are
predicted by some mechanisms, e.g., a standing MHD wave
mode. The RibbonDB unfortunately does not include this
information; however, another study of Toriumi et al. (2017)
has a similar database for flares with a GOES class greater than
an M5. From this, we can use the ribbon separation distance
and compare with a subset of the flares studied, a total of 21
QPP flares from the sample of 50. We similarly find
correlations for ribbon flux and area using this database. But,
of particular interest is the relationship between ribbon
separation and QPP period, which is shown in Figure 6. This
relationship is similarly fit (Equation (B4)), and the scaling for
ribbon separation is found to be

µP d . 8ribbon
0.55 0.15 ( )

Using the ribbon separation distance as a proxy for loop length,
this scaling suggests that longer loop lengths host longer QPP
periods, furthering the idea that the QPPs are related to the
spatial scale of the hosting flare. This may also explain the
relationship between flare duration and QPP periods, such that
in longer duration flares continued reconnection occurs at
higher and higher altitudes involving longer and longer loops.
These results are consistent with the recent study of Pugh

et al. (2019), who found positive correlations between flaring
ribbon properties and QPP periods in a study of 22 QPP events
from the same AR. It is particularly encouraging that the
exponents found here in Equations (6)–(8) are within 2σ of
those found in Pugh et al. (2019). On the other hand, Pugh et al.
(2019) also found a strong positive correlation between QPP
period and the average ribbon magnetic field, which we do not
find here.

5. Relationship to Coronal Mass Ejections

To further understand the flaring conditions necessary to host
QPPs, we turn our attention to the relationship between CME
association, QPP occurrence rates, and identified periods. To

Figure 4. Scatter plots of QPP periods with (a) flare size and (b) flare duration. The uncertainties in the periods are based on the width, σ, of the Gaussian bump, which
encapsulates information of the breadth of the power enhancement in frequency space of the QPP model, M1. In (a), the period is plotted as a function of peak GOES
1–8Å X-ray flux. There is no correlation between the two. In (b), we see the relationship between flare duration and period. The color of each data point corresponds
to the flare peak flux. The hatched region in the top-left corner shows the region where duration–period combinations cannot be detected. The dashed black line is the
linear fit to the data (in log–log space) given by Equation (B1). The Spearman correlation coefficient (rs) and the Pearson correlation coefficient (rp) are labeled in the
bottom right of both scatter plots.
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Fig. 22 Scatter plots of QPP periods with flare peak magnitude (a) and flare duration in the
GOES 1−8 Å X-ray channel. Reproduced from Figure 4 in Hayes et al. (2020) with permission.

3 Review of observations of stellar flare QPPs2035

The application of the theoretical models developed for QPP events in solar flares2036

and described in detail in Section 2.2 needs to be adjusted for stellar QPPs on2037

the basis of their characteristic properties, such as observational wavebands and2038

apparent emission formation heights, flare emission mechanisms, QPP periods and2039

damping times, and typical spatial and temporal scales of stellar active regions.2040

For example, flares in the soft X-ray and radio bands are usually associated with2041

the radiation from coronal loops and the regions above them, while for optical2042

and UV flares the emission mechanism is deemed to be connected with the lower2043

atmospheric layers heated by non-thermal electrons. MHD waves (one of the po-2044

tential mechanisms for QPPs, see Section 2.3.1) are known to possess different2045

properties at different layers of the solar and stellar atmospheres. In particular,2046

the fundamental standing fast magnetoacoustic oscillations have nodes and antin-2047

odes near the loop footpoints and at the apex, respectively (see also the reviews2048

by Li et al. (2020a) and Nakariakov et al. in this volume for more details). Thus,2049

assuming the flaring loop is large enough so that its apex is situated in the corona2050

and the footpoints are anchored in the chromosphere, the impact of the standing2051

fast modes on the flare emission source is maximised in the corona and is almost2052

absent in the chromosphere. Hence, standing kink and sausage oscillations (mech-2053

anisms [1] and [2]) are not likely to directly modulate a chromospheric flare source2054

and be responsible for stellar QPPs in the chromospheric lines, e.g. those observed2055

in the UV or optical bands. However, these modes can affect the chromospheric2056

flare emission indirectly via periodic triggering of reconnection higher up in the2057

corona by a kink-oscillating remote loop (mechanism [6]) or through changing the2058

magnetic mirror ratio in the flaring loop (Zaitsev and Stepanov, 1982), both lead-2059

ing to periodic precipitations of energetic particles down to the chromosphere and2060

local chromospheric plasma heating. In contrast, the fundamental standing slow2061

magnetoacoustic waves (mechanism [4]) can affect the flare emissions in the lower2062

atmosphere and cause longer-period QPPs directly via perturbation of the plasma2063

density near the loop footpoints (see also the review by Wang et al. (2021) for more2064

details).2065
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To enable an effective transfer of the models for QPPs from the realm of solar2066

flares to stellar flares, in this section we overview typical properties of stellar2067

QPPs in different wavebands and point out their differences and similarities with2068

solar QPPs. Historically, observations of stellar flares were performed by ground-2069

based optical instruments (e.g. Haisch et al., 1991). However, the most recent2070

progress in the analysis of QPPs in stellar flares has been achieved via space-borne2071

observatories such as Chandra Orion Ultradeep Project (COUP, e.g. Getman et al.2072

2005), XMM-Newton (e.g. Jansen et al. 2001), GALEX (e.g. Martin et al. 2005),2073

Kepler (e.g. Borucki et al. 2010) and also the ground-based facilities (e.g. NGTS,2074

JVLA and Arecibo) providing observations of stellar flares in X-rays, UV, optics,2075

and radio.2076

3.1 Observations of stellar flare QPPs in optical bands2077

Stellar flare QPPs detected in optical bands are important as they may provide us2078

with information about the evolution of MHD modes in multi-temperature loop2079

plasma (if near simultaneous X-ray and UV QPPs are also present) or solely the2080

dynamical plasma processes related to the chromospheric or photospheric response2081

to stellar flares, including the detection of superflares. To the best of our knowledge,2082

the first observation of QPPs in a stellar flare (duration: 13 min) was reported by2083

Rodono (1974) in the Hyades flare star H II 2411 (M4e). The average period2084

〈P 〉 = 13.08±0.06 s was detected which changes during the flare from P1 = 13.70 s2085

(between periods n = 0 and n = 31) to P2 = 12.35 s (between n = 31 and n = 61).2086

The basic physical cause of the QPPs was unknown.2087

After such an early detection of the optical stellar QPPs by Rodono (1974),2088

there were several investigations in 1980–1990 about the observations of micro-2089

flaring processes and QPPs in dMe flare stars. An interesting example was pre-2090

sented by Andrews (1990) who performed a photometric micro-variability study2091

of AT Mic (G799B) following a small stellar flare (E ≥ 1.9 × 1032 erg) in the2092

U-band with a time resolution of 1 s. Quasi-periodic fluctuations with the periods2093

P1 ≈ 13.2 and P2 ≈ 7.9 s were detected 10–15 min after the peak of the flare2094

lightcurve using a modified auto-correlation (MAC) analysis (Andrews, 1989a,b).2095

QPPs with P1 ≈ 13.2 s were detected only from the earlier stage of the flare decay,2096

while the QPPs with P2 ≈ 7.9 s were found both in the earlier and later stages2097

of the flare decay. However, it is noted that these QPPs, abbreviated as “time2098

signatures” following the flare, cannot be distinguished from those for quiescent2099

dMe stars. Thus, it was not fully convincing that the detected pulsations were2100

directly related to the observed stellar flare.2101

In the beginning of 1990’s, Houdebine et al. (1993a,b) observed oscillations with2102

a period of 2.68 min in the centroids of Ca II H & K lines in the decay phase of a2103

flare on AD Leo (M4Ve). These oscillations were interpreted as periodic motions2104

in a prominence triggered by a flare disturbance. Such observations of QPPs in2105

the modern era may shed new light on the dynamics of stellar prominences, their2106

diagnostics, in analogy with our established understanding of the solar prominence2107

seismology (e.g. Arregui et al., 2012, and references cited therein).2108

Zhilyaev et al. (2007) have also reported a quantitative colorimetric UBVRI2109

analysis of two stellar flare events on the red dwarf EV Lac (M3.5). The photo-2110

metric data were recorded and analyzed in September 2004 during the multi-site2111
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synchronous monitoring and continuous observations from the four observatories2112

based in Ukraine, Russia, Greece and Bulgaria. These QPP observations during2113

the stellar flares confirm the presence of small-scale high-frequency oscillations as2114

earlier observed by Rodono (1974).2115

Optical stellar QPPs continued to be detected, and some of them could not2116

be understood in terms of their physical mechanisms. Qian et al. (2012) have2117

reported an optical flare in the R band from CU Cancri and observed oscillatory2118

bumps during the peak phase of the flare. CU Cancri is known to be a detached2119

eclipsing binary consisting of a M3.5Ve primary and unresolved secondary. Three2120

quasi-periodic emission peaks with P ≈ 3 min were observed in the R-band during2121

a flare. Four quasi-periodic peaks were also detected after the main flare peak on2122

the growing bump with an average period of ≈ 13 min. Visual analysis of light2123

curves yielded the observed QPPs, however, the underlying physical causes remain2124

unclear in the present study.2125

Vander Haagen (2019) have performed a high cadence flare search of X-ray star2126

47 Cas (F0V). They have detected 46 B-band flares at 0.26 to 0.78 mag peak above2127

the mean. Their detailed flare analysis led to the detection of numerous QPPs2128

accompanying the spikes with predominant frequencies of 2 to 12 Hz (periods of2129

0.5 s and ≈ 83 ms, respectively). There were no conclusive arguments given for2130

the most possible physical mechanisms behind the observed QPPs.2131

From above examples, it is clear that the detected optical QPPs could not es-2132

tablish clear information on their triggering mechanisms, however, they are present2133

during the flare epochs in a variety of stellar atmospheres. Some efforts have also2134

been initiated to understand the most likely physical causes in the evolution of2135

the optical stellar QPPs. Therefore, during the past three to four decades, there2136

are plenty of scientific studies that show the detection of optical stellar QPPs,2137

and suggest their possible underlying physical mechanisms. Below we will describe2138

briefly some of the most significant (in our opinion) of these investigations, which2139

fall into two broad categories of the physical phenomena.2140

3.1.1 Optical stellar QPPs and their association with possible MHD modes2141

Likewise solar flare QPPs and their association with flare-generated MHD modes,2142

there are several observations that have been interpreted in terms of MHD oscilla-2143

tions in the stellar flaring loops. A significant attempt is noted in the later part of2144

1990’s when three flare events were studied in detail by Zhilyaev et al. (2000) using2145

many-site multicolor synchronous monitoring of the flare star EV Lacertae. The2146

EV Lac is a faint red dwarf M3.5e, which is 16.5 light years away from the Earth2147

and acts as an X-ray emitter. Its mass, radius and surface temperature are respec-2148

tively 0.35M�, 0.36R� and 3400 K. The typical integration time of the observed2149

flare light curves was 0.1 s. Two of these flares were observed at more than one site2150

using distant telescopes operating synchronously to an accuracy of 0.1 s. One flare2151

possessed QPPs during the flare maximum in the U-band with a period of around2152

13 s. The flare, detected by two instruments simultaneously, was associated with2153

the QPPs with a period P = 12.8 ± 0.7 s during the flare maximum of around2154

180 s duration. The other flare, observed by two different instruments in the B-2155

and U-bands, showed QPPs which first appeared with a period P = 25.7 ± 1.8 s2156

and, after ≈ 200 s, changed its period to ≈ 13 s near the flare maximum. Fourier2157

analysis with filtering was applied to detect these significant QPPs present during2158
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various flaring epochs. The observed QPPs were interpreted in terms of coherent2159

oscillations of one or two magnetic loops, but the exact physical scenario of the2160

oscillations was not clarified. This physical scenario resembles the observations by2161

Zimovets and Struminsky (2010) of double-periodic QPPs in a solar flare, which2162

occurred in a system of interacting coronal loops.2163

Later, Stepanov et al. (2005) investigated ≈ 10 s QPPs found by Zhilyaev2164

et al. (2000) on the EV Lac star. They conjectured that the observed pulsations2165

were associated with fast magnetoacoustic oscillations in the stellar flaring loops.2166

They diagnosed the magnetic field B ≈ 320 G, temperature T ≈ 3.7 × 107 K and2167

plasma number density n ≈ 1.6× 1011 cm−3, in the region of flare energy release.2168

It was argued that the optical emission source was localized at the footpoints of2169

the flaring loop.2170

Mathioudakis et al. (2003) analysed the intensity oscillations as observed in2171

the gradual phase of a white-light stellar flare on the RS CVn binary II Peg using2172

a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) power spectra and wavelet analysis, and found a2173

period of 220 s. II Peg is a RS CVn type eclipsing binary that consists of K2IV-2174

V primary and unresolved secondary stars. It seems that the flare occurred at2175

the secondary star in this particular case. There is no evidence for oscillations2176

in the quiescent state of the binary, which infer that the oscillations are2177

uniquely set into the stellar loops during the flare energy release. By analogy2178

with the Sun, the oscillating coronal loop models are used to derive the parameters2179

such as the average temperature, electron density and magnetic field strength2180

of the flaring loop. Two seismological techniques are used: 1) the technique2181

of Zaitsev and Stepanov (1989), assuming Alfven oscillations, and 2) the2182

technique developed by Nakariakov and Ofman (2001), assuming global2183

standing kink mode waves. The first technique gave the following estimates:2184

T ≈ 2 × 108 K, n ≈ 4 × 1011 cm−3 and B ≈ 600 G, and the second one gave2185

n ≈ 6.4× 1011 cm−3 and B ≈ 1200 G. The derived parameters are consistent (in2186

order of magnitude) with the near-simultaneous X-ray observations of the flare.2187

This does not allow making an unambiguous choice between the models2188

under consideration.2189

Using the wavelet technique, Zhilyaev et al. (2011) detected QPPs with a2190

period P ≈ 11 s in the U-band around the maximum of one of the most powerful2191

and long-duration (around 1 h) flares on the active red dwarf YZ CMi (dM 4.5e).2192

An initial modulation depth of the emission intensity was found to be 5.5% with2193

an exponential damping time of 29 s. This red dwarf is situated at 5.93 pc distance2194

from the Earth. It possesses respectively the radius, mass and surface temperature2195

as R∗ ≈ 0.36R�, M∗ ≈ 0.34M� and T∗ ≈ 2900 K. It is one of the brightest2196

(V = 11.1m) and most active flare stars. It was interpreted that the observed2197

QPPs are caused by fast MHD oscillations of a flare loop. Using coronal seismology2198

methods, the number density, temperature and magnetic field have been estimated2199

as 2× 1010 cm−3, 3× 107 K and 150 G, respectively.2200

Similarly, Tsap et al. (2011) have used coronal seismology and investigated2201

10 s QPPs in the optical flare emission from the active red dwarf EQ Peg B2202

detected using the William Herschel Telescope commissioned on the La Palma. The2203

underlying mechanism was found to be associated with the sausage oscillations of2204

a coronal flare loop (mechanism [1]). The temperature, density and magnetic field2205

were diagnosed respectively as ≈ 6×107 K, ≈ 2.7×1011 cm−3 and ≈ 540 G in the2206
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flaring corona. The estimated flare loop length of ≈ 0.4R? indicates the existence2207

of extended coronae on red dwarf stars.2208

Anfinogentov et al. (2013a) have reported QPPs in the U-band light curve2209

of a stellar mega-flare on YZ CMi (dM4.5e ) as observed on 2009 January 16 in2210

the decaying phase of the flare with a period and damping time of 32 and 462211

min, respectively, and the relative amplitude of 15%. These damped oscillations2212

in the decaying phase are typical of slow magnetoacoustic waves (mechanism [4])2213

observed in solar flares in the EUV and radio wavelengths. The flare-generated os-2214

cillations are fitted well using an exponentially-decaying harmonic function. It was2215

noted that the macroscopic variations of the plasma parameters in the observed2216

oscillations can modulate the ejection/precipitation of non-thermal electrons to2217

the lower layers of the stellar atmosphere. The phase speed of the longitudinal2218

slow magnetoacoustic waves in the flaring loop or arcade, the tube speed, of about2219

230 km s−1 will require a loop length of about 200 Mm. This length is consistent2220

with the loop length estimated for a flare on a similar M-type dwarf AT Mic by2221

Mitra-Kraev et al. (2005) (see Section 3.3.1). Nevertheless, other mechanisms, e.g.2222

quasi-periodic triggering of magnetic reconnection by standing kink oscillations2223

(mechanism [6]) or quasi-periodic occultations by an oscillating prominence (e.g.2224

Doyle et al., 1990; Kolotkov et al., 2016c), may also have taken place in the flaring2225

region.2226

Pugh et al. (2015) also reported multiple damped QPPs in the decaying phase2227

of a white-light flare on KIC 9655129 with a period of 78 and 32 min. These multi-2228

periodic oscillations could be an evidence of MHD oscillations typical for solar2229

flares. The star is known to be an Algol type eclipsing (semi-detached) binary2230

whose spectral type and luminosity class are not known.2231

Jackman et al. (2019) have detected QPPs in a giant flare on a PMS M star,2232

NGTSJ121939.5-35555, in the optical band (520 − 890 nm). This star is found2233

to be free from a circumstellar disk and known to be an X-ray saturated star.2234

The multiple periods of 320 s and 660 s at around the flare peak were detected2235

with an amplitude of 10%. An appearance of an emission spike lasting around 302236

seconds was also detected before the starting time of the short-period QPPs. It was2237

suggested that these short-period QPPs are manifestation of a highly dispersive2238

fast mode waves excited by an energy release process during the detected spike2239

(mechanism [13]), while the long-period QPPs are manifestation of the kink mode2240

excited at the flare start (mechanism [2]). The authors, however, noted that they2241

cannot rule out other possible QPP mechanisms based on the available restricted2242

observational data.2243

Mancuso et al. (2020) found an anharmonic shape of QPPs in the decaying2244

phase of a super-flare observed by Kepler on KIC8414845, which is a young, fast-2245

rotating (1.88 ± 0.22 days) solar-like active star. It was revealed that the anhar-2246

monicity results from a superposition of two intrinsic modes with periods of 49 min2247

and 86 min in coronal loops with the length of (1.2− 2.1)× 1011 cm. The authors2248

analyzed the QPP signal using a data-driven, non-parametric method known as2249

singular spectrum analysis (SSA). This method has certain advantages because it2250

is not based on a prescribed choice of basis functions, and is suitable for analyzing2251

non-stationary, non-linear signals such as those observed in QPPs during major2252

flares. Wavelet and Fourier analysis confirmed the detection of these two periods2253

(Figure 23). The amplitude modulation of the two QPPs may be interpreted as2254

the excitation of the second harmonic of standing slow-mode magnetoacoustic os-2255
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Fig. 23 Detection of QPPs with two periods of 49 and 86 min in white light emission of the
super-flare on the solar-like active star KIC8414845. The detrended flare light curve (black)
with one flare model profile (orange) are shown on the top left panel. The SAA spectrum,
Lomb-Scargle periodogram and wavelet spectrum are shown on the top right, bottom left and
right panels respectively. The bottom right panel also shows the residual light curve after
subtraction of the flare background and model (at the top), and the global power spectrum
with 99% confidence level (on the right). (See details in Mancuso et al. (2020) where these
figures are taken from).

cillations (mechanism [4]) and global kink oscillations of a coronal loop, which2256

quasi-periodically trigger magnetic reconnection in a nearby flaring loop (mecha-2257

nism [6]). As in the above works, it is emphasized that the available observations2258

do not allow making an unambiguous choice in favor of one or another2259

possible mechanism.2260

These examples clearly indicate that some of the evolved optical stellar flare2261

QPPs may be associated with the various MHD modes, and may be utilized to2262

diagnose the crucial physical parameters of the flaring regions using coronal mag-2263

netoseismology. However, this can be done only under the condition that the mech-2264

anism for generating QPPs is reliably established, which is not yet possible due to2265

limited observations.2266

3.1.2 Optical stellar QPPs and their association with transient energetic processes2267

In contrast to Section 3.1.1, many QPPs are not found to be associated with the2268

MHD modes in the flaring regions, but they are probably associated with a tran-2269

sient energetic phenomena (e.g. self-oscillatory processes including quasi-periodic2270

regimes of magnetic reconnection, mechanism [9]). Such QPPs are important can-2271
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didates for probing the energy release processes in the stellar flaring regions. Some2272

such examples are described in this subsection.2273

Mathioudakis et al. (2006) performed high time-resolution observations of a2274

white-light flare on the magnetically-active star EQ PegB and reported evidence2275

of intensity oscillations with a period of ≈ 10 s. Period drifts are seen towards its2276

larger values during the decay phase of the stellar flare (a similar situation was also2277

found in solar flares, e.g. Hayes et al. 2016; Dennis et al. 2017; Hayes et al. 2019,2278

2020). Considering that the oscillation is interpreted as an impulsively-excited2279

standing acoustic wave in a flaring stellar loop (similar to mechanism [4]), the2280

observed period shows its existence in a loop length of ≈ 3.4 Mm and ≈ 6.8 Mm2281

for the case of the fundamental mode and the second harmonics, respectively.2282

However, the small stellar loop lengths demonstrate the presence of a very high2283

modulation depth, making the acoustic wave mode interpretation less likely. A2284

more realistic physical interpretation may be associated with the evolution of the2285

fast-MHD modes (e.g. the sausage mode, mechanism [1]) causing the modulation2286

of the emissions most likely due to the magnetic field variations. On the contrary,2287

the quasi-periodic intensity variations could be due to some other mechanisms. The2288

authors also considered different possibilities, e.g. mechanisms [6], [7] (by Emslie,2289

1981), [9], and [11]. However, the limited observational capabilities did not allow2290

them to choose a definitive mechanism operating in the flare studied.2291

Lovkaya (2013) observed the fine temporal structure of two stellar flares on2292

the red-dwarf flare star AD Leo on February 4, 2003 using the 1.25-m telescope2293

of the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory in a rapid-photometry mode. The time2294

duration of the first flare was approximately 5 min and another was more than 82295

min. The amplitudes in the U-band were found to be 1.65m and 1.76m respectively.2296

Quasi-periodic brightness pulsations were detected during the flares with a period2297

of ≈ 10 s. The various estimations invoke for the first time the signature of rapid2298

cooling of the plasma near the maxima of the first flare. At the end of the first2299

flare, the plasma becomes optically thin in the Balmer continuum while the final2300

stage of the second flare was not observed. The underlying physical cause of the2301

QPPs was not associated to any MHD modes, however, it might be linked with2302

the quasi-periodic energy release processes of the observed giant flares covering2303

≈ 0.07%− 0.11% of the visible stellar disk.2304

Using the 30-inch Cassegrain telescope of the Stephanion Observatory, Greece,2305

Contadakis et al. (2012) reported the analysis of the B-light curve for the flares of2306

the red dwarf YZ CMin (dM4.5e) observed in February 2002. A Discrete Fourier2307

Transform (DFT) and Brownian Walk noise estimated the proper random noise2308

and detected the plausible weak transient optical oscillations present during the2309

stellar flare. Transient high-frequency oscillations were observed during the flare2310

event and the quiet-star phase with frequencies (periods) ranging between 0.00832311

Hz (∼2 min) to 0.3 Hz (∼3 s). The QPPs were most pronounced during the flare2312

state. The oscillations with periods 2 min to 1.5 min, 60 s, 11 s, 7.5 s, and 4 s2313

appeared around the maximum and continued to appear during the whole flare2314

state. From the flare maximum phase, a progressive increase of the oscillations2315

with periods 30 s, 20 s down to 4.0 s was obtained. At the end of the flare, only2316

the oscillation of the pre-flare state remained and the rest had disappeared. These2317

observations were consistent with the physical scenario of the impulsively-excited2318

oscillations of a coronal magnetic loop and a subsequent chromospheric heating2319

by electron flux at the foot of the loop resulting in soft X-ray coronal emissions. It2320
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also indicates that more than one impulsive event may occur in the course of an2321

observed flare. In a different study, Contadakis et al. (2013) found the presence of2322

high-frequency oscillations in two weak flares of the G8 dwarf V390 Auri. It was2323

found that transient high-frequency oscillations occurred during the flare event,2324

and the observed frequencies (periods) ranged between 0.011 Hz (∼1.5 min) and2325

0.083 Hz (∼12 s). They found it in accordance with the results of the observation2326

of transient optical oscillations on strong and medium flares (e.g. Contadakis et al.,2327

2004, 2012; Contadakis, 2013, and references cited there).2328

Vida et al. (2019b) have analyzed ≈ 50-day long light curve (roughly white2329

light) of the M5.5 dwarf Proxima Centauri as obtained with the Transiting Ex-2330

oplanet Survey Satellite (TESS, e.g. Ricker et al. 2014). The mass, radius and2331

surface temperature of this star are respectively M? = 0.120 ± 0.003M�, R? =2332

0.146 ± 0.007R� and T?eff = 2980 ± 80 K. Overall in this observational epoch2333

72 flares were identified, therefore, the flare rate is 1.49 events per day. Most of2334

flares appeared in groups, while two flare events exhibited QPPs during their decay2335

phase. In the first flare, QPPs had a period of about 6.5 hr, lasting for around 1 day2336

with the decreasing amplitude. As far as we know, these QPPs have the longest2337

period detected in stellar (and solar) flares to date (see Figure 30 in Section 3.6).2338

The second flare was found to be more energetic, and its decay phase shows QPPs2339

with two periods about 2.7 and 5.4 hr with the possibility of harmonics. Due to the2340

lack of observational data, the authors did not make an unambiguous conclusion2341

about the mechanism of the detected QPPs. They suggested that a mechanism2342

based on oscillatory reconnection caused by magnetic flux emergence could take2343

place (mechanism [9]). However, they did not rule out the possibility that the2344

QPPs could be a consequence of some MHD oscillations of stellar coronal loops.2345

3.2 Observations of stellar flare QPPs in radio2346

Due to large distances and hence very low (in comparison to the solar radio bursts)2347

apparent radio fluxes, even the most sensitive radio telescopes (such as JVLA and2348

Arecibo) currently provide rather limited and fragmentary information about the2349

stellar radio emission; this is especially true for the related quasi-periodic processes.2350

To date, QPPs in radio emission of stellar flares have been identified only in a few2351

events, mostly on the so-called “flare stars” – highly active red dwarfs (of dMe2352

spectral class), and in a certain (the brightest one) spectral component of the2353

flaring radio emission3.2354

In contrast to the solar case, the bulk of the flaring radio emission from the red2355

dwarfs (at the frequencies . 5 GHz) seems to be produced due to a coherent (most2356

likely, maser) mechanism, as indicated by its high brightness temperature and2357

high polarization degree (e.g., Bastian, 1994; Güdel, 2002). The stellar coherent2358

radio bursts resemble in many aspects the solar decimetric-metric spike bursts,2359

but (a) are much more powerful and (b) extend to higher frequencies. Like the2360

solar decimetric and metric radio emissions, the stellar coherent radio flares often2361

3 We do not consider here the periodically occurring radio bursts detected on some red
and brown dwarfs and magnetic Ap/Bp stars (e.g., Trigilio et al., 2000; Hallinan et al., 2007;
Zic et al., 2019), where the periods (from a few hours to a few days) coincide with the stel-
lar rotation periods, and thus the repetitive patterns are evidently caused by the rotational
modulation.
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demonstrate a variety of fine temporal and spectral structures, including short2362

broadband and/or narrowband pulses, bursts with frequency drifts, etc., sometimes2363

with quasi-periodic patterns.2364

The periods of QPPs detected in stellar radio flares vary from tens of mil-2365

liseconds to about one minute. E.g., Lang and Willson (1986) detected on the M42366

dwarf AD Leo, at the frequency of 1415 MHz, a sequence of QPPs with a mean2367

periodicity of 3.2± 0.3 s; the brightest pulse itself was found to consist of shorter2368

quasi-periodic spikes with a period of 32± 5 ms (likely, these fast pulsations per-2369

sisted in other time intervals as well, but were not resolved due to insufficient2370

sensitivity). Bastian et al. (1990) detected on AD Leo broadband pulsations (cov-2371

ering the 40 MHz band around 1415 MHz) with nearly 100% circular polarization2372

and modulation depth of & 50% (see the right panel in Figure 5); in a 8-second2373

interval, the pulsations were almost monochromatic with the period of 0.7 s, while2374

in a longer time interval, the Fourier transform revealed a broader range of pe-2375

riods (from ∼ 0.3 to ∼ 1 s). Abada-Simon et al. (1995) observed on AD Leo, in2376

the 1365− 1415 MHz band, a cluster of short (down to . 20 ms) 100%-polarized2377

spikes with a complicated dynamic spectrum, including broadband, narrowband2378

and frequency-drifting pulses; oscillations with a quasi-period of ∼ 5 − 10 s were2379

also detected in the cluster envelope. Gary et al. (1982) detected on the M5.52380

dwarf BL Cet, at the frequency of 4.9 GHz, QPPs with nearly 100% polarization2381

and a period of about 56± 5 s.2382

Like on the Sun, stellar radio QPPs often demonstrate multiple and/or variable2383

periods. In addition to the above examples, we can mention the event observed by2384

Lang et al. (1983) on AD Leo, at the frequency of 1400 MHz: during the rise phase2385

of a weakly-polarized flare, a bright 100% polarized burst occurred, which consisted2386

of shorter spikes and demonstrated quasi-periodic fluctuations at the time scales2387

of about 2, 10, and 25 s. Stepanov et al. (2001) and Zaitsev et al. (2004) analyzed2388

the broadband pulsations detected on AD Leo in the 480 MHz band around 4.852389

GHz, at the decay phase of a flare; the Wigner-Ville transformation revealed two2390

components of QPPs: a periodic sequence of pulses with a repetition period of2391

about 0.5 s, and a quasi-periodic component with the period steadily increasing2392

from ∼ 0.5 s to ∼ 2 − 3 s. Note that an increase in the QPP period is also found2393

in a number of solar flares (e.g. Hayes et al., 2016; Dennis et al., 2017; Hayes2394

et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020c). On the other hand, many stellar radio bursts with2395

fine temporal structure have revealed no evidence for periodicities (e.g. Osten and2396

Bastian, 2006, 2008): the Fourier transform of the light curves demonstrated no2397

distinctive periods.2398

The most common (although largely qualitative) interpretation of the QPPs2399

in stellar radio flares is modulation of the coherent maser emission mechanism by2400

some MHD oscillations in the emission source. Brown and Crane (1978) reported2401

QPPs with a period of about 4 min in the flaring radio emission from the binary2402

HR 1099 (of the RS CVn type), at the frequency of 2695 MHz. High polarization2403

degree of the pulsating component, again, favors the maser emission mechanism.2404

The authors argue that the radio emission originated from a magnetic structure2405

“shared” by both components of the interacting binary; therefore, a relatively long2406

period of pulsations is consistent with MHD oscillations in a long magnetic tube2407

connecting two stars.2408

In this regard, the MHD model by Gao et al. (2008), developed to interpret2409

the quasi-periodicity in the flaring rate, observed with a period of 48 ± 3 min2410
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in the YY Gem binary star system (containing two dM1e late-type stars with2411

M?1 = M?2 ≈ 0.57M�, R?1 = R?2 ≈ 0.6R�, the orbital period of Porb ≈ 0.81 days,2412

and the separation distance a ≈ 3.83R�), can be noted. This model is based on2413

interacting magnetic loops rooted in both components. In the interaction region2414

of the loops, the energy is released due to magnetic reconnection, the efficiency2415

of which can be modulated by fast-mode magnetoacoustic waves trapped between2416

the surfaces of two stars (mechanism [6]). The authors also derived an empirical2417

relationship between the pulsation period, P , and the mean coronal temperature,2418

T , and plasma density, ρ, as well as the magnetic field, B: P ∼ ρ0.42T−0.49B0.84.2419

In some stellar flares, microwave emission of probably gyrosynchrotron origin2420

(i.e., similar to the solar flaring microwave continuum) has been detected (e.g.2421

Osten et al., 2005). However, no definite QPPs in this emission component have2422

been detected so far – mostly due to instrumental limitations.2423

3.3 Observations of stellar flare QPPs in X-rays2424

Before the advent of the XMM-Newton observatory (Jansen et al., 2001), there was2425

plenty of evidence about the QPPs in optical (see Section 3.1) and radio bands2426

(Section 3.2) as observed during the occurrence of stellar flares. Later, the detected2427

X-ray QPPs opened a new window for studying time-varying energy release and2428

oscillatory processes in the coronae of solar-like active stars. A sequential signif-2429

icant development of the observations of X-ray QPPs and their derived physical2430

implications over the last two decades are described in this subsection.2431

3.3.1 X-ray QPPs and their association with MHD modes2432

The first QPPs in the X-ray emissions (0.2-12 keV) during a stellar flare were2433

detected on the M star AT Mic by Mitra-Kraev et al. (2005). These QPPs have2434

a period of 750 s with an exponential damping time of ≈ 2000 s and relative2435

peak-to-peak amplitude of around 15%. Based on the similarity of these2436

QPPs with the observed damped SUMER oscillations in hot solar coronal2437

loops (Ofman and Wang, 2002), they have been interpreted as the standing2438

slow mode oscillations in the flaring stellar loop of length (2.5 ± 0.2) × 1010
2439

cm (mechanism [4]). Using the technique of Zaitsev and Stepanov (1989),2440

the authors estimated the average magnetic field in the flare loop of ≈ 1052441

G. These values of the loop length and magnetic field turned out to be in2442

consistence with the values obtained from the radiative cooling time model2443

(Hawley et al., 1995) and pressure balance scaling law for solar/stellar flares2444

(Shibata and Yokoyama, 2002). An important conclusion is drawn from2445

this analyses that the comparable loop length and magnetic field suggests2446

a similar physical nature of the coronae of AT Mic and the Sun.2447

Following Jansen et al. (2001), Stepanov et al. (2006) found that these QPPs2448

with PQPP ≈ 750 s in the flare on AT Mic are associated with the excitation2449

of standing slow magnetoacoustic waves evolved most likely due to the piston2450

mechanism in stellar flaring loops, and further decay due to the electron thermal2451

conduction.2452

Later, López-Santiago (2018) refined the wavelet analysis using synthetic light2453

curves and investigated the effect of background noise while determining the confi-2454
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dence levels in the wavelet scalogram. The developed technique was applied to the2455

light-curve of the AT Mic flaring star studied by Mitra-Kraev et al. (2005), and2456

two overlapped oscillations were found. The first QPPs (P1 ≈ 750 s) had already2457

been detected by Mitra-Kraev et al. (2005), while the second QPPs were detected2458

with a period P2 ≈ 2000 s. The high-period QPPs were not mentioned in the pre-2459

vious works as reported by Mitra-Kraev et al. (2005). Their physical mechanism2460

is not yet clear.2461

In the quest of deriving a better understanding of stellar QPPs and their in-2462

herent physical mechanism(s), Pandey and Srivastava (2009) reported the obser-2463

vations of X-ray (0.3− 10 keV) oscillations during the decay phase of a flare on 192464

January 2001 in a cool active star ξ Boo using EPIC/MOS of XMM-Newton. The2465

star is a well-known binary with magnitude 4.55, at a distance 6 pc, encompassing2466

of a primary G8 dwarf and a secondary K4 dwarf along with an orbital period2467

of 151 yr. The X-ray light curve was investigated with wavelet and periodogram2468

analyses, and significant QPPs with PQPP ≈ 1019 s were detected. By using four2469

different approaches (the hydrodynamic, rise and decay, pressure balance, and2470

Haisch’s models), the derived loop length (≈ [3.6 − 3.9] × 1010 cm) along with2471

the estimated magnetic field of 36 G by a pressure-balanced method (Shibata and2472

Yokoyama, 2002), yielded convincingly for the first time the observed QPP pe-2473

riod matching with the theoretically-estimated period of the fast kink mode waves2474

(mechanism [2]) (cf., Table 2 in Pandey and Srivastava 2009). This was the first2475

(possible) detection of the fast magnetoacoustic kink modes in a binary Sun-like2476

star.2477

The works described above (Mitra-Kraev et al., 2005; Stepanov et al., 2006;2478

Pandey and Srivastava, 2009) reported only a single MHD mode (e.g. the fun-2479

damental mode of slow or kink oscillations) for X-ray QPPs associated with the2480

coronae of various magnetic stars. In contrast, Srivastava et al. (2013) presented2481

the first observational evidence of multiple slow magnetoacoustic oscillations in2482

the ‘post-flare’ loops of the corona of Proxima Centauri (M5.5Ve) making use2483

of XMM-Newton X-ray (0.3-10.0 keV) observations (see Figure 24). They found2484

multiple oscillation periodicities of P1 ≈ 1261 s and P2 ≈ 687 s, which could be2485

accompanying with the first two harmonics of slow magnetoacoustic waves in a2486

loop of length ≈ 7.5 × 109 cm (mechanism [4]). The QPPs with a period P12487

showed decay with a damping time of 47 min. The period ratio P1/P2 is found2488

to be 1.83, less than its canonical value 2.0. This infers that such oscillations are2489

most likely excited in the longitudinal density-stratified stellar loops of Proxima2490

Centauri, possessing an average scale height of 23 Mm. This work elaborated that2491

Proxima Centauri loops are very similar to the longitudinally-structured Sun’s2492

coronal loops as diagnosed via the observations of multiperiodic QPPs which2493

were interpreted as multiple harmonics of slow waves (McEwan et al., 2006;2494

Srivastava and Dwivedi, 2010, see also Reale et al. 1988).2495

Another example of the detection of multiple X-ray QPPs has been reported2496

by López-Santiago et al. (2016) who analyzed the oscillatory patterns in the young2497

Classical T Tauri stars (CTTS) of the Orion Nebula Cluster that were observed2498

by the Chandra/COUP to determine the properties of their flaring loops (see also2499

Section 3.3.3). Oscillations were interpreted to be caused by the fundamental mode2500

and/or the first harmonic of slow magnetoacoustic waves inside the loop (mech-2501

anism [4]). Higher order harmonics require higher energies to be released (Selwa2502

et al., 2005). The results showed that flares may take place in magnetic tubes2503
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Fig. 24 Detection of multi-periodic QPPs with periods of ≈ 1261 s and ≈ 687 s in the X-ray
flare on Proxima Centauri. (a) The flare light curves measured with the XMM-Newton in the
0.3–10 keV energy band. The QPPs are detected in the time interval between two vertical
dashed lines. (b) The best-fit exponential function (black dashed curve) superimposed on top
of the flare light curve (red) for the same time interval as indicated by two vertical dashed lines
on (a). (c) The detrended flare light curve and (d) its wavelet spectrum. (e) The global wavelet
power spectrum. (f) The time variations of the probability of the two detected periodicities.
(See details in Srivastava et al. (2013) where these figures are taken from).

connecting the star with its accretion disk (see Section 3.3.3 for more details). In2504

particular, it was found that at least three stars, COUP 332 (2MASS J05350934-2505

0521415), COUP 597 (V2252 Ori), and COUP 1608 (OW Ori) have magnetic2506

fluxtubes that potentially connect the star with its accretion disk, and are sub-2507

jected to oscillatory processes.2508

These findings of multiple wave harmonics in different types of stellar atmo-2509

sphere (e.g. Proxima Centauri and CTTS) indicate that their loop-like structures2510

do exist and possess flare-like energy release, which can result in oscillatory pro-2511

cesses. Further systematic analysis should be performed in the future to diagnose2512

such stellar atmospheres in terms of their magnetic structuring and the energetic2513

plasma processes, taking into account the analogy with the Sun.2514

3.3.2 X-ray QPPs and their association with other energetic plasma processes2515

Apart from the association of the observed X-ray QPPs in the stellar flares with2516

a variety of MHD modes, there are several reports that such QPPs may also be2517

associated with other energetic plasma processes. Therefore, these QPPs can play2518

an important role in diagnosing the stellar atmospheres of the distant Sun-like2519

stars to understand the flare-generated heating and particle acceleration processes2520

there.2521

For example, using the observations by the ASCA satellite, Tsuboi et al. (2000)2522

detected quasi-periodic X-ray flares from the class I protostar YLW 15 in the ρ2523

Oph cloud. It was found that three flares occurred every ≈ 20 hr. They exhibited2524

an exponential decay with time constant 30–60 ks typical of the stellar flares. The2525

total energy released in each flare was [3−6]×1036 erg, which is at least 103 times2526
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more powerful than the known solar flares (see Section 1). The first flare was well2527

explained by a quasi-static cooling model, which is similar to solar flares where the2528

heated plasma eventually cools down mainly due to radiation. The two consecutive2529

flares were consistent with the reheating of the same magnetic structure where the2530

first flare occurred. The large-scale magnetic structure and the periodicity of the2531

multiple gigantic stellar flares suggested that the reheating events of the same2532

magnetic stellar loop could develop during an interaction between the star and2533

the disk of the star owing to their differential rotation.2534

Broomhall et al. (2019b) detected QPPs in a flare on EK Draconics in the X-2535

ray bands of low-energy (0.2 – 1.0 keV) with a period of 76±2 min and high-energy2536

(1.0 – 12.0 keV) with a period of 82±2 min. EK Draconics is a young solar analogy2537

G1.5V that possesses a stronger magnetic field. It was found that the QPPs in the2538

low-energy band lag the QPPs in the high-energy band, which is consistent with2539

the Neupert effect typically observed in solar flares. It was not possible to reliably2540

establish the mechanism of generation of the QPPs detected, but they may have2541

been caused by modulations of the propagation speed or acceleration of particles.2542

Also, we cannot exclude the alternative possibility that the observed processes2543

took place in two different systems of flare loops (something similar was observed2544

in solar flares, e.g. Zimovets and Struminsky 2010). The authors concluded that2545

the similarity of the observed properties of QPPs in solar and stellar flares may2546

indicate the presence of similar processes in flare regions on different stars.2547

In conclusion, X-ray QPPs should also be examined in future studies to diag-2548

nose a variety of physical processes that may be related to the energetic response2549

of intense stellar flares making changes in the plasma equilibrium as well as re-2550

lated X-ray emissions. Such classical plasma processes are well known in the solar2551

atmosphere, and demonstrate a pathway to understanding the physics of flaring2552

stellar atmospheres in the framework of the solar-stellar analogy.2553

3.3.3 Observations and modelling of QPPs in X-ray flares of star forming regions2554

Quasi-periodic pulsations have been detected on several CTTS in the Orion star-2555

forming region during day-long X-ray flares within the Chandra Orion Ultradeep2556

Project (COUP) by López-Santiago et al. (2016), during a 13 day observation of2557

the Orion Nebula Cluster. These flares were very intense and easily demonstrated2558

temperatures above 100 MK. CTTS are young stars which still accrete mass from2559

a surrounding disk made of gas and dust. These stars are strong X-ray emitters2560

(e.g. Favata et al., 2005) and are sites of intense photospheric magnetic fields2561

(Johns-Krull et al., 1999; Johnstone et al., 2014), and therefore of very active2562

magnetic coronae. It is believed that the inner regions of the disk are significantly2563

ionized by the stellar radiation and that accreting material flows along magnetic2564

channels that connect the disk to the star (Koenigl, 1991; Hartmann et al., 2016).2565

In this framework, a suggestive scenario is that such long-lasting flares might2566

involve such huge magnetic channels. Despite limited photon statistics, QPPs were2567

detected in the flare light curves of COUP at high significance with wavelet analysis2568

tools (Torrence and Compo, 1998; López-Santiago, 2018). Related periodograms2569

clearly showed oscillation patterns in five light curves of day-long flares at high2570

significance. All of them were long-period and large amplitude in a similar way,2571

with periods approximately in the range 1-10 ks, and amplitudes on the order of2572

10%.2573
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As a first interpretation, the pulsations were associated with the fundamen-2574

tal mode and/or the first harmonic of MHD sausage modes inside single flaring2575

loops (see mechanism [1] in Section 2.3.2), with damping often driven by thermal2576

conduction processes (Ofman and Wang, 2002). A coherent oscillation in the flare2577

light curve of a star is likely to come from a single magnetic channel or loop since2578

the ignition of different loops in an arcade would be produced at distinct times,2579

and possible oscillations would be out-of-phase and overall wash out each other.2580

One obvious implication of a long-lasting intense flare in single magnetic tubes2581

is that such tubes must then be extremely long – several solar/stellar radii – so2582

long as to possibly connect the star to the circumstellar disk. This possibility had2583

already been pointed out in the systematic analysis of the COUP flares (Favata2584

et al., 2005), but the presence of QPPs further confirms this hypothesis.2585

The systematic analysis of QPPs was supported with simple analytic estimates2586

(López-Santiago et al., 2016). A couple of very well-observed modulated flares2587

on V772 Ori and OW Ori were instead studied with detailed loop modelling.2588

Hydrodynamic loop modelling had already shown that it could reproduce very well2589

both the light curves and the spectral evolution of flares which do not show QPPs.2590

In particular, it was confirmed that there are long-lasting flares with negligible2591

heating during the decay. Pure cooling in a simple flare evolution, i.e. a regular2592

light curve and spectral evolution, is another way to have coherent evolution and2593

therefore it is also strong evidence for single flaring loops (Reale, 2007). In this2594

case, a slow decay must then correspond to a long loop, which was the case of2595

a specific flare in COUP (Favata et al., 2005). V772 Ori and OW Ori are two2596

young M stars, with about half of the solar mass and a radius about twice the2597

Sun. There is evidence for an accretion disk for both of them. QPPs were detected2598

in their flare light curves with a very fine time-binning at very high significance as2599

well-defined peaks in the wavelet power spectrum after convolution with a Morlet2600

function (López-Santiago et al., 2016) and assuming a red noise.2601

The pulsations show up very clearly in the flare light curves smoothed with2602

a wider boxcar. Figure 25 shows the smoothed COUP flare light curve of V7722603

Ori. We clearly see that the period is ∼ 10 ks and the amplitude is ∼ 20%. The2604

coherence over such a long period and the large amplitude suggest that low-order2605

compressible modes might explain the observation, similar to those described in2606

(Reale, 2016). This hypothesis was tested against detailed hydrodynamic modelling2607

of the plasma confined in a long magnetic channel (Reale et al., 2018). A wave2608

with a period of 10 ks, propagating in a plasma at ∼ 100 MK, i.e. with a speed2609

∼ 1000 km/s means a waveguide of the order of 107 km long. A good reproduction2610

of the observation, as shown in Figure 25, is obtained assuming a channel ∼ 20R�2611

long, where a 1-hr heat pulse of ∼ 1011 erg cm−2 s−1 is released. The pulse duration2612

is well below the sound crossing time along the tube, which is the upper limit to2613

trigger the pulsations (Reale, 2016). Despite the simplified single loop model and2614

simple assumptions on the heating, the model is able to reproduce both the period2615

and the amplitude of the observed pulsations, together with the flare envelope light2616

curve.2617

The implication of this model is that it is evidence for a very long flaring2618

magnetic tube, so long as to connect the star to the surrounding disk, as shown2619

in Figure 26. In turn, such a strong mass and energy exchange between the star2620

and the disk may drive strong perturbations to the disk and to trigger more mass2621

accretion (Orlando et al., 2011). Therefore, the observation of coherent QPPs in2622
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Fig. 25 Flare light curves observed with Chandra/ACIS from V772 Ori (COUP 43), after
smoothing with a boxcar of 4000 s (black solid) and with a Gaussian with σ = 2000 s (blue
dashed). The observed light curves are compared to those obtained by a hydrodynamic simu-
lations of a flaring flux tube 20R� long and heat pulses of ∼ 1 hour (red solid). The vertical
bar on the right marks a typical data error bar, the horizontal bar on the left is the boxcar
width (see also Reale et al., 2018).

stellar flares becomes a very important probe for physical conditions in young2623

stellar systems.2624

3.4 Observations of stellar flare QPPs in UV/EUV2625

The coronae of the Sun and Sun-like stars emit optically-thin radiation in UV/EUV,2626

which delivers important information about the ongoing dynamics of the emitting2627

regions. There are plenty of examples obtained in the EUV emission of different2628

kinds of MHD wave activities in the solar corona, either in direct imaging or in the2629

form of time-resolved QPPs. However, there are just a few examples of UV/EUV2630

QPPs coming from the stellar atmospheres, which also provides possible clues to2631

MHD wave activity occurring there.2632

As far as we know, the first detection of stellar flare QPPs in the UV range2633

was presented by Welsh et al. (2006). Light curves for flares on four nearby dMe-2634

type stars (GJ 3685A, CR Dra, AF Psc, and SDSS J084425.9+513830.5) were2635

obtained with the GALEX satellite in the near-ultraviolet (NUV: 1750− 2800 Å)2636

and far-ultraviolet (FUV: 1350 − 1750 Å) with high temporal resolution (< 0.012637

s). Although various radiative processes contribute to these broadband channels,2638

the authors argued that the main contribution was made by the plasma heated in2639

the chromosphere and the lower transition region, i.e. at the flare loop footpoints.2640

Significant oscillations were detected during the flare events observed on all four2641

stars, with the periods found in the range of 30 to 40 s. These observed stellar2642

UV QPPs could be interpreted as the slow magnetoacoustic waves in the stellar2643
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Fig. 26 Possible scenario of the flaring magnetic tube in the V772 Ori flare. The framework
is a young stellar object surrounded by an accretion disk (cyan, Romanova et al., 2002) with
a bundle of magnetic field lines (white lines). The flare X-ray emission from the simulation is
mapped along a tube around a magnetic field line with a constant cross section (volumetric
rendering, linear red scale) that links the star to the disk and ≈ 20R� long (from Reale et al.,
2018).

flaring loops (mechanism [4]) of length ' 109 cm (less than 1/10th of the stellar2644

radii of these M-dwarfs) for an assumed plasma temperature of [5 − 20] × 106 K.2645

Of course, other mechanisms for these QPPs cannot be ruled out yet.2646

Using wavelet and EMD analysis Doyle et al. (2018) detected QPPs on several2647

dMe stars (AF Psc, CR Dra, GJ 3685A, Gl 65, SDSS J084425.9+513830, and SDSS2648

J144738.47+035312.1) in GALEX NUV light curves, in the rising and peak flare2649

phases, suggesting that the QPPs are generated by the quasi-periodic reconnection2650
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driven by large-scale magnetoacoustic waves interacting with the flare current2651

sheets, as often assumed for solar flares (mechanism [6]). Some of these flares also2652

showed QPPs in the decay phases that were interpreted as the presence of fast2653

sausage mode oscillations either driven externally by some quasi-periodic drivers2654

(such as the oscillatory reconnection, mechanism [9]) or intrinsically in the post-2655

flare loop system (mechanism [1]).2656

As articulated above, the UV/EUV spectral window may provide us with the2657

transparent light from stellar atmospheres modulated by certain wave activity or2658

the activity related to the transient energy release processes in the stellar flaring2659

loops. This aspect is less explored in the context of the stellar flares, and large-2660

scale campaigns should be conducted to observe UV/EUV QPPs in stellar flares2661

and perform diagnostics of the flaring regions based on the solar-stellar analogy.2662

Multi-wavelength observations in the UV/EUV channels simultaneously with2663

other spectral ranges, e.g., in the X-ray or radio ranges, would be of high impor-2664

tance. UV channels could provide information on the processes of energy release2665

at the flare loop footpoints, and X-rays and radio emission — in the coronal parts2666

of the loops. This information would provide additional constraints on the QPP2667

mechanisms. For example, if short-period (seconds) irregular high-amplitude pul-2668

sations are observed simultaneously in the radio and UV ranges without an obvious2669

smooth damping, one could conclude that with a very high probability they are2670

associated not with MHD oscillations of loops, but with quasi-periodic acceleration2671

and precipitation of electrons.2672

3.5 On multiwavelength observations of stellar flare QPPs2673

As in the solar case, multiwavelength observations of QPPs in stellar flares could2674

provide crucial hints about the origin of the pulsations. To date, stellar flare QPPs2675

at several wavelengths within the same spectral range have been observed in optical2676

(e.g. Zhilyaev et al., 2000, see Section 3.1.1), radio (see Section 3.2) and soft X-2677

rays (Broomhall et al., 2019b, see Section 3.3.2). However, no QPPs occurring2678

simultaneously in different spectral ranges (e.g. X-rays and optical) have been2679

detected so far – which it is assumed is due mostly to the technical limitations.2680

For example, Guarcello et al. (2019) analyzed stellar flares observed simultaneously2681

in optical (with Kepler) and soft X-ray (with XMM-Newton) ranges, and detected2682

QPPs with a period of 500 ± 100 s in the X-ray light curve at the decay phase2683

of a flare at the M2 class star HCG 273. However, the time resolution of the2684

simultaneous Kepler observations (30 min) was insufficient to detect any associated2685

pulsations in the optical range.2686

3.6 Statistical Studies of QPPs in stellar flares2687

Statistical studies of flare pulsations have become topical in the stellar domain.2688

Balona et al. (2015) analyzed 257 stellar flare light curves in white light detected2689

by Kepler and found that only seven flares (on five stars) show clearly damped2690

oscillations (QPPs) covering several cycles in the decay phase, typical in solar flares2691

– an occurrence rate of less than 3%. The authors used wavelet analysis to identify2692

QPPs (one example is shown on the right panel of Figure 4). It was found that the2693
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Fig. 27 Examples of extraction of damped X-ray QPPs in the decay phase of solar (left) and
stellar (right) flares. X-ray emission light curves are shown in panels (a) with the trend (smooth
solid curve). Power spectra of the detrended signals (b) are shown in panels (d), where the blue
vertical line shows the period obtained from fitting the detrended signal by the least-squares
technique (blue curve in (b)). The red, yellow, and green curves in (d) are 99%, 95%, and 90%
confidence intervals, respectively. (figures taken from Cho et al. 2016)

periods of the QPPs are not correlated with any stellar parameters and therefore,2694

these QPPs can hardly be a manifestation of the global oscillations of the2695

stars. Drawing on the analogy with solar flares, the detected QPPs may be2696

a result of some similar physical processes in stellar flare loops, but this2697

assumption requires further substantiation. The authors also found that 18%2698

of flares show one or more intensity peaks (or bumps) in the decay phase. The2699

estimated probability that the main flare peak and the bumps in the decay phase2700

are a superposition of several independent flares is negligible. Therefore, there2701

must be some physical mechanism associated with the flares that leads to the2702

appearance of the bumps. The study by Balona et al. (2015) has not yet been able2703

to establish this mechanism with certainty. However, it has been argued that the2704

found bumps are unlikely to be the result of highly damped impulsively excited2705

global acoustic oscillations of the stars.2706

Pugh et al. (2016) performed a statistical study of 1439 flares from 216 different2707

stars observed in white light by Kepler, finding 56 instances of a QPP signature.2708

Similar to the Balona et al. (2015) result, this corresponds to only a ∼4% occur-2709

rence rate. This study found that the QPP periods were not correlated with stellar2710

temperature, radius, rotation period, or surface gravity, suggesting that the QPPs2711

are independent of global stellar parameters and likely to be result of processes2712

occurring in local environments. It was also found that the QPP period is not2713

correlated with flare energy. Crucially however, it was found that the observed2714

period scales with the QPP decay time.2715
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Fig. 28 Damping time, τ , as a function of period of X-ray QPPs in solar (red) and stellar
(blue) flares. The blue and red straight lines represent the best-fitting power-law dependencies.
The black dashed line is the least-squares approximation of the combined dataset, composed
of both solar and stellar flare QPPs. Figure taken from Cho et al. (2016) with the permission
of the authors.

Cho et al. (2016) analyzed 42 solar flares with pronounced X-ray QPPs as2716

observed with RHESSI, and 36 stellar flares with X-ray QPPs as observed with2717

XMM-Newton. The QPPs in the decay phase of the solar and stellar flares were2718

investigated. The empirical mode decomposition (EMD) method and least-squares2719

fit by a damped sinusoidal function were applied to obtain the periods (P ) and2720

damping times (τ) of both the solar and stellar flare QPPs (see a couple of examples2721

for one solar and one stellar flare in Figure 27). The authors reported that the2722

periods and damping times of the stellar flare QPPs are P = 16.21±15.86 min and2723

τ = 27.21± 28.73 min, while those of the solar flare QPPs are P = 0.90± 0.56 and2724

τ = 1.53±1.10 min, respectively. It was noticed that the ratios of the damping times2725

to the periods observed in the stellar QPPs (τ/P = 1.69 ± 0.56) are statistically2726

identical to those of solar QPPs (τ/P = 1.74 ± 0.77). It was estimated that the2727

scalings of the QPP damping time with the period are well described by a power2728

law in both solar and stellar cases (Figure 28). The power indices of the solar and2729

stellar flare QPPs are found to be 0.96± 0.10 and 0.98± 0.05, respectively. These2730

estimated scaling are found to be consistent with the scalings for the standing2731

slow magnetoacoustic (mechanism [4]) and kink modes (mechanism [2]) in solar2732

coronal loops. This analysis provides a comprehensive physical picture that the2733

underlying mechanism responsible for the stellar QPPs (at least of some type)2734

can be the natural magnetohydrodynamic oscillation in the flaring loops simply2735

identical to the case of the solar flare-driven MHD oscillations.2736
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Fig. 29 The number of detected QPP events in stellar flares as a function of (a) observational
wavelength band and (b) stellar spectral class. The sample parameters are mostly provided by
the statistical studies given in Section 3.6 and also by the case studies given in Sections 3.1 -
3.4. The number of samples in panels (a) and (b) are 213 and 80, respectively.

To conclude this section, we now consider all the available global parameters of2737

the flare-active stars where QPPs have been detected in various wavelength bands,2738

based on the case studies reviewed in Sections 3.1–3.4 and the statistical studies2739

described above. In total, this sample contains 213 QPP events and, for each2740

event, information on the wavelength range of the QPP observation is available.2741

More than half of the QPPs were detected in the visible range (V), mainly due2742

to the observations by the Kepler observatory (see Figure 29a). Furthermore, in2743

descending order, there are QPP events detected in the ranges of X-ray (X), UV2744

(U), radio (R) and infrared (I) radiation. The total number of QPP events with2745

information on the spectral type of host stars is 80 (Figure 29b). It is striking that2746

most of the QPPs were observed on red dwarfs of spectral classes M2–M7. This is2747

not surprising, since such stars are very numerous, have low intrinsic luminosity,2748

demonstrate very high flare activity and, thus, have received a lot of attention2749

(e.g. Gershberg, 2005).2750

The dependencies of the QPP periods on stellar temperature, stellar radius,2751

rotation period, and surface gravity are shown in Figure 30 for the samples of2752

169, 129, 151, and 149 events, respectively. It seems that there is only a very weak2753

dependency between the QPP periods and global stellar parameters, but no strong2754

and obvious correlation. Besides, the QPP periods for a given global parameter2755

value have very large scatter.2756

4 Summary and prospects2757

The phenomenon of QPPs in solar and stellar flares has been known and stud-2758

ied about 50 years (Parks and Winckler, 1969; Rodono, 1974). Over the past five2759

decades, great progress has been made in studies of solar and stellar flares in2760

general, and QPPs in particular. In this work, we have given an overview of the2761
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Fig. 30 Scatter-plots of QPP periods in stellar flares as a function of (a) stellar surface
temperature, (b) radius, (c) rotation period, and (d) surface gravity. The sample parameters
are mostly provided by the statistical studies given in Section 3.6 and also by the case studies
given in Sections 3.1 – 3.4. The number of the samples in four panels is 169, 129, 151, and 149,
respectively. The values of the linear correlation coefficient (CC) are shown in the panels.

most important and interesting results on QPPs in solar flares, with an emphasis2762

on the results of recent years, as well as on the analogy between QPPs in solar2763

and stellar flares. Here, we will try to briefly summarize our view on the current2764

state-of-the-art in QPP research:2765

2766

QPPs in solar flares:2767

– QPPs are a common phenomenon accompanying many solar flares. They are2768

observed in all ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum, from radio waves to2769

γ-rays, at various stages of flares. QPPs are observed both in very weak flare2770

events (such as microflares and bright X-ray points) and in the most powerful2771

flares. Recent statistical studies have shown different probabilities of occur-2772

rence of QPPs in powerful solar flares (above M5), from 30% to 90%. The2773

difference can be interpreted by the fact that the significance of the quasi-2774

periodicity was determined using different methods and criteria, for data from2775

different instruments in different ranges of the spectrum, on different samples2776
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of events. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that QPPs are not rare and not2777

‘black sheep’ — they occur in a large percentage of powerful solar flares. The2778

probability of detecting QPPs decreases with decreasing flare magnitude. This2779

may be due to the lower signal-to-noise ratio for these events. The question2780

of the actual prevalence of QPPs in solar flares is still open. It is necessary to2781

conduct further statistical studies based on new methods for determining the2782

significance of quasi-periodicity and more precise observational data in various2783

ranges of the spectrum. Since they are established as a regularly occurring phe-2784

nomenon, QPPs remain a critical attribute of solar flares in that flare models2785

must necessarily include mechanisms that naturally explain their appearance.2786

2787

– To date, at least fifteen physical mechanisms / models have been proposed2788

to explain QPPs in solar flares. According to Kupriyanova et al. (2020), they2789

can be divided into three groups: (i) direct modulation by MHD and electrody-2790

namic oscillations of all types, (ii) modulation of the efficiency of energy release2791

processes by MHD oscillations, (iii) spontaneous quasi-periodic energy release in-2792

cluding quasi-periodic regimes of magnetic reconnection (DC-to-AC models). The2793

division into these groups is not unambiguous. There is also another classifi-2794

cation of the models by McLaughlin et al. (2018): (A) oscillatory processes, (B)2795

self-oscillatory processes, (C) autowave processes. Some mechanisms, by their2796

physical nature, can be attributed to several groups.2797

2798

– There have been several hundred observational studies of QPPs in solar flares.2799

Despite improvements in observation capabilities, it can be stated that for most2800

events it has not yet been possible to draw an unambiguous conclusion about2801

the underlying QPP mechanism. Usually, the observed QPPs can be inter-2802

preted simultaneously within the framework of several different mechanisms.2803

The problem is twofold: On the one hand, at present, most of the models are2804

of a qualitative nature – it is not yet possible to quantitatively obtain all the2805

necessary observational properties of the models for realistic conditions in flare2806

regions. A serious drawback of most models is that they are developed within2807

the MHD approximation and do not take into account the particle acceleration2808

processes, which play a very important role in flares. It is necessary to follow2809

the path of developing realistic 3D models, taking into account inhomogeneities2810

along the PIL, the processes of acceleration and propagation of particles, as well2811

as direct modelling of the emission of flare regions in different spectral ranges2812

for a detailed comparison with observations of various instruments. However,2813

modern observations usually do not yet provide all the necessary information2814

about the physical properties of flare regions and sources of QPPs. It is ex-2815

tremely important to have detailed information about the spatial structure of2816

QPP sources and their dynamics in different spectral ranges. It is also impor-2817

tant to have reliable information on the geometry and dynamics of magnetic2818

fields, electric currents and plasmas in the flare region for an adequate choice2819

of the model. A promising avenue for the QPP-based solar coronal seismology2820

is the detection of spatially-resolved multi-periodic, multi-modal QPPs.2821

2822

QPPs in stellar flares:2823

2824
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– First of all, it is important to note that progress in the study of QPPs in stellar2825

flares is largely based on the solar-stellar analogy. Based on numerous obser-2826

vations, it is assumed that physical processes in flare regions on the Sun and2827

on other magnetoactive stars are of a similar nature; namely, flare processes2828

occur in magnetic loop systems, where, as a result of reconnection, free mag-2829

netic energy can be transformed into other energy channels (kinetic energy of2830

plasma and accelerated particles, electromagnetic radiation, various waves and2831

oscillations). It is important to note that the presence of the QPPs themselves2832

in stellar flares and the similarity of a number of their characteristics with the2833

properties of QPPs in solar flares is in itself an important additional argument2834

in favor of the existence of physical analogies between solar and stellar flares.2835

2836

– Among the properties of QPPs in stellar flares, the following properties stand2837

out as similar to those of QPPs in solar flares:2838

1. A similar range of characteristic periods from seconds to several minutes,2839

although it should be noted that QPPs with periods of up to several hun-2840

dred minutes are also found in stellar flares, which is possible, due to the2841

fact that stellar flares can be much more powerful (superflares) and longer2842

duration than solar flares;2843

2. Observation of QPPs in stellar flares in different spectral ranges, as well2844

as in solar flares. However, it should be noted that QPPs in several princi-2845

pally different ranges (e.g. radio and optical) simultaneously have not yet2846

been detected in stellar flares, which is probably due to the difficulties of2847

multiwavelength observations of stellar flares;2848

3. The presence of multiperiodic QPPs in stellar and solar flares;2849

4. Similar scaling for the ratios of the decay time and period of the soft X-ray2850

QPPs in the decay phase of solar and stellar flares. The last two properties2851

are well-known characteristics of MHD oscillations of solar coronal loops;2852

5. Adequate explanation of X-ray QPPs in flares in the star-formation re-2853

gions using the hydrodynamic model of sloshing oscillations, which is also2854

applicable to flare loops on the Sun;2855

6. Statistical studies indicate that the properties of flare QPPs do not explic-2856

itly depend on the global characteristics of parent stars, as well as on the2857

physical parameters of parent active regions on the Sun. Also, no connection2858

was found between the characteristics of QPPs and the flare magnitude.2859

This indicates that the properties of QPPs in both solar and stellar flares2860

are determined by local processes occurring in flare regions.2861

2862

– Based on solar-stellar analogies, the same mechanisms (but with different pa-2863

rameters), developed for solar flares, are usually used to interpret QPPs in2864

stellar flares. As in the interpretation of QPPs in solar flares, it is most often2865

assumed that QPPs in stellar flares are associated either with MHD oscillations2866

of coronal loops or with quasi-periodic regimes of magnetic reconnection. Un-2867

der the assumption of MHD oscillations, the methods of coronal MHD2868

seismology are often used to estimate the physical parameters of flare2869

loops, such as the average temperature and plasma density, magnetic field,2870

and electric current. For a number of stellar flares, it has been shown that the2871

parameters of flare loops obtained using MHD seismology are close to those ob-2872

tained by other independent methods. This gives rise to hope that the proposed2873
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mechanisms may indeed take place in the studied stellar flares. Nevertheless,2874

estimates are still rather rough and do not exclude the possibility that QPPs2875

may be the result of other mechanisms. It is necessary to be cautious about2876

the estimates obtained and to develop additional diagnostic methods to verify2877

the results. In general, the information available on stellar flares is still much2878

scarcer than for solar flares. In all likelihood, the development of theories of2879

stellar flare QPPs will proceed, as before, following the development of theories2880

of solar flare QPPs.2881

2882

– Further progress in studies of QPPs in stellar flares can also be associated with2883

the implementation of sessions of multiwavelength observations of stellar flares2884

using instruments with high temporal resolution (seconds) and high signal-2885

to-noise ratio. Of particular interest are simultaneous observations of QPPs2886

of thermal and non-thermal emissions (e.g. bremsstrahlung X-ray radiation2887

of heated plasma in flare loops and gyrosynchrotron emission of accelerated2888

electrons in the radio range, respectively). In particular, promising results can2889

be obtained in the radio range with the introduction of new instruments such2890

as the Square Kilometre Area (SKA, e.g. Weltman et al. 2020). We also expect2891

new data from the Mikhail Pavlinsky Astronomical Roentgen Telescope X-ray Con-2892

centrator (ART-XC) and extended ROentgen Survey with an Imaging Telescope2893

Array (eROSITA) onboard the Spectrum-Reuntgen-Gamma (SRG) observa-2894

tory in X-rays (Pavlinsky et al., 2019; Predehl et al., 2021), and from the2895

Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) observations in the optical range2896

with a cadence of 20 s (improving on the 120 s cadence provided in the initial2897

prime mission). These data could provide many new possibilities for identify-2898

ing stellar QPPs if the signal-to-noise ratio is sufficient. One important task is2899

to understand whether the mechanisms of superflares on solar-type stars are2900

similar to those of solar flares, and also to understand why QPPs in the optical2901

continuum (in white light) have not yet been seen in solar flares, while there2902

are now many white-light observations of QPPs in stellar flares.2903
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A Appendix: Model-Property Table2923

Here, in Table 1, we summarize the main expected properties of models (mechanisms) [1]-[15]2924

discussed in Sections 2.3.1-2.3.3. Since most of the models are not yet fully developed, it is2925

necessary to consider the given properties as preliminary and possible, but not as final and2926

irrevocable (see discussion in Section 2.3.4). This table is a rough guide only and should be used2927

with care when choosing the model to interpret the observations of QPPs in a particular flare.2928

This table also partly reflects the current state of development of the models. In particular,2929

it can be seen that analytical formulas for the periods of QPPs are not yet available for all2930

models. Thus, the table also indicates the possible gaps and directions of development of the2931

models.2932

As a rule of thumb, the more observational manifestations of the mechanism under con-2933

sideration, indicated in Table 1, are found in the study of a particular flare, the more likely2934

this mechanism is applicable to explain the QPPs in this flare.2935

Below we consider a virtual example to demonstrate the application of this table. Suppose2936

that from observations of integral fluxes from the Sun, the QPP period of several tens of2937

seconds in both thermal and non-thermal radiations is available. Then one can choose almost2938

equivalently from mechanisms [1], [2], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [11], [12], [13], and [15]. Let the QPPs2939

have an irregular structure (e.g. amplitude and time intervals between successive peaks are not2940

stable) and the modulation depth of the intensity of non-thermal radiation (e.g., hard X-rays)2941

reaches 90%, which are the signs of non-stationary magnetic reconnection. Then mechanisms2942

[1], [2], [5], [11], and [13] can be excluded (see the second column in Table 1), while mechanisms2943

[6], [7], [8], [9], [12], and [15] still remain possible. If, in addition, the sources of individual2944

pulsations are spatially resolved and seen to systematically move along the PIL, then we can2945

further narrow the list of candidate mechanisms to [7], [8], [15]. On the other hand, if the QPP2946

sources do not exhibit systematic motion along the PIL (e.g. they appear randomly in different2947

locations in the flare region), then only mechanisms [6], [9], and [12] can be considered. And2948

if there is no other information, then, at the moment, it is practically impossible to make a2949

reliable choice among the remaining mechanisms and they are practically equally applicable2950

to the QPP event under consideration.2951

If, additionally, a loop is found in the flare region, kink-oscillating with a period close to2952

the period of QPPs, then mechanism [6] could be the most likely candidate. It must be also2953

remembered that the detection of the oscillating loop does not guarantee the unambiguous2954

applicability of mechanism [6] here. It may turn out that the loop oscillations are not a trigger2955

of quasi-periodic reconnection and particle acceleration, but, on the contrary, the quasi-periodic2956

energy release of the flare excites oscillations in one of the nearby loops, the period of the2957

eigenmode of which coincides or is close to the QPP period. To resolve the dilemma, one must2958

try to establish a causal relationship, in particular, which process begins earlier – the QPPs2959

or the loop oscillations (for this one can analyze the time-distance maps). However, despite2960

a significant progress in the analysis and understanding of MHD waves and oscillations in2961

coronal loops and other plasma structures, this is not a trivial task given the available data2962

level.2963

As another example, we consider the case when QPPs are detected only in the thermal2964

radiation of a flare, e.g., in the soft X-ray and EUV ranges. In this case we can consider2965

mechanisms [1], [4], [5], [10], [13], and [14] for consideration. If the period is several minutes or2966

longer and the QPPs show only a few cycles (peaks) and quickly decay, then it is most likely2967

to be caused by mechanism [4]. To confirm it, it is necessary to compare the found period with2968

the theoretical one, if it is possible to identify the QPP-emitting loop and measure its length2969

and temperature of plasma in it. Also, if spectrally resolved observations in one or several lines2970

are available, then it is necessary to check the additional observational properties of the slow2971

mode, indicated in the column ‘Peculiarities’ in Table 1 (and others properties known from2972

the theory and simulations of this mode).2973

If the QPP period is a few seconds, then it is more reasonable to consider mechanisms [1]2974

and [14]. To choose between them, one should try to find additional observational signatures2975
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of these mechanisms. In particular, for the same length of the flare loop, the global trapped2976

sausage mode will have a longer period compared to the period of the fast standing wave2977

trapped at the loop-top in mechanism [14]. However, the harmonics of the sausage mode can2978

have a comparable period with the period in mechanism [14]. To move a step forward in making2979

a decision, one could use the fact that the sausage mode probably has a higher quality factor,2980

so that a relatively larger number of the QPP peaks can be expected for it.2981

If the QPP period is from tens of seconds to a few minutes and the QPPs have a high2982

quality factor, then mechanisms [1] and [5] can be considered as the most likely. Next, one2983

should try to estimate from observations and magnetic field reconstruction the parameters of2984

the flare loop used to calculate the QPP periods in these mechanisms. The main difficulty here2985

is to reliably estimate the flare loop minor radius (and cross-section area), the magnitudes of2986

the magnetic field and longitudinal electric current in it. The latter is especially difficult if2987

the flare is located near the limb and vector magnetograms are not available. In this case, one2988

needs to look for additional observational signatures of the mechanisms, e.g., the specific phase2989

difference of the intensity and Doppler shift favouring the interpretation in terms of mechanism2990

[1] (see the rightmost column in Table 1). However, observational signatures of mechanism [5]2991

are still poorly understood, since its forward modeling has not been performed yet. This task2992

is pending.2993
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Table 1: Possible observational properties of solar flare QPP mechanisms. (Des-
ignations: P - period, j - harmonic number, L - loop length, a - loop cross-
section radius, Q - quality factor, Cs0 and CA0 - sound and Alfvén speeds
inside the loop, respectively, ηj - zeros of the Bessel function J0(η), Ck - kink
speed, CT0 - internal tube speed, S[17] - loop cross-section measured in 1017

cm2, I0[11] - equilibrium electric current in the loop measured in 1011 A, c -
speed of light in vacuum, CV and CP - standard specific heat capacities, Qρ
and QT - derivatives of the net plasma heating/cooling function with respect
to the plasma density and temperature evaluated at the equilibrium.)

Signal shape in the
time & frequency do-
mains

Intensity amplitude
modulation

Periodicity Source structure &
Emission type

Peculiarities

Group (i): Direct modulation by MHD and electrodynamic oscillations of all types
[1] Standing sausage mode

Narrow-band harmonic,
possible presence of
higher harmonics (e.g.
Figures 8, 23)

Monotonic decreasing,
from a few to a few tens
of percent; Q ' 10− 100
(e.g. Figure 5)

Seconds – tens of seconds;
variations are possible due
to changes of loop’s parame-
ters; PGSM = 2L/Cp (global
trapped at j = 1) or Psaus =

2πa

ηj

√
C2
s0+C

2
A0

(leaky at j ≥ 1

& trapped at j > 1)

Flare loop

Thermal, non-thermal
(compressive and LOS
effects, modulation of
non-thermal particle loss-
cone and precipitation;
presumably does not affect
particle acceleration)

For the global trapped
mode: π/2 difference
between intensity and
Doppler shift; small-
amplitude variations of
flare loop cross-section
(not yet resolved)

[2] Standing kink mode

Narrow-band harmonic,
possible presence of
higher harmonics

Mainly monotonic de-
creasing with Q ' 1− 6

Tens of seconds – a few tens of
minutes; variations are possible
due to changes of loop’s param-
eters, Pkink = 2L/jCk

Flare loop

Thermal, non-thermal
(LOS effects, no particle
acceleration)

Quasi-periodic intensity
variations are due to
changes of angle between
LOS and loop’s axis
(magnetic field direction)

[4] Standing slow mode
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Signal shape in the
time & frequency do-
mains

Intensity amplitude
modulation

Periodicity Source structure &
Emission type

Peculiarities

Narrow-band harmonic,
possible presence of
higher harmonics

Mainly monotonic de-
creasing with Q ' 1 − 2
in the flare decay phase
(e.g. Figure 27); ampli-
tude could increase due
to thermal overstability
(see mechanism [10])

A few minutes – tens of min-
utes; variations are possible
due to changes of loop’s pa-
rameters (i.e. density, temper-
ature, and magnetic field per-
turbations), Pslow = 2L/jCT0

Flare loop

Mainly thermal, could
be non-thermal (e.g.
Razin suppression effect,
in microwaves; possible
modulation of non-thermal
electron bremsstrahlung
through plasma density
modulation; particle ac-
celeration modulation is
unlikely)

For a fundamental mode in
a flare loop: large inten-
sity amplitude at the loop
footpoints and small at the
loop apex, anti-phase in-
tensity oscillations in two
footpoints, strong Doppler
shift velocity at the apex
and small at the foot-
points, the intensity and
Doppler shift velocity oscil-
late with π/2 phase shift

[5] RLC contour

Narrow-band harmonic
Monotonic decreasing
with high Q-factor

Tens of seconds and more;
modulation by oscillations of
electric current in the loop,
PRLC ' 10× S[17]/I0[11]
s

Flare loop

Thermal, non-thermal
(periodic plasma heating
& particle acceleration is
possible; modulation of
microwave emission due
to oscillations of magnetic
field)

Presence of strong (& 1010

A) vertical electric currents
in the loop’s footpoints

[13] Dispersive wave trains

Broadband (‘tadpole’
shape; Figure 15)

Non-monotonic wave
train

Tens of seconds with, e.g., ≈
Psaus in leaky regime

Various open structures,
e.g. coronal fan, current
sheet, also coronal loops

Thermal, non-thermal
(particle acceleration
could be possible, e.g., if
there is a steepening of the
fronts to shocks

Group (ii): Modulation of the efficiency of energy release processes by MHD oscillations
[6] Reconnection triggered by MHD waves
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Signal shape in the
time & frequency do-
mains

Intensity amplitude
modulation

Periodicity Source structure &
Emission type

Peculiarities

Quasi-periodic asym-
metric bursts (fast rise,
slower decay; e.g. Fig-
ure 16) or symmetric
triangular bursts (e.g.
Figure 7); pronounced
higher harmonics in the
spectrum

Irregular, modulation up
to 100%, no pronounce
decay (e.g. Figures 7, 20)

Seconds – a few tens of min-
utes; irregular if trigger is ape-
riodic (i.e. propagating fast
wave pulse) or regular if trigger
is periodic (e.g. external kink
or leaky sausage modes)

Different geometries are
possible (e.g. circular rib-
bon flares), the presence of
X-point or X-line is needed

Thermal, non-thermal
(particle acceleration)

Requires an external
source of waves (e.g.
oscillating loop, propa-
gating fast wave, three-,
five-minute oscillations,
etc.)

[7] Reconnection triggered by MHD autowave processes

Quasi-periodic asym-
metric bursts (fast rise,
slower decay)

Irregular, modulation up
to 100%

Fraction of seconds – tens of
minutes

Flare arcade of loops with
longitude electric currents
or flare arcade with a
current sheet above

Thermal, non-thermal
(particle acceleration)

Systematic progression of
energy release source and
emission sources along PIL

[8] Reconnection triggered by flapping oscillations

Quasi-periodic asym-
metric bursts (fast rise,
slower decay)

Irregular, modulation up
to 100%

Fraction of seconds – tens of
minutes

Current sheet above a flare
arcade

Thermal, non-thermal
(particle acceleration)

Systematic progression of
energy release source and
emission sources along PIL

[12] Magnetic tuning fork

Quasi-periodic asym-
metric bursts (fast rise,
slower decay)

Irregular, modulation up
to 100%

Seconds – minutes

Current sheet and flare
loop/arcade, compact
above-the-loop-top source

Thermal, non-thermal
(modulation of plasma
heating and particle
acceleration) is possible

Simultaneous presence of
both QPPs and QPFs with
equal periods

[14] KHI in loop-top
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Signal shape in the
time & frequency do-
mains

Intensity amplitude
modulation

Periodicity Source structure &
Emission type

Peculiarities

Narrow-band harmonic,
possible presence of
higher harmonics

Decreasing Seconds – tens of seconds
Flare loop-top

Thermal

QPPs appear after chro-
mospheric evaporation

[15] Thermal instability of current layer

Quasi-periodic asym-
metric bursts (fast rise,
slower decay)

Irregular, modulation up
to 100%

Seconds – tens of minutes

Current sheet above a flare
arcade

Thermal, non-thermal
(possible particle accelera-
tion)

Alternating hotter and
colder loops in a flare
arcade

Group (iii): Spontaneous quasi-periodic energy release (DC-to-AC models)
[9] Self-oscillatory processes

Quasi-periodic asym-
metric bursts (fast rise,
slower decay); power-law
spectral shape is possible
(Figures 8, 9)

Irregular, modulation up
to 100%

Fraction of seconds – minutes

Various magnetic struc-
tures with X-points,
X-lines, separators, or/and
current sheets

Thermal, non-thermal
(quasi-periodic plasma
heating and particle
acceleration)

Various signatures of
quasi-periodic magnetic
reconnection, such as
quasi-periodic reconfigura-
tion of magnetic structure,
quasi-periodic cold/hot
plasma inflows/outflows,
formation of multiple
plasmoids

[10] Thermal overstability of standing slow waves or propagating dispersive slow wave trains

Not clear yet
High, increasing or stable
amplitude

A few minutes to tens of min-
utes. For standing waves, pe-
riod coincides with the acous-
tic period; for propagating slow
wave trains period is pre-
scribed by properties of the
coronal heating and cooling

functions, PTM '
√
CV CP
QρQT

Flare loops

Thermal

[11] Periodic regimes of coalescence of twisted loops
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Signal shape in the
time & frequency do-
mains

Intensity amplitude
modulation

Periodicity Source structure &
Emission type

Peculiarities

Quasi-periodic asym-
metric bursts (fast rise,
slower decay); double-
peak bursts are possible

Decreasing; modulation
up to 100% Seconds – minutes

E.g. two interacting loops,
erupting flux rope and
overlying arcade, merging
plasmoids

Thermal, non-thermal
(particle acceleration)

Interacting current-
carrying magnetic struc-
tures
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